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PROLOGUE 

GERMAN MYTHOLOGY 

" Though the unwnse collapse 

we must philosophize still.''-RENAN. 

We all know the legend of Siegfried, the fair young hero who slew 
the Dragon and conquered Brunhild. To the Germans, bowed for years 
under the weight of their 1918 defeat, Hitler re-incarnated the young 
hero. All over Germany, picture postcards revealed the identification, 
showing Hitler, in spite of his dark colouring and Alpine type, wearing 
the fair Siegfried's shining annour. 

Siegfried, from the bits of his father's sword, shattered by the lance 
of Wotan who bears the runes or tablets of the Law, reforged Nothung, 
the irresistible blade. Hitler, from the bits of the German army, shattered 
in the last war, reforged arms for the German people. 

Siegfried, the hero of light, will slay the dark Dragon that sleeps on 
his treasure, the Rhinegold, the Nibelung Ring, whose possession give! 
world power. Hitler, Siegfried's avatar, must combat the sharks of 
capital, shut in the Nibelheim of International Jewry and seize the 
treasure which the Dragons-the "haves" of this world-wrongfully 
hold. 

Siegfried awakes the sleeping Valkyrie who greet him with loud 
Heils. Hitler would awake a somnolent Germania from her lethargy of 
post-war shame (Deutschland Erwache! cried the Hitler Youth!) who 
in return greeted him with the ritual Heil Hitler! Finally, the son hero, 
Siegfried, conquers even the Father of the Gods, Wotan, whose lance he 
breaks. So Hitler too would have wished to break the lances of the 
" have " Fathers of this world, whether named Churchill, Stalin or 
Roosevelt. Less fortunate than Siegfried, however, he failed. 

t Le monde croulerait qu'il faudrait philosopher encore 
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10 MYTHS OF WAR 

In the Nibelung cycle, Siegfried and Brunhild are finally betrayed 
by Hagen the son of the Nibelung Alberich, who wishes to recover the 
ring. Brunhild is treacherously tom from her bastion of flames. Hagen 
has made Siegfried drink a potion of forgetfulness. But when, hunting, 
his memory suddenly returns and he begins to chant of his exploits and 
lost loves, Hagen, from behind, pierces him with his lance. 

So too, to the finally defeated Nazis, Germany and Hitler were· 
betrayed! Was it the dark Nibelungs, International Jewry, who caused 
the ruin of that radiant pair? Who was it stabbed Hitler in the back that 
ni<Tht of May 1st, when his death was so pompously announced? \Vhat 
H;gen, Bolshevists, Jews or high finance forced him to commit suicide? 

First and foremost, however, that historical law, which rules that 
conquered empires, unstabilised by time, collapse as fast as they are raised, 
and bury the rash conqueror beneath their ruins. 

* i(· * 
What will happen to the Hitler legend? Doubtless it will suffer the 

dual fate of all conqueror-legends. The nations he attacked and brought 
suffering upon will curse his name. To his victims Hitler was a "criminal". 
The Anglo-Saxons, in the West, said that in fighting Hitler and his. 
rninions they \~ere c~mbatting the forces of Evil. This they pro
claimed in th~Ir puntan way as though embarking on a crusade. 
The Russians, m the_ East, daily vowed Hitler and his "fascist bandits" 

death. Thus, to his enemies, Hitler-as Napoleon once-was and will 
to · A . Ch. 
long remam nti- nst, the Beast of -the Apocalypse, even for the 
Russians who; t~ough ~he~ have renounced Christianity, reveal themselves, 
with their Asiatic egahtanan creed, the latest Christian sect. 

Yet to his own _peo~le,. the Germans, now that the Siegfried-Hitler 

f era! march has died 111 silence in a Germany mourning and in ruins, un . • 
in spite of t~e p~ssmg curses of that wretched nation, the legend of the 

d hero will anse. 
de a 

Two great ideals will cross their beams over our ancient devastated 

Pe From beyond the ocean. the Stars and Stripes will float in the _Euro · . · 
nd advancmg from far Eurasia the Red Flag and its hammer and· west a ' . . . ' . . . 

. 1 But Germany, With 1ts etghty m1lhons at the Continent's heart, 1ck e. d 
5 lly struck an quartered by its four conquerors, will not forget that 

orta d d . m . e she lor e 1t over Europe. 
for a tl!U 
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In spite of all the curses bestowed on the Corsican ogre, neither the 
retreat from Russia nor 'Waterloo ever expunged the legend of Napoleon 
from the memory of Frenchmen. 

"Long will they speak of his glory 
U11der the humble tlzatclz ... " 1 

In spite of the differing· worths of a Napoleon and a Hitler, in spite 
of the massacres that tarnish his name, Hitler, to the German imagination 
will remain the Siegfried who foug-ht the Dragon, the mythic hero who 
conquered 1\1other Europe : he who alone could destroy the "treacherous" 
coalition of drag-ons and the Judaic Nibelungs with their ancient god 
Jehovah! 

Possibly even, despite the announcement of his death, some new 
legend, like that of Barbarossa, will place him in the caves of some similar 
Kyffhauser, whence to emerge one day of vengeful glory? 

For it is not enough to kill an enemy to obliterate him: he will sutvive 
in legend.2 

LONDON. juNE 5tlz, 1945. 

t On parlera de sa gloire 
Sous le chaume bien longtemps ... Beranger. 

2 The idea of this interesting parallel between Siegfried and Hitler and many of 
its details I owe to Prof. Joachim Rosteutscher, of the University of Cape Town. 





CHAPTER I 

THE MYTH OF THE CORPSE IN THE CAR 

Soon after the Munich agreement had averted immediate war, a 
friend and fellow psycho-analyst, Dr. R. Loewenstein, told me the follow
ing story in the Autumn of 1938, a story he vouched for as true. I give it 
verbatim: 

1. "In September 1938, a young man who was expecting his call-up 
was driving his fiancee to Laval intending to leave her with relatives. 
Outside Paris he stops for petrol. A middle-aged couple ask where he is 
going and then beg a lift for the lady who is going in that direction 
whereas the man is returning to Paris to join up the following day. As 
they drive, the fiancee begins to cry and talk about their imminent sepa
ration. The stranger, however, assures them all will be well and tells the 
girl to stop crying. "You'll never be called up", she says to. the man, 
because there won't be a war. Anyway Hitler will be dead in six months." 
This she repeats several times. At Laval, before taking leave of the young 
man she asks whether he intends to return to Paris, and when? He replies 
that he is returning immediately. 

"The lady then advises him not to drive back that night because, if 
he docs, he will find a corpse in his car. The young people however think 
her dotty and drive off without asking either her name or address. Later, 
before he leaves Laval, the young man's relatives ask him to give a lift to 
a lad they know who is also expecting an immediate call-up. He agrees. 
En route, the passenger says he feels drowsy, stretches out on the back 
seat and falls asleep. Back in Paris, the car stops at the passenger's address, 
the young man opens the door to wake him and finds the lad dead." 

"What is this womari ?" 

A year later, in Autumn 1939, when Hitler, contrary to the latter 
prediction, had lived long enough to plunge Europe into war, another 
story came my way, this time told by a masseur at the Turkish Baths in 
Paris to my husband, with similar assurances of authenticity. According 
to him, the incident had happened to the brother-in-law of another regular 
patron, whose name he gave. Here again is the text of the story as given 
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MYTHS OF WAR 

me by the same masseur by telephone : 
2. "A man is called up. With his wife and daughter he drives to 

Versailles. It is late and he says to his wife: 'I shan't have pC'trol enough 
to get up the hill'. Two or three hundred metres from the top of the rise 
to St. Cloud, his tank runs dry. He gets out looks right and left, hut to 
no effect. Then, however, under the trees, he sees some gypsies·whom he 
calls to help push the car uphill. One of these gypsies then says: 'You 
won't get back to-night without a stiff in your car.' He fills up with 
petrol and is returning to Paris when he is stopped by a policeman who 
asks him to take an injured man to hospital. Before they could reach 
the hospital, however, the injured man was dead in the car. But before 
this, the driver had said to the gypsy : 'Since you're such a good prophet, 
can't you say when the war will end?' 'In the Autumn,' the latter 
had answered, ' after tremendous events.' " 

As a good rationalist, what first struck me in both these stories was 
their improbability and I felt half inclined to laugh at the credulity of 
my informants, a credulity, however, which the psycho-analyst did not 
altogether share. 

As a psycho-analyst, however, trained to take seriously even the most 
preposterous-seeming mental products, it was impossible, eventually, 
not to be struck by the similarity of the two themes : namely, that something 
is ardently desired, the realisation of which. in each case, seems assured 
by the death,. also pre~ict:d in each case, of ~ man. Hitler, redoubtable as 
he is, must die : he wlil diC as surely as did the passenger in the car. The 
war Hitler unleashed must end; it will end as surely as that the injured 
man, picked up on the road, dies before he reaches his destination. 

I then found that variants of the same theme had been, and were, 
current throug~out France and even existed abroad, thus raising the story 

f The Corpse m the Car to the widespread dignity of a myth. I shall first 
0 I I . · try to. extract t le genera significance and meaning of the two stories 
already quoted and reserve for later the other variants I was subsequently 
able to collect. 

* * 
Underlying these stories then, there appears to be a link between cause 

I effect. clearly deeper than the mere truth of one prediction vouching 
anc · 
f r another. . 

0 'WhY in both cases Is the pledge the death of a man? Any incident 
might have done : a dog killed on the road, a tree smashed hy a car, a car 
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hopelessly wrecked-even an unexpected bit of good fortune learnt on 
reaching home: winning the big prize, for instance, in the National Lottery. 

But we immediately feel that the first three, ordinary as they are, 
would ~eem inadequate to pledge so great, so immense, a piece of luck, as 
the death of the arch-enemy Hitler. or a victorious end to the war he began. 
As for the big prize in the National Lottery, this would be still less adequate 
as a pledge, for two such strokes of luck together would seem too improb
able entirely. The death, however, of the stray passenger, the death of a 
man, seems a pledge of far greater potency and appears to set a seal of 
finality on fate's decrees. 

For if man's spirit at the time was struck by and believed in an 
auspicious prophecy thus pledged by a death, and if the myth seemed 
almost universally to crop up, it is doubtless because war, with its 
anxieties and dangers. must have revivified within us some of humanity's 
most ancient beliefs; in this case the conviction of. the need for a sacri
fice, to obtain some great good fortune. 

* * * 
In their fine Essai silr Ia N aturc ct La fonction du Sacrifice/ Hubert 

and Mauss write very truly that. "generally speaking, sacrifices were more 
or less gifts which, to the believer, conferred rights over his god" (p. 30) 
though the sacrifice might be human, animal or vegetable and of a com
munal, expiatory (piacular), propitiatory, or professedly honorific nature. 
(I, personally, do not believe any sacrifice was ever wholly disinterested). 
Hubert and Mauss then discuss the theories of Robe.rtson Smith and 
Frazer, which generally derive sacrifice from totemic rites, and continue : 
«Whoever reaps the benefit from the sacrifice, or is affected by it, we call 
the sacrificcr. This may be either an individual or a group, family, clan, 
tribe or nation ... " (p. 37). Later, treating of the preliminary con
secration of the victim, they say : "we thus see wherein lies the distinctive 
feature of the consecration as regards the sacrifice: namely, that the 
object consecrated serves as the intermediary between the sacrificer and 
the divinity to whom the sacrifi<:e is offered up." (p. 38). Later again, 
defining sacrifice, our authors thus distinguish it from a simple offering: 
"Sometimes the consecrated object is presented as a simple votive offering 
... such as the first fruits which, being brought to the Temple, remained 

intact and were the property of the priests. In other cases, however, 
consecration destroyed the offered object, as when an animal was brought 

1 L'Annce sociologique, Paris, Felix Alcan, 2me annee 1897-1898. 
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to the altar, the desired end only being attained when its throat was cut 
or it was dismembered or consumed by fire-in a word, sacrificed. The 
object thus destroyed is the victim. Clearly it is only oblations of this 
kind that can properly be classed as sacrifices. Between these two processes 
we feel there exists a difference in degree and efficacy. In the sacrifice 
proper, far more potent religious forces are released ... " (p. 39). 

It has become usual, our authors further write, "in particular in 
Germany, to classify sacrifice under certain distinct heads : for example, 
they speak of expiatory sacrifices (SiihnojJfcr), thank offerings (Dank
opfer), precatory sacrifices (Bittopfcr), etc. Actually, however, there is 
no clear line of demarcation . . ." (p. 42). All sacrifices to the gods 
appear in fact as bargains where payment is made either before or after 
the sacrificer has been duly rewarded : it is either the settling of an old 
debt to the divinity in the expiatory sacrifice, or a bill to be paid for some 
favour already received where a thank offering is made, or again an 
advance payment in the case of precatory or propitiatory sacrifices. Men 
as· well as their gods-conceived in their image-arc good business-men: 
And if the victim, whatever it be, must be sacrificed, i.e. destroyed, it is 
no doubt because men see no better way of sending such gifts as they 
are ready to offer to that world where the gods dwell. In addition, the 
deep-rooted sadism, universal in man, can thus express itself without 
qualms of conscience, for in so acting he fulfils a duty to his gods. 

A moot point often discussed is whether human sacrifice preceded 
animal sacrifice, or vice versa. In the article Sacrifice in the Encyclo
jJaedia Britannica, 1 we read : "Many theories on the relation of human to 
animal sacrifice have been put forward, most of them on an insufficient 
basis of facts. It has been held that animal sacrifice is the primitive 
form and that the decay of totemism or lack of domestic animals has 
brought about the substitution of a human victim; but it has also been 
urged that in many cases animal victims arc treated like human beings 
and must consequently have replaced them, that human beings arc 
smeared with the blood of sacrifice, and must therefore have themselves 
been sacrified before a milder rule allowed that an animal should replace 
them." (p. 983). 

From the psycho-analytic point of view it is the second hypothesis 

t 1910-1911 edition: " Sacrifice " by North cote Whitridge Thomas, M.A. 
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which seems probable. The Freudian concept of totemism and of the 
sacrifice of the totem animal-substitute for the father of the primal 
horde who was killed by the rebellious sons eager to possess the females
sheds new and strange light on a problem which, before psycho-analysis, 
sociologists and ethnologists found difficult to explain. That they so 
often were unable to allow priority to human sacrifice in primitive times 
must doubtless be set down to their own repression of early parricidal 
wishes, even the theory generally being rejected with anger or scorn. 
The same mechanism which formerly brought about the substitution of 
a totem animal for the father-and then for any human victim whatever 
-demands a similar substitution on the psychological plane. Yet the 
myths of many races preserve eloquent testimony of the probable order 
of events for those able to understand them : it is the ram that follows 
Abraham's son on the Hebrew pyre and the hind that replaces Iphigenia 
on the Greek altar. 

In his book, first published in 1913,1 Freud following Robertson Smith, 
reminds us that at the totemic feasts of certain ancient tribes, the totem 
animal-which is regarded as the ancestor of the clan and so generally 
spared as sacrosanct-is ritually eaten by the group. Then, turning to 
Darwin's hypothesis of the primal horde, in which a powerful and jealous 
male monopolises the females and drives away the growing sons and 
potential rivals, Freud advances his own theory thus: "One day the 
expelled brothers joined forces, slew and ate their father, and thus put 
an end to the father horde. Together they dared and accomplished 
what would have remained impossible for them singly. Perhaps some 
advance in culture, like the use of a new weapon, had given them the 
feeling of superiority. Of course these cannibalistic savages ate their 
victim. This violent primal father had surely been the envied and feared 
model for each of the brothers. Now they accomplished their identifi
cation with him by devouring him and each acquired a part of his strength. 
The totem feast, which is perhaps mankind's first celebration, would be 
the repetition and commemoration of this memorable criminal act, with 
which so many things began : social organisation, moral restrictions and 
religion." 2 

Then the sons, repenting-or fearing retaliation-and banded m a 

1 Freud: Totem und Tabu, 1913: Totem and Taboo, translated A. A. Brill. 
Pelican Books, London, 1938. 

2 I.e. p. 142. 

B 



18 MYTHS OF WAR 

fraternal horde would thenceforth prohibit any repetition of their deed 
and, as it were, retrospectively spare the father's life by ceasing to kill, 
except on ritual "occasions," the totem animal reincarnating the "ancestor" 
of the clan: at the same time by introducing exogamy they would also 
give up their claim to the females of their clan who represent the father's 
wives they once criminally desired. Nevertheless, those who will not allow 
priority to human sacrifice seem at times justified, to go by certain 
instances. Isaac, as he ascended the mountain for the sacrifice asked 
"where is the lamb or burnt offering" and, continues the Encyclopcedia 
Britannica, "if tradition is any guide, human sacrifice seems in many 
important areas to be secondary in character. In spite of the great 
development of the rite among the Aztecs, tradition says that it was 
unknown until 200 years before the conquest; in Polynesia human sacri
fices seem to be comparatively modern, and in India they appear to have 
been rare among the Vedic peoples. On the whole, human sacrifice is 
far commoner among the semi-civilized and barbarous races than in stili 
lower stages of culture."1 To this psycho-analysts would reply that, with
out prejudice to such new discoveries as ethnologists may furnish, we 
might adduce those general psychological laws which govern regression 
and the return of the repressed. Just as the human form of the deified 
primal father reappears by degrees in the Egyptian Pantheon of animal
gods, so the primal human victim might at times reappear in place of 
animal victims and be substituted for them on altar and pyre. 

* * * 
In our modern myth of The Corpse in the Car, a highly-charged 

regression, due to war and the anxiety it evokes, must have reactivated 
the need to offer a human victim in propitiation to fate. For it is clearly 
a human sacrifice that must be intended here, if only on a simple wish or 
phantasy plane. Comparison of the occasions of and elements in classic 
sacrificial rites-as described by Hubert and Mauss-with those of our 
own recent myth, will enable us to establish the latter's underlying relation
ship with the human sacrifices of our distant ancestors. 

In their section on the Orders of Sacrifice, Hubert and Mauss distin
guish three main stages : the entry into the sacred condition, the actual 
sacrifice of the victim and, lastly, the exit from the sacred condition. 
"Sacrifice," they explain, "is both a religious act in itself which can only 
be enacted in a religious place and an act made sacred through agents 

1 I.e. Art : Sacrifice. 
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themselves essentially religious. Generally, however, before the ceremony, 
neither sacrificer, officiant, place, instruments or victim possess this quality 

·in the requisite degree. The first stage of the sacrifice therefore is intended 
to confer it on them. They are secular and must change their condition. 
Thus, rites are needed to translate them into sacred spheres and there 
fix them in varying degree according to the part they will. be called on 
to play. It is this which constitutes, as expressed in Sanskrit texts, the 
entry into the sacrifice." (pp. 47-48) 

Innumerable forms of purificatory rites, ablutions, fasts, continence 
and segregation from others result, in different races, in rendering the 
sacrificer "sacred." In our present myth, we must first ask: who is the 
sacrificer, the gainer, for whom the sacrifice is to be made? Clearly it 
is the young recruit who, in one case, is going to Laval, and in the other 
to Versailles: not, however, that the place matters. And what is it here 
that takes the place of the rites that consecrate the sacrificer? In mv 
opinion it is mobilisation. The fact of being called up, dedicated to the 
dangers of war and death have suddenly transformed the , hitherto 
commonplace citizen into someone sacred: in receiving his call-up or 
reading the poster mobilising his group, the aura of the "sacred" begins to 
invest him. 

But where is the officiant? For, as we see, the sacrificial victim 
through whom the sacrificer is to profit is clearly the man who must and 
in fact, does die, automatically, at the back of the car, though neither 
strangled nor with his throat cut. And only in the second version does 
the wayfarer appear as already injured, though it is not said by whom or 
by what. The officiant remains hidden and perforce anonymous because 
of the ever-increasing repression (though none will believe it) of man's 
age-old aggression. It is fate and fate alone which would seem to have 
slain and sacrificed the victim. In fact, however, it is either the sooth
sayer or gypsy, who thus prophecying, must be playing the part 
of the "officiating" priest or priestess,incarnation of divinity or murderous 
fate. Doubtless, that is why their words sound so uncanny to the hearer, 
as though one saw some fiery sword hover in the dark skies of war. 

Nevertheless, in all sacrifice, it is the victim round whom all in the 
drama revolves, and from whom all seems to flow. In this modern myth 
therefore, we shall seek to discover the victim's identity and establish 
what confers the requisite sacredness on him? The stranger who dies at 
the back of the car is in one case a recruit, in the other someone already 
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injured. A recruit would admirably represent the sacrificer. . "Th~ 
victim," write Hubert and Mauss, "also at times stands for the sacnficer.'' 
(p. 66) Something is sacrified in one's place to buy off ill-luck or acquire 
good-fortune. In the second version of the myth, this trick of the uncon, 
scious appears still more clearly : the victim is alre':ldy injured. But it). 
the interim, war is declared and our recruit may at any time be sent to 
the Front and there be wounded: another injured man, however, redeerns 
him and thus the common identity of sacrificer and victim springs 
to tight. But it is the stranger who is offered as a holocaust while h~ 
himself will live, neither wounded nor mutilated, for the war will soon enq 
and the injured man has already paid t.he debt of blood which he owes 
to the envious god, fate. 

One element at first sight, however, appears to be missing from out
sacrifice : the ritual employment of the victim's remains. "The sacrificial 
victim," write Hubert and Mauss, " had this in common with the dead 
that his soul inhabited both the outer world and his corpse." The viet~ 
was despatched to the gods both as offering and messenger. With out
modem passenger in the car, his soul too is free to take similar flight. 
But what becomes of his consecrated remains? Our authors continue : 
"The remains too were treated with religious respect : honours were paicl 
them. The slaying thus left behind a something that was sacred and it 
was that which, as we shall see, could help to bring about the beneficent 
effects of the sacrifice. To this end, the remains would undergo alterna
tive treatments. What remained of the creature was either dedicated 
wholly to the gods or wholly to the world, or was shared between them." 
(p. 71). Our myth, however, is silent as to the final fate of the stranger's 
body. 

Doubtless, this was so obvious that there was no need to go into 
further detail. The passenger's remains will simply receive the funeral 
rites of the country, being either buried or burnt after certain civil or 
religious ceremonies. Unlike the communal rites accompanying certain 
propitiatory sacrifices, they will not be eaten either by sacrificer or 
officiant and, in effect, the victims' remains will be wholly attributed to 
the gods, as in the Greek holocaust or the Hebrew Ola. 

* * * 
In all sacrifice, however, two further elements must still be con

sidered : the place and the instruments. For, say our authors, "it is not 
enough fgr:. sacrificer· an9. officiant to be consecrated for the sacrifice as 

/ . 
:.; 
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such to take place. This cannot take place at any time or anywhere 
The place of the sacrifice must itself be sacred; outside sacred precincts 
immolation would be merely murder." (p. 56). Certain places are per
manently sacred, as for instance, the temples of the Hebrews; there are 
others, however, which are consecrated afresh whenever necessary, as 
with the Hindus where "each could choose his own place of sacrifice 

' though this had first to be consecrated by certain rites, the most essential 
. being kindling the fires " (p. 57.) 

Having collected these two versions of the myth I began to record 
others, which I shall give later. In spite of certain striking differences 
one element, however, remains practically unchanged : that most modern 
substitution of the motor car for the altar or pyre, the motor car now 
having become the place of sacrifice and in some degree, the instrument. 

Here the support of anthropology and sociology no longer help us. 
Only psycho-analysis, expert in deciphering symbols, will enable us to 
understand why the sacrifice must so frequently take place in a car, how
ever strange may seem its interpretations to the layman. 

In dreams, driving in cars is as constant a sexual symbol as climbing 
stairs or uphill. Indeed, we find both elements fused in the second ver
sion of our myth, where the car breaks down going uphill. The con
script thus, in some sort, so far as the unconscious is concerned, would be 
performing a sexual act. The fact that in each case a woman--or two-
is present with him in the car, corroborates this interpretation. 

On the other hand, the victim in both our cases is a man, who 
whether mobilised or injured, becomes a double_ of the sacrificer. On~ 
~ay ask therefore whether some hint of the o.edipus mytq may not have 
hngered on into our modern myth of death m the car. The sacrifi 

1 . ce 
would not merely be propitiatory and so re e~sc Immense good. 
it would also permit the expiation of some hidden sin : that . ' 
some conscript analogous to the sacrificer would be sacrificed in ~~' 
place, in punishment for some original sin hidden so deep in time th Is 
it can be only the CEdipal parricide. The sacrificer who flees fro:rn Pa ~t 
in his car, in a journey symbolising the sex act with one or :more wo ns 

. h f :men would be the "hero,"1 the Oedipus son _w o, a ter slaying th~ 
1 In myths which are the collective dreams of mankmd, om; often ~ 

story of CEdipus one son who, in variance wit~ the Fr~udtan hyPothe'sts In the 
brother-horde, c~mmi~ !he primal parrici?t:• takmg on htmself all the sin 5 ff the 
glory for, his act. Thts ts doubtless the ongm of the concept of the "hero , l , and 
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father, seizes the females for whose possession he slew. (Victorious troops 
hardly consider it sinful to conquer, if not ravish, the women of defeated 
lands). To win forgiveness, redemption, the guilty son must then sacri
fice some double of himself, a conscript or injured person who, taking 
upon himself the punishment for the crime, like a scapegoat or Christ, 
saves the former by his death. 

Again, by dying as the car moves, the punishment takes on the form 
of the crime and the son is punished in that wherein he sinned. Yet this 
victim, offered in propitiation and in expiation too, (are sacrificial victims 
ever either separately?) this victim, in a sovereign piaculum, at one stroke 
redeems not only our driver, but a whole nation too, and in his person 
redeems all his fellow conscripts, themselves blood-guilty sons who, once 
their original sin has been washed in the blood of another, whether by the 
father's death or simply by the end of hostilities, will preserve their lives 
and rediscover the paradise of peace. Thus did Christ, the son of God, 
by a sacrifice both expiatory and propitiatory, redeem all mankind from 
original sin; mankind which, like Him, were begot of the Father Eternal 
but which were also His human brothers. Thus they won beatitude 
and gained eternal life in the paradise above. 

The great Judea-Christian myth differs, however, from the myth of 
The Corpse in the Car in that here a still more archaic process of regres
sion resolves itself into the open return of the repressed material. In the 
Judea-Christian myth the primal parricide can only be inferred by the 
talion of blood inflicted on the God-son victim\ whereas in the modern 
myth it is a new incarnation of the father that finally appears in order 
to be struck down. 

Is not a national enemy, to the unconscious, but the Oedipus
father, that primal rival and first enemy of every male child, though later 
projected beyond one's own frontiers? Since the Oedipus crime has 
already been expiated by the sacrificial victim in the symbolic car the 
crime may now be committed with impunity; thus Hitler is slain and 

1 In his ToteT?l and Taboo (IV. 6: The Infantile Recurrence of Totemism, 
trans. A. A. Bnll) Freud s.ays: " In the Christian myth man's original sin is 
undoubtedly. an offen:e. agamst God the Father, and if Christ redeems mankind 
fro~ the wc•gh.t o~ ongmal sin by sacrificing his own life, he forces us to the con
clusiOn that t~ls sm was murder. According to the law of retaliation, which is 
deply ro~tcd In human feeling, a murder can be atoned only by the sacrifice of 
anoth7r hfe,; the self-sacrifice points to a blood guilt. And if this sacrifice of one's 
own hfe bn~gs about a reconciliation with God, the father, then the crime which 
must be expiated can only have been the murder of the father." 
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the conscripted sons may depart together to delight in peace in the home
land-that glorified mother! The processes of the unconscious attach 
little importance to time and, so far as they are concerned, the crime may 
very well follow the punishment. 

* * * 
It remains, following Hubert and Mauss, to discover in our myth 

the exit from the sacrifice, the return to the secular state from that 
of the sacred condition of the sacrifice vowed to destruction. 

What in our myth corresponds to the Ite missa est with which 
Christian sacrifice ends? I think it must be demobilisation. Thereupon 
the recruits-when Hitler is dead and the war victoriously ended-issue 
from the sacred aura of sin and sacrifice which will in truth have 
redeemed them and thus returned them to normal life. 

* * * 
I will now give such other versions of our myth as I was able to 

gather as a result of questioning those I met with such assiduity that they 
might well have thought me mad on the subject of "deaths in cars." My 
son suggested that I might also visit clairvoyants in different parts of Paris 
on the matter. The myth seemed to have appeared more or less ubiqui
tously between 1938 and 1949, significantly unchanged, though varying in 
detail. Nearly always the narrator vouched that the story was genuine 
and most often affirmed that it had happened to an acquaintance who 
actually knew the person involved. The fantasies of the unconscious 
demand to be believed. 

I will now give these versions verbatim, as communicated to me 
either in speech or writing. 

Here is one version obtained in November 1939 from an antiquary 
in Paris, quartier d'Europe. 

3. "A young couple returning from a trip in their car, happen to 
have a breakdown. While the man tinkers about, a woman passes and, 
entering into conversation, predicts Hitler's imminent death and that they 
will carry a dead man in their car. The couple are incredulous. The 
car is put right and they start off, but almost at their destination are hailed 
by a pedestrian who asks for a lift. He gets in and the car drives on, 
but what is their surprise, on reaching their destination, to find that their 
fellow traveller has died en route .... " 

Here we again find all the participants in the sacrifice : the sacri
ficer1 the officiating priestess1 the victim and also the car-both place and 
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instrument. The entry into and exit from the sacrifice, represented 
i~ our war myth by mobilisation and demobilisation, though not men
tloned, are nevertheless implicit, for how in France, in time of war 
:"ould any y~ung husband not be liable to the call-up? The accom an ~ 
mg woman 1s expressly mentioned since we have a " yo P 1 y 

ll
. . ' ung coup e " 

trave mg m the symbolic car. As to the end of h . 
result, without need of any special mention ft h e dwar, this would 

A h 
. , rom t e eath of H'tl 

not er versiOn collected some h 1 . 1 cr. F h . w at ater was gwen b 
rene wnter. He himself had hea d . . N me y a young 

war and after Munich: r lt m ovember 1938, before the 

4. "In November 1938 a man r . 
his car for the week-end E' lVI.ng near Montauban starts off in 
like a poet or tramp H~ th~ kro~t~ he lS stopped by someone who look 

· 1n s 1t 1s someone . . s 
says to him: 'Hitler ·n d' wantmg a hft. Th' 193 Wl le on December 8th 1938 ls.man 

9), and ~dds: 'And I'll prove the truth of vh' , (or. March Bth, 
you somethmg that will happen to you . wh \ at I m saymg by telling 
on the road to Blois you'll . . en you ,get to a certain pl 

h 
' give someone a lift d th ace 

w en you've got to , D . . an e man will be dead 
L • • • • • nvmg along he sees a t 
rJUrrymg to the scene finds an inJ'ured h moor crash and . 1 · ' man w o must be tak ' 
to lo~pltf\1. At the very place foretold t\ d . en at once • ' • · \C nver looks d . h' 
passenger JS dr,ad." roun . 1s 

JJ en~ saerifteer, ofiidaut and injured victim are all present. Yet 

owing lO what '"'mplcx in him docs my informant make everything hap: 
pen he l ww1 malt"? The woman has dis~ppcm~~. As to the call·UP that 
precedes every war, its menace hangs m the mr: there ts no need to 

underline it. · t Another version was contributed in November 1939 by. a cla~rvoyan e 
in the quartier d'Europe, as having been told her by a Russm~ chent, w~o 
~wore he knew the lady in question. This lady had told h1m t~e story 
in March 1938 soon after Hitler first struck and attacked Austna. 

' 5. " A German-Swiss lady is travelling from Basle to Zurich, driven 
by her chauffeur. After lunch at Basle, a lady there said to them: 'You . 
needn't fear war because Hitler will be murdered before it can happen. 
To prove I'm right, it's as true as that you'll have a dead man in your car 
when you get to Zurich.' En route they pick up someone hurt in an 

accident, who dies before they get to Zurich." 
Here again we have the same exorcism to avert the war that has not 

yet come to pass. Here, too, the victim is someone injured as in versions 
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2 and 4. The officiant is a woman, and there is the apparently note
worthy difference that the sacrificer is one too. But the owner of the car 
has her double in the chauffeur, and he, doubtless, is of military age. 
The place of sacrifice remains the symbolic car with the travelling couple. 
The country is no longer France but Switzerland, a country in parts more 
or less Germanic. Switzerland, German-Switzerland that is, after Austria 
was annexed, felt itself threatened by the infiltration of National 
Socialism; it feared to be drawn into the vast conflict about to burst upon 
Europe. A myth to exorcise the prevailing anxiety would find 
excellent soil. 

But to return to the variants prevalent after the outbreak of war. 

A clairvoyante of the quartier Saint-Germain brought me the fol
lowing version in December 1939. 

6. "A motorist is stopped on the road by a gypsy. 'Your father 
has had an attack and you'll have a dead man in your car. It's as true 
as that Hitler will be dead in three months.' So it happens.'' 

It is worth noting in this version, succinct as it is and with many 
omissions, that the very significant detail of a grave illness of the real 
father is correlated with the death of Hitler the inimical father. 

' 
The theme of the sacrificial slaying appears more clearly in the vari

ants I now give. 

These two versions were obtained in December 1939, first from a 
Parisian chauffeur living in the quartier de Ia Muette, then from his 
wifl:!. It was she who had heard it first from a woman who claimed to 
know the man to whom it had happened. Here first is the verbatim ver
sion as given by the chauffeur's wife: 

7. " On one of his trips in his car, a man meets a woman who asks 
for a lift. He obligingly agrees and they start talking. The woman 
suggests she shall tell him the future, but the man refuses, explaining 
that he doesn't care in the least. Whereupon his passenger remarks: 'All 

·right, but one thing I can tell you is that in a few days you'll have a man 
in your car and that man will die; and if he dies, Hitler will die too. 
The driver was very upset by the man's death and all the legal 
formalities." 

And here is the chauffeur's distorted version. 

8. "A lady told someone that a fortune-teller had warned her she 
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would give a man a lift in her car, that she would have an accident and 
cause his death. She had also predicted that Hitler would die that year. 
The lady did give a lift to a man, there was an accident and he was 
killed." 

It is amusing to note that, while in the wife's version, the driver is 
a ma~ in that of the chauffeur it is a woman, and that she is the cause 
of the 'accident. The general contempt of chauffeurs for. women drivers! 
But the greatest interest of the story lies elsewhere : in the chauffeur's 
version it is the woman driver-sacrificer-a better officiating priestess than 
the distant fortune-teller-who kills her passenger by means of her car. 
Here the guilt of the murder is no longer attributed exclusively to fate. 
And if the male driver in the chauffeur's wife's version "was very upset 
by the man's death and all the legal formalities" that was doubtless 
because he too, by bad driving or for some other cause, was responsible 
for the man's death. 

Hitler, however, was not the only major enemy whose death was fore
told and pledged by a human sacrifice in the guise of The CorfJse in the 
Car. The following incident was said to have taken place in the Spring 
of 1939, just when the I tali an press was most violently attacking France 
and when, in consequence, Mussolini was hardly popular in France, 
above all in the South. The story was told me by a young woman of 
the quartier d' Auteuil, in November, 1939, who said she had it from 
a friend of the wife of a doctor practising somewhere in the Var who, 
naturally, would know the woman to whom it happened: 

9. "A motorist living in the south of France had a breakdown. A 
passing gypsy tells him he will have a corpse in his car before he reaches 
Toulon, the man having been summoned from Nice by a relative ill in 
that city. The gypsy had foretold his finding the corpse near Toulon 
his hurried return to Toulon to see someone ill and the assassination of 
Mussolini at the end of April." 

The sick person in this story recalls the father and his attack in ver. 
sion 6. The woman companion is again missing, as in version 4 and those 
other versions where the female element seems to have changed places. 
We shall see it reappear in the centre of interest soon. 

* * * 
I tried to track down this theme of The Corpse in the Car that pre

dicts the end of the evils of war in other countries at war. From Greece 
. I 
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where I stayed some weeks in the winter of 1939-1940, I was able to 
correspond w_ith relatives in Germany. I then learnt that the story of 
The Corpse zn the Car was as widespread there as in France and pre
dicted Ge:many's imminent triumph, though not the· murder of 
Chambcrlam and Daladier. No verbatim stories were sent me, but one 
of my husband's nieces, married to a German, subsequently wrote from 
Lindau on October 6th, 1940-in a Jetter in English which was to reach 
me three months later-saying : "Can it be perhaps propaganda· to spread 
these stories among the people?" (A German diplomat, to whom I related 
the myth in Paris, in 1940, also expressed this idea, so strongly did the 
power of ".propaganda," of the control of public opinion, dominate the 
German mmd, even to the extent of making it ignore the strength and 
legitimacy of the spontaneous psychological reactions arising from the 
unconscious). l\1y niece continued : "The likenesses of these stories are 
real~y too striking to my mind ! , She then gave me the following 
versiOn. 

10. "~here is a man driving _in a car and he has to stop for some 
reason (engme trouble or a level crossing) and an old woman says: as 
sure as you'll have a dead man this evening in your car the war will end 
at such and such a date (June or July). Then he drives on and soon 
comes across a motor accident. and he is asked to take an injured man 
to hospital and when he gets there the man is dead ! " And slightly mis
quoting Goethe's Erlkonig, my niece concluded : " He reached the castle 
with effort and pain and lo! in his arms, the child was dead." 1 

This reference by my niece to the Erlkonig suggests to me that, 
apart from what we have already seen of the possible sexual symbolism 
of this myth, the corpse's journey in the car may well symbolise a speed
ing towards death, as in the Erlkonig, or a race to destruction as in 
Berlioz's Damnation de Faust. The car would then be the modern equiva
lent of the horse bestridden by Death, so often depicted in the Middle Ages. 
(Is not the father of the child in Goethe's poem himself the double of the 
Erlkonig, personifying both death and its summons?) The popular 
imagination readily conceives that a vehicle-horse or chariot or boat
would be needed to bear the dead on their last long journey to the beyond. 
Thus it is that to-day, the car in our modern myth has taken the place of 

1 "Er erreicht den Hof mit Mi.ihe und Not, und wie er da kam in seinen Armen 
das Kind war tot." · 
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the horse of Death or Charon's bark, a bark replaced in many a modern 
Greek ballad by the horse on which Charon heaps the dead. 

When I passed through Berlin on my way from Greece at the outset 
of the Italo-Greck war, before Germany herself had entered that war, 
I was able to collect this other German version of the myth, on February 
7th, 1941, from one of my husband's cousins. 

11. " Three people in a railway carriage. One says : ' The war is 
nearly over.' 'How do you know?' 'Just as I know that you'll have 
a corpse in your car this evening and that gentleman over there has so 
much in his pocket.' The man then alights and gets into a car. On the 
road he picks up an injured man who dies on the way to hospital." 

The motif of The Guessed Money, which we shall investigate later 
here weaves itself into that of The CorjJse in the Car. Sacrificer, offici~ 
ant, victim, place and instrument of sacrifice arc all again present, but 
the accompanying woman has disappeared, exactly as in the last Gennan. 
version. 

* * * 
I also tried to trace our myth in England. When I wrote to friends 

they replied that at first they could not track it down, so sure was th~ 
country of itself, they said. Soon, however, a fellow psycho-analyst to 
whom I had written, sent me the following letter, dated May 8th, 1940, 
signed by Charles Madge, one of Mass Observations' organisers. 

"Dear Dr. Melitta Schmideberg, 
The matter you raise is very interesting because I think the motive behind 

the spreading of some of these stories badly needs psychoanalysing. 
"First the gypsy story. In various forms this has been current for at least 

five. ye~rs. It came up at the death of George V, at the time of Edward VIII's 
abd!catlon and at the time of George VI's coronation. It always seemed to impl}r 
a death wish about the ruling person concerned. It was mentioned in the Press 
(e.g., Evening Standard, Londoner's Diary) several times. It came in letters 
and reP_orts to M-0 quite frequently. Already before Munich, the story had a 
ne~ twist, and was applied to Hitler; after the usual prelude about somebody 
be!~g found dead in a car there is a prophecy that Hitler will die within some 
penod. It was specially prevalent in September, 1938 .... " 

Another letter from England, dated November 21st, 1942, informed 
me that the myth of The Corpse in the Car was very widespread. My 
correspondent, a young woman in Army Transport, added : " I also 
heard the tale told, but when I got home and told it to the officer's wife 
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\vith whom I'm living, she broke in saying she'd heard it soon after 
postilitics started, first_ in Yorkshire, then in 1940 in an Essex garrison 
town and soon after m South Wales. She could not remember their 
50urce or the different versions but the story was always vouched for as 
being the solemn truth." 

* * * 

Thus, from this short enquiry we see that, in widespread regions, 
similar themes arise spontaneously in the minds of the masses when they 
feel themselves menaced, either by some cruel external war or again by 
the death or desertion of their leaders. The wish-myth of The Corpse in 
the Car then arises to bind the prevalent anxiety and leave a loophole for 
hope, so maintaining the courage to live and fight on. 

Doubtless some similar myth of a dead man found in a carriage or 
coach, such being the transport of the time, must have been current in 
England and on the Continent in Napoleon's day to serve to predict 
th!! death of the "Corsican ogre." Though the story may not be found 
in contemporary records, in all probability it is because it was not 
put down. 

I have, however, found a version current in France showing regres
sion from the car to the horse-carriage. At Saint-Tropez, on September 
9th, 1940, the wife of the psycho-analyst to whom I owe the first version 
of our myth told me the following story which she had heard before the 
war, in May 1939 in Paris, soon after her husband heard the first version. 
She herself had it from her milliner, whose shop was in the Avenue 
Victor Emanuel : 

12. "One fine morning a Swiss woodcutter goes off to work in the 
woods. On the way he meets a gypsy. They start talking, and the man 
begins telling her he is worried, has no idea what to do, he would like to 
buy some land, but is afraid there will be war. The gypsy then says: 
'You may be sure there won't be any war because Hitler will be dead two 
months from now.' She is as sure of it as that, that very evening, he will 
have a dead man in his cart. The same afternoon some sportsmen shoot
ing in the woods come in search of him, saying: 'We see you've a cart; 
there's been a shooting accident; can you take the injured man to the 
village?' The man is placed in the cart and the woodcutter sits in front : 
when they reach the village and he turns round, he sees that the man 
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is dead in the cart."1 

A little later I was able to find a very different version of this same 
sacrificial theme. It came from a young friend, forced by the retreat to 
move from the Ecole des Roches in Normandy to Saint Tropcz (Var). 
He had picked it up in Nmmandy about Whitsuntide 1940, and he told 
it to me that summer : 

13. "A mathematics professor, as a result of his calculations, had 
succeeded in predicting events with extraordinary accuracy. He had 
foretold almost to a day when Norway and Holland would be in•raded 
Then, for fun, he predicted to his concierge that he would have ah acci~ 
~ent on such and such a date and added : ' Hitler won't last longer tha 
SIX weeks from to-day.' The concierge has the accident; he is knocke~ 
down by a car." 

Here, the car as the place of sacrifice becomes the instrument t 
The victim is, of course, the concierge, an ordinary representative f ~· 
the Frenchmen to be saved. As for the officiant, he here assumes tho d~ l 
tinguishing marks of the classic seer of antiquity, whose dread wi:d 15' 
and Hermetic powers are brought up to date as mathematics. 0 1Q 

* * * 
I have kept to the end perhaps the most instructive of the vers· 

I bl . b IOns ~vas. a ~ to note. It was given me m Decem. er 1939, b_Y a clairvoyante, 
this time m the quartier de Ia Muette, who sa1d she had 1t from two girl 
regular visitors, whose father owned a large cheese factory in Normand 8' 

She believed it implicitly. y, 

. 14. " A man has a breakdown on the Paris-Soissons road. While' 
tmkering with his engine, another car stops and one of the occupants gets 

1 -i On pecember 30th 1943, at the Cape, K. Greshoff communicated the follow. 
tg ~emon of the myth in which the car has not yet ousted the horse carriage. 
t etden~~Y dates from the 1914-;18 war. . 

2b. Returning through Pans a man on leave hears someone telhng the 
story of 1 d ' '11 d " T .a a Y who knows when the war W1 en · • . 
Th his lady, a little before was on her way to the Sacre Creur, m Montmartre. 
cul~ ca.b go~s stumbling along for the hill is steep: A beggar woman, wit~ difti. 
carri~ Is gomg the same road and the lady chant?bly offers her a. seat m the 
sub'e ge. Th~ beldame gets in and they start talkmg. :tveryone will guess the 
of. ! .. c\ of, their talk. • Don't worry, little lady, ~he war. will be over by the month 
coach~an By:·; ... , you're joking.' 'The war ~111 end m ...... as true as that the 

"Th dnvlng us will be dead in an hour.. . 
out th Y reach their destination and go the1r separate ways to pray. Commg 
told h~ hdy ~ees her carriage, but no d:river in. the seat.. ~he lo~ks ab?ut and ia 
attack. A as JUst been moved to a. ne1ghbourmg chemlst.s, hav~ng died of an 
true." (G . tall story if ever there was one: strangest of al~ IS t~at .1t. appears to be 

Ulllaume Apollinaire, Anecdotique, pp. 214-5, Paris. L1brame Pion, 1926.) 
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out and enquires if he can help. Thinking he can manage alone, the man 
thanks him and refuses, but noticing that the other speaks with an accent 
asks his nationality. 

" ' I'm a German.' They then begin talking about current events. 
'How will it all turn out?' asks the Frenchman. 'Oh, it won't last much 
longer,' replies the other. 'Really-and Hitler?' 'Hitler? Hitler will be 
dead very soon now, and that's as true as that you'll be starting-up in a 
minute, that you'll be stopped at a level crossing to take an injured 
woman to the nearest hospital and that she'll die on the way.' The 
German's prediction was fulfiilled in every particular.'' 

Thus,· in this version, sacrificer and officiant are both present, though 
of enemy nationalities and so liable to be called up on opposite sides. The 
most striking variant, however, is that once again the accompanying 
woman has vanished, but only to reappear as a central figure in the guise 
of victim. The victim is no longer a recruit nor a man, but a woman 
who, by her injuries, represents a war-casualty. 

Of course, in our present-day wars women are just as likely as men 
to fall victim to the bomb or torpedo. The injury to the woman in this 
fourteenth variant recalls that of the injured passenger in the second, also 
picked up on the road, who by his injury recalls the recruit in the first 
version. It remains none the less true that the victim of the expiatory 
a.nd propitiatory sacrifice is this time a woman and so unable to represent 
the son who expiates the <Edipus crime. 

Still, by comparing the two main variants of this particular version, 
we may find that they throw light on each other. If there is no accom
panying woman it may be just because she here merges into the woman 
victim. The driver, the son guilty of the CEdipus crime, is here by 
implication commanded to restore to the Father-fate figure the coveted 
object for which he committed the crime: the woman. But it is not 
perhaps without significance that as a third divergence we find the chance 
soothsayer-who is both priest and incarnation of the Divinity, as were 
indeed the earlier woman and gypsy-turned into a compatriot of Hitler, 
the hostile Father. It is to this latter to whom, by implication, the 
criminally won booty must be restored, and only after this punishment
restitution can the wished-for crime take place. The CEdipal revolution 
will break out, the sons will kill the Dictator-father and the French 
and Germans, now brothers and no longer enemies, will come together 
as friends (the German met on the road may again be a refugee 
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driven from Germany by the National-Socialist terror, thus in himself 
representing a Franco-German compromise). Peace will then return and 
the demobilised citizens will again delight in their Mother in her pure 
and most exalted guise of the liberated Motherland. 

. We are reminded here of Iphigenia, sacrificed to obtain a favouring 
wmd from the Gods for the Greek vessels: of Jephtha's daughter offered 
up as a thank offering; of all the female victims immolated on real or 
mythical altars. Thus the gods at times demand that the children of 
men be sacrificed and Jehovah requiring from Abraham his son appears 
as but a · 1 f . nva o the bull-god, Baal-Moloch. 

h 1 ~tlll, in these instances, though a deep-rooted ffidipal rivalry might 
e P m de 'd' 

0 h Ci mg the father to offer up what otherwise he cherishes most, 
ne c aract · · 

d d enstic feature of sacrifice does clearly emerge: the god 
~ms~ . 

on! I man what he holds most dear. " Take now thy son, thine 
tudye sofn hsaac, whom thou lovest," commands the Lord. It is the magni

o t e '11' from th WI mg sacrifice that, in exchange, pledges an equal favour 
e gods. 

This kind of 'fi · 11 h anti d sacn ce, so to speak, psycholog~ca y expresses t e very 
po es of th d' . . in the C e !Verse versions, so far g1ven, of the myth of The Corpse 

Arte . ar. In these, it is only strangers who die, as on the altar of 
m1s at A r . 

had u IS; bemgs with whom the sacrificer-here the motorist-
no real em . . h' . . fathe f OtJOnal bond. Doubtless, m pre 1stonc t1mes, once the r o th . 

ers t k . e Pnmal horde had been murdered, it was strangers or prison-
a~mw h . . 

amon h ar w o were used to re-enact the h1deous cnme-as later 
the e~et e Aztecs-the person of the primitive father being projected on 
minima~Y· !hus, man's sadism could achieve its satisfaction with the 

M: amb~valence or hindrances. 
eanwhile . h h . . . . f l' ' own ag . ' Wlt t e progressive mternahsat10n o mora 1ty, man s 
gress1on h . 

more a d must ave become more and more mturned. As a result, 
what wn more would the gods require that the object sacrificed was 
maxirnu as dearest to the sacrificer, that thus the sacrifice might have 

m effect w· h h . . 1' . f . sacrifice t h · It sue a progressive mterna 1sat10n o aggressiOn, 
cites so 0 t e gods might even become the ritual suicide of which Frazer 
Pope Pi ma;z examples, an echo of which may be found in the story of 
spare th~s I, who, shortly before his death, offered his life to God to 
German ~?rid from war, or in the prophecy of Therese Neumann, the 
after h c ~rvoyante, who predicted that Hitler would die three months 

erse · Similarly inspired would appear to be a prediction reported 
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by my married niece in Germany in a le~ter dated Lindau, October 6th, 
1940: an old woman of Stuttgart was sa1d to have prophecied her death 
in June, the burning· of London forty days later and peace forty days 
after that. 1 

Through Paris-Soir, which was kind enough to insert a request for 
prophecies relative to the end of the war, though I was not able to collect 
further versions of The CorfJse in the Car myth, I did collect the follow
ing story, among others, which I shall give later. 

15. " I can tell you a tale now current in the Correze which runs 
as follows : In 1870, during the siege of Paris, a bishop of Tulle died 
three mo~ths before the armistice. In 1918 another bishop of Tulle died 
some three months before the armistice and you can easily check that 
another bishop of Tulle died forty days back. You can therefore deduce 
that this war will end in six weeks to two months from now. I do not 
know whether these two bishops died exactly three months before the 
armistice : I leave it to you to find out. 

Signed Leopold Lavergne: Corporal.· 
9th December, 1939." 

Not that the actual three months real!); matters. What interests us 
here is the psychic reality of the story : Tulle, of all France's towns, in its 
civic pride, reserved for itself the signal honour of being the altar on 
which the expiatory and propitiatory human sacrifice takes place which 
always redeems imperilled France. And doubtless, its pious bishops, had 

1 James George Frazer: The Golden Bough. The Dying God. London. 
Mcmillan & Co., 1919, p. 47: " ... This province" (of Quilacare, S. India) 
"has a king over it who has not more than twelve yoars to reign from jubilee to 
jubilee . . . when the twelve years are completed, on the day of this feast there 
assemble together innumerable people, and much money is spent in giving food to 
Bramans. The king has a wooden scaffolding made, spread over with silken hang
ings; and on that day he goes to bathe at a tank with great ceremonies and sound 
of music, after that he comes to the idol and prays to it, and mounts on the scaf
folding, and there before all the people he takes some very sharp knives and begins 
to cut off his nose, and then his ears, and his lips, and all his members, and as 
much flesh of himself as he can; and he throws it away very hurriedly until so 
much of his blood is spilled that he begins to faint, and then he _cuts his throat 
himself . . . The- king of Calicut, on the Malabar coast, bears the title of Samorin 
or Saroory ... F01merly the Samorin had to cut his throat in public at the end 
of a twelve years' reign." 

The aim of these barbarous customs would seem to be· to ensure the continued 
prosperity _of. the kin_gdom by the periodic ritual suicide of t~e king. Naturally 
our own similar sacnfices offered to heaven take a less sangmnary and repulsive 
form. Neither Therese Neuman~ nor the Pope nor the old woman of Stuttgart 
would have thought of b~spatteri?g the assembled people with their blood, but 
there is an analogous prop1t1atory mtent. 
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they been consulted-like Pius XI and the German clairvoyante-would 
readily have offered their lives to God in a voluntary sacrifice to save 
their country. 

Christ, sacrificed by his Father yet consenting to His Passion remains 
the model for all these Believers. And the sacrifice of the self, within 
t~c limits of continued existence, may dictate every form of the asceti
Cisms and renunciations that are "offered to God." Nevertheless, to the 
Believ~r these still remain bargaining factors, a bargaining profitable to 
man smce, for passing earthly tribulations, God grants the eternal beati
tude of heaven. Pascal's wager itself is based on a similar calculation. 

Th "fi 
h. u_s sacn ce must have passed through numberless stages, most of 

w 1ch still surv· · · d · h h · 1 · ) · . 1ve m our unconsciOus an In t e p antas!Cs to w uc 1 1t 
gthives birth. We may therefore hope, by collecting yet more variants of 

esc myths wh. h . 
Ic prophesy the death of Httler or the end of the war, that 

we may disclos th k . . .. 
t. e, an s to the successive regressiOns uncovered, a revivi-ca Ion of th . 

fi . e vanous stages that mark man's universal practice of sacri-
cmg to the d · 

go s to make them propitious. 

* ·lEo * In the S · 
Phe . prmg of 1941, in Greece, I was able to collect three pro-

Cies concern. h . . 
A lad r . . mg. t e then recent death of Metaxas, the Greek dictator. 

1 ~ I~mg m Pirceus, on April 2nd, told me the following story : -
the' · . An old clerk in the People's Bank was said to have predicted, prev10us w· 
began · h Inter, that one of the great men of our time, whose name 

Wit M: I . . 
M:ussoli" · . . ' wou d die on February 28th. People thought It meant 

m. It was M: . 
The etaxas." (Actually he dted on January 28th.) 

both M: sal~~ prophetic employee was also said to have foretold that 
usso In1 and n· · h f h" 

predictio . nttler would be hanged. In proof of the trut o . ts 
ns, It wa dd d t when K · s a ed that he had also announced the exact a es 
ontza and A . b h 

Greek troo rgyrocastro would be captured from Albanta Y t e ps. 
Thus the act I 

death of c t . ua Greek victories of the time appeared to pledge the 
er am d" t . M 

died in h" 1 IC ators. Mussolini should have dted first but etaxas 
Is Pace d · · I dictator d"d . ' _an one may ask whether thts death of a natwna 

of th 1 no~ m Its turn become a sort of sacrificial-pledge of the death 
e enemy diet t ;:. . 

degree h 1 a ors · In spite of himself, Metaxas would then m some 
back t avffe P. ayed the part of Pius XI, offering his life to God to bring 

o su ermg hu . · f 
h rnamty the peace that would follow the hangmg o 

t e two enemy dictat ors. 
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Similar, though more emphatic, is the following prophecy collected 
by my son about the same time : 

17. "A gypsy was said to have predicted her own death on a certain 
date, the death of :tvletaxas on another, and that of Mussolini at a yet 
later date. 

The third prophecy, likewise related after the event, was reported by. 
the lady living in Pira::us. This was on April 2nd and ran as follows : 

18. "A sick little girl was said to have been given a cup of milk. 
She then said: 'I shall drink my milk but I am going to die and Meta.....-:as 
will also die the same day.' She drank her milk and then died and in two 
or three hours it was known that Metaxas had died." Another informant, 
this time Athenian, added that the child was said to have predicted the 
Greek defeats and subsequent peace. 

If, in the foregoing prediction (version 17) Metaxas played the part 
of Pius XI. offering his life to God to bring peace, we have now a little 
Greek Therese Neumann whose death similarly appears linked with that 
of a dictator. Here, we have a quite unusual variant of the sacrificial 
myth, one that is defeatist. The people's aggression, instead of falling 
upon the enemy leader and people, turns inwards and strikes at the 
nation's leader and people : Metaxas dies and defeat brings peace. Pos
sibly, this should be seen as a symptom of the war weariness of a heroic 
little people, for five long months at war against one great empire and 
daily expecting attack from a second? The wish that had shaped the 
myth would then be simply the wish for peace, that peace which makes 
armies and peoples sigh with relief when it at last arrives, even through 
defeat. 

The same two ladies related this other prophecy on the same date : 
19. " A shepherd foretold there would be peace at Easter; he had 

seen it in the bones of a lamb. He had said: 'I have 1,200 goats and I 
will sacrifice them all if I lose my wager.' " 

Here is a version redolent of the aroma of antiquity! Greek shep
herds, like their ancestors, even to-day read the future in the shoulder
blades of lambs. But here the animal sacrifice, as often in the past, 
replaces the human sacrifice. The goatherd, however, instead of sacri
ficing his goats should he obtain the peace he desires, will sacrifice them 
if he does not. A modern inversion, possibly, of the sacrifices of 
antiquity, due to the influence of racing in 'which it is the loser who 
pays. Possibly, however, this inversion derived from the fact that my 
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informants were town-dwellers, their homes being situated on either side 
of the Phaleron racecourse . 

. Somewhat later, on May 21st, in Alexandria, I picked up the fol
lowmg version from the wife of a diplomat evacuated from Athens. It 
had been told her between January 18th and 28th, the date of 
Meta.xas' death, by an Athenian lady who claimed to know the baker in 
question: · 

20. " An Athens' baker whose son was fighting on the Albanian 
front dreamt that his son would be killed on January 18th and that 
Mussolini would die on the 28th. His son dies, he waits for the death of 
Mussolini, but it is Metaxas who dies on the 28th." 

This variant suggests versi~n 16, in which Mussolini was to die but 
Metaxas died instead, as well as version 18 where the death of 
a c~il~ is the pledge, not of that of an enemy didtator, but of that of the 
~ation s head. Still, I doubt that this story, affirming this date, could 

ave been told my informant before January 28th. 

•* * * 
Later, after Greece was defeated and my own departure, I was able 

to collect th f II · I Af · · " e o owmg myths of the same type, this time in Sout 1 nca: 
21. A woman going from Durban to Pietermaritzburg meets a 

~p;y who says to her: 'Before nightfall you will have a corpse in your 
;;r. She comes across a man who has met with an accident. She picks 

1m up H d. b f d" t" as t · e Ies e ore they get to the hospital." Here, the pre !C 10n 
0 the end of the war is missing but we may be sure it was made . 
. 22· " An air force officer staying at the Caister hotel in Durban, 

receiVed I , . 
had a etter from his sister in Sussex, telling him that some gyps1es 
, y asked for permission to camp in a field. The owner had said : 
th es, Y~u can have that field in which to camp.' To which, one of 
ri:I gyps!e~ replied : 'No, not that particular field, because something ter
lat e Is gomg to happen there.' Twenty-four or possibly forty-eight hours 

er, a bomb h f h field er eras ed in that very field! Next day the owner o t e 
• Ho:ought out the gypsy who predicted the tragic event and asked: 
you th could you know?' To which the gypsy replied : ' I can also tell 
Three ~ war will end next October, but you won't be there to see it.' 

(Thays later the old gentleman died of heart failure.'' 
Durb ese two variants w~re given me by the wife of the Mayor of 
th an on September 14th, 1941. The incident reputedly took place 

ree months earlier.) 
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In this version the human sacrifice is doubly determinea : by the 
bomber that crashes and by the old gentleman who dies. The car is 
absent but is doubtless replaced by the bomber. 

An almost identical version of the same myth reached me, also in 
September 1941, in a letter from England received in Durban: 

23. "Some gypsies ask leave of a farmer to spend the night in 
one of his fields. He agrees, but stipulates that they must camp in a . 
certain field. Next morning he discovers they have spent the night in 
the field he has prohibited. They explain that bombs would fall in the 
field he had pointed out and that was why they had spent the night in the 
other. The following night bombs fell as they had predicted. Deeply 
impressed, the farmer asks the gypsies to tell him when the war will end. 
They reply : ' Three months after the farmer's own death.' " (This was 
sent me by a fellow psycho-analyst in London, who added: "The friend 
to whom I owe this story tells me it has been current in England since 
June, 1941. ") 

Here again we find human sacrifice as the offering that pledges an 
end to the evils of war. But, as in version 22, the setting of the human 
sacrifice, where it takes place or is predicted, is modified by the grave 
perils that threatened Britain : large-scale air bombardments. For that 
reason a minor augury of good omen is fulfilled, namely the preserva
tion of the lives of the campers, followed as was fitting, by the major 
auspicious prophecy announcing an end to the evils of war, in each case 
consequent on the preliminary sacrifice of a human life to fate. 

* * * 
Still in South Africa, early in 1942, I learnt that there was another 

version of The Corpse in the Car myth current, which concerned a 
motorist driving from Johannesburg to Pretoria. Though many rumours· 
of this story reached me. I was never able to obtain a detailed version. 

However, on July 26th, 1942, Sir Herbert Stanley, Governor of 
S. Rhodesia until the end of 1941, to whom I had sho~ a copy of my 
first outline of this chapter, reprinted from the Amencan Imago, sent 
me a letter from which I quote the following passage : 

24. "Until I read it, I had no idea that this story-of which aver
sion had been told to me a year or two ago as having just occurred in 
Southern Rhodesia-was a widely spread myth. I had never heard of it 
until one day-I forget whether it was in 1941 or 1940-somebody (whose 
identity I cannot at the moment recall) told me that on the previous 
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morning two ladies were motoring into Salisbury from a farn1 ncar 
Marandellas (a place not quite 50 miles from Salisbury on the Umtali 
roa~), and that on their way they had passed an old, shabby and grubby
loo~mg European man, trudging along. They stopped and offered him 
a hft. He accepted and asked to be put down on the outskirts of Salis
bury. He offered payment, and when that was refused, he said: Well 
then I "ll · H" ' WI giVe you some good news. Within twelve months from now 

.11t1Ier wiii be dead. They looked incredulous, and he then added : I 
WI tell you so th" . . h . d d me mg more. Before this day 1s over, t ere will be a 
:a ~an in your car. Upon that they parted. The ladies did their 

s opdpldn~, lunched at the Grand Hotel and started back on their home-
war nve A f . 

d · ew m1les out of Salisbury they came upon a wrecked car 
a?t 1 were asked to take an injured man back into Salisbury to the hos-
pl a· This th d"d · I h th t h ey I , and when they arrived at the hosp1ta , t ey found 
th a tb e man had died. (They had put him in the back seat of the car; 

ey oth we .. 
" M . re Slttmg in front.) 

kne h y mfonnant assured me that this was a true story, and that he 
w t e ladies I d"d . . . " 2S · 1 not mqmre as to their names. 

the Wa.ld:o in 1942, on September 14th, happening to be lunching at 
know· ' the well-known restaurant in Cape Town, the manageress, mg m . . . . . 
Afric Y Interest m predictiOns as to the war, mtroduced a South 

an gent! 
experience. eman who, she said, had himself had a very strange 

"I was · . . 
to the d k With my son," he said. "I took three smlors m my car down 
Sir, you ~il~·h When we came round one turned and said, ' Excuse me, 
And the . , ave a dead body in your car before you go home together.' 

n · The · ' I · k d the road war will be over by November. p1c e up a man on 
' and he d" d h , M Ie at the hospital. It was two mont s ago. 

testimo~~h I of the value of this testimony, the only apparently direct 
jocular in th Was ever able to collect, was invalidated by something 

In S he man's air. And I never succeeded in encountering the son. 
out Af. 

men, recent! r:ca again, on March 7th, 1943, when t":'o young R.A.F. 
related by y arnved, had come to dinner, the followmg variant was 

26 one of them . 
· "It w · . 

travelling 1 as 1D 1939, six months before the war. A traveller was 
a ong th . 

and before the e road in England. He stops t~ g1ve a gyps~ a lift 
and says th . gypsy leaves him she thanks the dnvcr for h1s kmdness 

at In repayment of his kindness she would like to disclose the 
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future to him .. She then goes on to tell him three things. 1 : Before he 
reaches his destination he would sec a huge fire. 2, He would have a 
corpse in his car before nightfall. 3, Hitler would be dead before twelve 
months. 

"He goes home and soon sees a huge fire. He goes further and 
comes across a very bad car accident. The police commandeer his car 
as an ambulance. And he takes an injured man from the crash, who dies 
on his way to hospital. 

"Now Hitler ought to die in twelve months. But he did not." 
My informant added: "I have heard this story from fourteen differ

ent sources." 
We see, therefore, that the myth of The Corpse in the Car was cur

rent in Britain as earlier correspondents had already indicated. The 
chief interest of the last variant lies in its prediction of a "huge fire." 
We may see therein the glow of the pyres on which sacrificial victims 
are often ritually consumed, the smoke sent as a holocaust to the skies. 

Finally, also in South Africa, from a letter dated April 8th, sent me 
by Hanns Sachs, a fellow psycho-analyst in Boston, I cull the following 
passage: 

27. "Last Monday, one of my patients, Dr. R. B. told me that, 
while away for the week-end, she had started talking to the train guard. 
He had told her the war would end in July. One of his friends, a 
motorist, had met someone who had told him this, and who, seeing him 
sceptical, added that he knew it to be true because he was the seventh son 
of a seventh son of a seventh son and, to prove he could read the future, 
the motorist would have a fair man dead in his car that day. The motor
ist then drove on and picked up a fair man wanting a lift. He then gets 
caught in a traffic jam and forgets all about his passenger. But when he 
looks at him again, he sees that he is dead." 

" The same letter contained the following newspaper cutting : 

28. "TO-DAY'S RUMOUR: 
That one about the fortune teller started 

last Spring. 
"This one comes from Sudbury: 

" A man everyone knows was motoring along a road and was stopped 
by a woman who asked for a ride. She said she was a fortune teller 
and offered to tell his fortune. When he said he was not interested, she 
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said she would tell him something anyway. She said that six weeks from 
the day he carried a corpse in his car the war would be over. 

"Well, well, believe it or not, a few days after that the motorist drew 
up to the scene of an automobile accident and was asked by a police
man to carry an injured boy to a hospital. And, you guessed it, when 
they drove up to the hospital, the ·injured boy was dead. 

" That rumour started last spring and now c~mes from practically 
any community you want to name." 

(Boston Globe, Tuesday, February 24th, 1942.) 

What makes this last ironical American variant so interesting is the 
scepticism of its tone. The theme of The Corpse in the Car is recognised 
as being a myth. A mechanism similar to that which makes a dreamer 
think: "It's only a dream" here veils the immense gravity and profound 
psychic reality of the archaic sacrificial theme. 

To conclude, here is a variant of this theme which shows the human 
victim frankly replaced by an animal victim. 

29. "Recently, one of my friends, with a property in Solognc, 
related the following episode : Early one morning her old servant said to 
her: ' On no account let your dog out to-day; otherwise, at noon, he'll 
be bitten by a viper." 

"All the same the dog was let out at noon and was stung. This 
same old woman, in 1942, would tell anyone who cared to listen: 'The 
war will end on April 13th, 1945 .... " 

" These predictions, made three years ago, give one to think. . . 
" Will the war end on April 13th?" 

(Liberation-Soir: Thursday, March 22nd, 1945.) 

The war in Europe ended on May 8th, 1945. 



CHAPTER II 

THE MYTH OF THE GUESSED MONEY. 

Another kind of prophecy dealing with Hitler's death and the end 
of hostilities was also widespread : it, too, was accompanied by similar 
proofs of authenticity, the story being generally related by someone who 
knew someone present at the time. I shall now again set down the 
various versions as they reached me, whether by word ·of mouth or in 
writing. 

Here is the first version of this other myth, as reported by a Paris 
clairvoyante in the quartier d'Europe of Paris, whom I visited in Novem
ber 1939, the incident apparently having taken place that Autumn, at 
the beginning of the war. 

1. " A lady in a crowded railway carriage drops her purse. She 
kneels to pick up the small change scattered on the floor. Another lady_ 
present says: "Fancy upsetting the whole carriage for 20 frs. !' To 
which the first lady replies : ' That is exactly what I had in my purse.' 
One of the passengers, a man, then says to the lady who guessed so 
accurately: '\tV ell, you've certainly a nose!' To which she retorts: 'And 
you've got 500 frs. in your pocketbook.' Flabbergasted, the man says : 
' If you're so clever you certainly ought to be able to tell me what will 
happen to Hitler.' ' All right, he'll be murdered on October 27th this 
year .... " 

I now give another version of this theme, also collected about the 
same time from a clairvoyante, this time at Neuilly. She declared it to 
have come from one of her clients, whose maid was said to have witnessed 
the scene. 

2. "While this maid was out shopping, a woman paying her bill 
dropped her purse. As she stooped to pick it up, a gypsy quickly put her 
foot on it. 'Are you trying to steal my purse?' the lady asked. 'It 
wouldn't be worth while,' the gypsy replied, ' for only 60 frs. But that 
man over there has a lot more : he's got 2,000 frs. in his pocketbook.' 
They look into. the lady's purse and the man's pocketbook: 60 frs. and 
2,000 frs.! 'And I'll tell you something else,' continued the gypsy, 

41 
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' Hitler will be murdered before the end of the year.' Greatly impressed 
the man exclaimed : ' If it's true, I'll give you the 2,000 frs. ! " 

Another version appeared in Paris-Soir in December 1939, and was 
said to have been overheard at Bourg-la-Reine : 

3: "An Englishwoman in a bus with a little girl found a gypsy sitting 
at her side. Did she shrink back ever so slightly? She may have done: 
anyway, the latter said to her: 'Why look at me like that because I'm 
only wearing a .cheap dress : you might do the same. Still, to show you 
I've certain powers, see that officer on the platform there; welL he's got 
2,000 frs. in his pocketbook!' The officer, somewhat surprised, says it 
can easily be proved, counts his money and admits her statement is true. 
Then he says to the gypsy: 'Well, can you tell us something about the 
war?' 'Of course," she says, 'Hitler will be murdered on November 
23rd (though maybe no one will know it) and the war will end in the 
Spring.' The officer took the gypsy's address and promised her the 
2,000 frs. if her predictions proved true.'' 

This fourth version, also found in December 1939, in Paris-Soir., 
was reported by the same corporal who contributed the story connected 
with the deaths of the bishops of Tulle :1 

· 4. " Here is an incident," the corporal writes, " related by a com-
rade who prefers to remain anonymous. 

" The brother of this man, too young for the call-up, at present lives 
in Paris. Well, about a month back, he happened to be in the Under
ground. An old lady was sitting facing him, there was a youngish 
man standing up and another man, probably a bank cashier, was on the 
next seat. The standing man, evidently wanting to blow his nose, pulled 
his handkerchief out of his trouser-pocket, in doing which his notecase 
fell on the floor. Seeing this, the old lady facing my friend's brother 
said: 'You see that man who's just dropped his notecase ~ well, it con
tains 16.25 frs. Just ask him out of curiosity.' To cut a long story short, 
she was exactly right. Then, still speaking to my friend's brother, she 
said: 'As for that cashier there, he's got 18,000 frs. in his portfolio.' 
After same further talk, she is again proved right. The ice then being 
broken, as it were, between these four people, the old lady says to them: 
'Just now the country's in a state of war: well, I can tell you that on 
January 8th, 1940, Hitler will be dead, the war will be over, and you'll 
see for yourselves I was right.' 

1 Chap. I. Version 15. 
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And the corporal concluded : 'As much as you do yourselves, I 
hope this proves true, and wait for events to confirm it. You are welcome 
to this story if it's of use to you." 

No need to remark that events confirmed none of these predi~tions, 
neither on October 27th, November 23rd, the end of the year, January 
8th or the following Spring. was Hitler assassinated. 

However, on December 25th, 1939, I obtained the following version 
from the wife of an anthropologist. as some sort of proof of these pre
dictions·. At my request this lady later wrote it down and I now quote 
her letter: 

5. "We reached Paris on Tuesday, October 31st and were back in 
Chateauroux on Sunday, November 5th. We had spent four days in Paris. 

"On November 3rd, our concierge told me that a local girl going to 
(or returning from) work, overheard a man and woman discussing the 
war, Hitler's assassination, etc., and the man say : ' Can't someone kill 
him? I'd give my very ears, etc.' To which the woman replied : 
'Don't worry. Hitler will be murdered on the 6th.' As the man 
remained sceptical, the woman then said : ' It's as true as that you have 
2,000 frs. in your pocket.' The man took out his pocketbook and found, 
in fact, that it contained 2,000 frs. He then said to the woman: 
' Give me your address. If it's true, the 2,000 frs. are yours.' 

" On the 7th the Munich attempt on Hitler's life took place." 
It should not be forgotten, however, that this story was not told until 

late in December and that it is easy to prophecy after the event. Still, 
worth noting in this version is the subtle manner in which the theme of 
human sacrifice, which forms the basis of the myth of The Corpse in the 
Car, is woven into the theme of the money offering. The man declares in 
effect that he would willingly sacrifice his ears to kill Hitler. However, 
the very real risk of execution for any attempt on the Fuhrer's divine 
person almost entirely veils the archaic human sacrifice theme. 

In another version, the theme of the human sacrifice appears still more 
clearly interwoven with that of the money offering. It was com
municated to me in December 1939 through one of my cousins, who had 
it from a woman friend, and runs as follows: 

6. "On September 2nd, 3rd, or 4th, 1939, a man is sitting in a 
railway carriage facing an old lady. He is rejoining his unit as his equip
ment, indeed, shows. Suddenly the old lady leans forward and says: 
' It isn't very wise to go into barracks with so much money.' In answer 
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to his astonished glance she tells him he has 6,000 frs. in his pocketbook. 
' You know, I'm a bit of a clairvoyante,' she adds. She then infonns him 
he has a daughter and begins to talk to him about his past. She then tells 
him of his current difficulties and chances, begins to complain 
of the hard times, and adds : ' Luckily Hitler will die on December 14th, 
though unfortunately I shan't be here to sec it, for I've only 
a month at most. He then asks her name and address before he gets 
out. 

"Six weeks later, he is sent home as over age. He remembers the 
old lady, goes to visit her and learns from the concierge that she has 
been dead some days. 

"This story was very widespread in Switzerland in November: it gave 
great hope to those who believed that Hitler's death would change all." 

This old lady with her three prophecies, who is both officiant and 
victim, reminds one of Pius XI offering his life to put an end to the 
miseries caused by war. If she predicts and accepts her own death with 
such serenity, it is because she is, in fact, offering it to God and fate to 
redeem the miseries of mankind. · 

That is why there is no need to offer up the guessed money, since 
the greatest and most signal of all sacrifices is being made : that of a 
human life . 

. The fact that this story should have been so widely current in 
Switzerland was doubtless because Switzerland also believed it was men
aced when war was declared. 

* * •* 
But to conclude with the simple myth of The Guessed Money! 

!hanks to my correspondents in Germany I was lucky enough to collect, 
m Greece, early in 1940, the following two versions current east of 
the Rhine. 

The first I received from a cousin by marriage, living in the province 
of Hanover. Having first confirmed the similarity of the French and 
German versions of the myth of The Corpse in the Car) she continues: 

. 7· "This is _what was reported to me by Mr. 'W.', a company 
director, at Ettersburg. A friend of his son-in-law's was going some
where by train when exactly the same thing happened to him as in the 
case of the gypsy and the pocketbook. She told him exactly how much 
money he had on him, whereupon he asked whether she could also say 
when we should have peace? To this she replied : ' On February 22nd, 
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and n~turally, with our victory!' At that the man promised her his year's 
salary if it proved true." 

The second version was sent me by a niece then staying in the 
Rhineland, who usually liv~d in Berlin, the niece from whom I was later 
to get version 10 of the myth of The Corpse in the Car. Here is her 
letter : 

" I don't have much opportunity to see many people here, and as 
a result I don't hear much. I have only heard one story of the kind 
that interests you, but it should be of value as it's so like the second 
example in your letter. I have heard it told by three different people 
who themselves had heard it from others I don't know. This is the 
story: 

8. "A gypsy enters a tram and squeezes herself down close to a man 
who draws himself away in evident disgust of the dirty gypsy. She says : 
'You needn't give yourself such airs, you haven't got any more money 
in your purse than I have.' The man answers : ' How do you know how 
much money I've got on me?' The woman tells him: 'You have 
exactly that and that sum on you (of course the sum changes in each ver
sion). Now the other people in the tram begin to take interest in the 
strange creature and one person says: 'Well, if you can tell such things, 
tell us something about the future?' To which she replies: 'You know 
quite well that wahrsagen isn't allowed and that the gentleman over 
there is a K riminalbeamter and would arrest me ! ' Everybody turns 
towards the man she has pointed out, and he laughingly admits that the 
gypsy is perfectly right .. and adds : 'But go along and tell us the future 
as we have all got so interested; for once I will let it pass!' So the 
woman says: 'The war will be over then and then.'" 

"I have heard this story," my correspondent went on, "the first time 
beginning of November. The prophecy was that the war would end the 
middle of November. Alas, it hasn't! But I think it .is highly curious 
that this tale should be so very like your example No. 2. Of course, every 
person told it with slight variations, such as that it took place in the 
Underground, or some bus, the date of the end of the war was different, 
etc. But there was no case of prediction of revolution or murder in 
other countries." 

Worth noting is the characteristic nature of this local variant with 
its introduction of the detective and its link with the terrifying police 
of National Socialist Germany. Note, too, the absence, according to ~y 
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informant, of any prophecy relative to the murder of leaders. Doubt
less, neither Daladier nor Chamberlain-the man with the umbrella
were of a stature to provoke the assassin's bomb, bullet or knife. Scorn
ing such adversaries, the victory of German arms, to German eyes, seemed 
dazzling trophy enough. 

As to Britain, where I had no opportunity to collect versions of this 
myth of The Guessed iVfoney, I find it difficult to believe no versions 
were current. No doubt as in France. they were linked with the pro-

h ' ' P ecy of the death of the huge enemy, Hitler. 

* * * 
. And now a final version, collected two months after the armistice 

signed by France, from a lady domiciled in Nice: 
9· "My charwoman, who is Italian by birth, told me the following 

story: 

."A lady I know was travelling to Nice from Antibes. Two soldiers 
got In and then a gypsy. One soldier somehow showed his annoyance, 
whereupo th . . y ' . n e gypsy sa1d: 'You don't want to stt next to me. ou re 
afraid I m k · k 1 
B ay ta e your money, although you've only 2 frs. m your poe ·et. 

ut the othe h , h' , I 
Th r, e s got money· he's got 6 000 frs. on 1m. t was true. 

e latter th · ' ' t II en satd to the gypsy: 'If you know that, perhaps you can 
d~ me when the war will be over?' She made a grimace, stared into the 
~~~~nee and then said: 'The war will end in a month.' At which the 

~0 Ier gave her his address, saying : ' If it's true; and if the war does end 
~:ta month, I'll give you half my fortune.' " This story, my correspond
ch added, had first been told her during hostilities in France, but the 

arwoman t . 
0 ' a my request, repeated It to her thus. 

ac b futstanding features of this story are the soldiers, the gypsy's grim-
e e ore pred' . . . d . . 

J·u t'fi Ictmg a peace wh1ch mclu es no victory, a grunace fully 
5 1 ed by th f · · 194 . th fi e sort o peace that was promised France m 0 ! Between 

d ~ rst and second tales and the differences between them, France's 
e eat had, in fact, taken place. 

* * * 
I In the myth of The Guessed Money we have before us what is doubt-
essha. more refined and later version of the sacrificial offering than the 

arc aically · . · 1 C B fi msptred myth of The Corpse zn t ze ar. ut rst let 
us seek to tr . · 1 · h' h ace our established sacnficml e ements m t ts new myt . 

T~e sacrificer is evidently the man with the pocketbook stuffed with 
notes z.e. with ak Th ffi · · h' ' ' great offerings to m e. e o c1ant, m t ts case a 
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woman, is the gypsy or old lady, who replaces the priest or priestess of 
. the ancient sacrifices. As in the past, she becomes one with the gods or 

with fate, whose oracle she reveals. The place of sacrifice would be both 
the place where the money is guessed and the place where the money is 
to be paid over, the latter consecrated by the presence of the priestess 
charged with divine effiuvia. She, too, eminently fulfils the divine func
tion of the priests who consume the offerings to the God, since it is 
she who will pocket the 2,000 frs. 

As to the victim offered up, this is the money. To reach this point, 
man had to pass through ages of cultural and economic evolution, the 
human victim being successively replaced by animal, vegetable and object, 
until finally we reach that new form of offering, money, only conceivable 
in an era of Wall Street and the Stock Exchange. But, despite the simple 
offering it seems, it is still a sacrifice that is intended, just as when, in 
church, one gives one's Peter's Penny to purchase a spiritual favour. For 
the offering is to undergo destruction wherever it may be and be con
sumed either by the Pope or the gypsy, exactly as those sacred person
nages, the high priests, consumed such parts of the victims of antiquity 
as were not reserved to the gods. 

But the most noteworthy difference in this last prophetic myth is 
that the sacrifice-offering will be made only after the destined event has 
come to pass. It is no longer a propitiation sacrifice, but a thank offering 
that takes place. 

Man here, in his bargain with fate, has become as canny and stand
offish as a peasant. He only pays on results. 

And here we see the basic principle of wagers with fate as against 
racecourse betting or roulette. In the latter, if I win I get paid; in the 
former, if I win I pay. Such appears to be also the principle that gov
erns setting a price on a criminal's head. In our myth of The Guessed 
Money, it is as though the man had set a price on Hitler's head which it 
is the business of the destiny-priestess to secure. But generally speaking, 
Hitler's death only fetches bargain prices, the top bid varying between 
2,000 frs. and 18,000 frs. (reached but once, in version 4). This is indeed 
a puny monetary sacrifice to buy off the death not only of oneself (the 
man no doubt having been called up, though this is only explicitly stated 
in version 6) but of one's family and all the sons of France: that multi
tude of soldiers and sailors who guarded the land and watched the seas ! 

These arc the phantasies of the poor, in which sort of thank-
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offering we may see a kind of expiation inflicted by the poor on the rich : 
let them pay! Thus, as ever, social and economic clements combine with 
psychological factors to direct man's acts and dreams. 

It may be objected that only in versions 2, 3, 5 and 7 is the guessed 
money offered as a sacrifice for destruction. It seems to me however, that 
in versions 1 and 8, the logical conclusion has merely been omitted. In 
version 4, where we have a bank cashier with 18,000 frs. in his portfolio, 
everyone knows what at times happens to bank cashiers. As to version 6, 
in which the old lady is willing to lay down her life, we have seen already 
how this major sacrifice renders the money offering unnecessary, an offer
ing which, in any case, could only be placed on a tomb. 

* * * 
Later, at the Cape, in October 1941, I found the following version, 

given to my. daughter by the local mayor : . 
10. "The doctor said to me: 'the war will be over on March 15th. 

A lady friend_of a friend, who is also a refugee from Iraq, was in a tram 
and w.hen the conductor came round for the fares, the woman opposite 
her said : " I'll pay for you as you haven't enough in your purse.' ' But 
~ have!' she replied. However, opening her purse, she found it was true. 
Then,' she said, 'you can also read in the future when the war will end?' 

'I' . 
M m a cla1rvoyante,' answered the woman. ' The war will end on 

arch 15th.'" 

. On March 31st, 1942, with Japan sweeping over Asia and the war 
r~gmg more violently than ever, I myself collected a similar version at 
t e Cape from a very pious old lady who said she had it from some
~ne. to whom it was told by the lady to whom it happened, the latter 

avmg newly arrived from Cairo. 
11. " A lady in Cairo got into a bus. Another got in too and sat 

by her side. When the conductor came round for the fares, the second 
lady paid for the first, who began to protest and ask why? To this, the 
second lady said: 'Because you've no money in your bag,' and when 
she'd opened her bag, she found, in fact, that it was empty. The second 
lady then said: 'You took the wrong bag, there was nothing in it.' To 
which the other replied: ' If you're so clever, tell me when the war will 
end?' and was told: 'On June 30th!' But some people contradict this 
and say the date was May 13th. Yet that seems a bit too early," con
cluded my informant. She added that one ought to concentrate on the 
idea of victory to bring it about. " Do you not believe in the power of 
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thought?" Thus she revealed the magical roots of the great 'V-sign" 
campaign. But she also believed that if, despite the omnipotence of 
thought and the strength of their righteousness, the Allies had sustained 
and were sustaining so many reverses, it must be to expiate their sins. 
And with a sigh, she said : "We must have been very sinful for God to 
punish us so!" Evil, which men may sec enthroned on earth, is thus pre
vented by man's moral masochism from shattering his faith in God and, 
indeed, helps to preserve it. 

Finally, my son sent me from Egypt the following extract from La 
Bourse Egyptiennc, dated October 20th, 1941 : 

A FAKIR'S PROGNOSTICATIONS. 

1:!. "This possibility of an early victory is also envisaged by a Hindu 
fakir serving in the Anny of the Nile,. as related in Al Itncin. 

"A No. 15 tram is returning from Gizeh. Travelling first class are 
three young men, a Hindu officer and an Egyptian lady. 

"The conductor enters our compartment and goes to the Hindu 
officer who hands him two piastres, the price of two tickets : one for 
himself and one for the Egyptian .lady who sits opposite him. 

"The lady, surprised, tells the Hindu officer he is a stranger to her 
and that she docs not understand why he should paY. her fare. The 
officer replies that it is his pleasure to pay for her ticket. 'But I've the 
money and can pay!' says the lady. 'Oh no, Madam,' the officer calmly 
replies. ' I paid your fare because I know you've left your purse at home.' 

" The others, surprised, then hear the officer explain that he is a 
Hindu fakir whose family is renowned for being able to foretell the 
future. They ask whether he can foretell things to do with their own 
future. But he excuses himself as an army officer. He adds that he will 
be going to the front the next week and knows he will receive an ann 
wound. All the same, he will go, because he knows that it is all 
written. (Mektoub !) 

" The others then ask for news of the war. He replies that it will 
end shortly. 'I see nothing clear, but I see all the European capitals 
lit up on Christmas Eve ! ' " . 

Here in this latter version (where officiant and victim fuse into one) 
the human sacrifice theme, watered-down to a mere ann wound, merges 
into that of The Guessed Money. 

We may here ask whether, in all these mysterious personages with 

D 
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supernatural powers which enable them to sec through clothes into 
pocketbooks and purses, as well as read the future, we may not be see
ing some carry-over of the Haruspices of old, reading the future in the 
victim's entrails? We have already seen that the Greek shepherd of ver
sion 19 in the last chapter, who read the end of the war in a Jamb's 
bones, was one of their avatars. 

All these auspicious auguries as to the war, pledged either by blood 
or money or both, thus seem more or less to represent regressions to what 
we call anal-sadistic levels, that primitive compost so fertile in magic rites. 

* * * 
. We have now considered various versions of two myths connected 

With the death-so ardently desired by millions-of Hitler the arch
enemy, or with the end of the calamities he unleashed. In each case we saW 
that this result had to be bought by an offering, a sacrifice of varying 
nature offered to god-fate. rhe most impressive of these offerings, boW
ever, always remains the human victim; that which is most preciou& 
and noteworthy of all : that which indeed, in times of conflict, most 
often falls as in some holocaust, in sea, air or land battles. 

And always, in the different versions of the two myths, we find the 
same main elements of the classic sacrificial rite : sacrificer, officiant, 
and · · VIctim, as well as a place in some sort consecrated for the rite. And 
~lwa~s, whether it be a human victim or an offering of money, the offer
mg IS a sacrifice-holocaust which vanishes, destroyed, either entirely 
~onsumed by the tomb in the case of a human body or more frequently, 
~n the case of money, as the perquisite of the divine " Priestess." And 
m e~c? case the omniscient soothsayer, male or female, appears as 
omnisCient to us as does fate. · 

One feature, common to them all, is striking: though the results of 
the sacrifice, the great benefits it confers, are expected to extend beyond 
~he sacrificer to a whole nation, there is, on the other hand, no commun
IOn, _Physically speaking, with the victim's body. The communion 
~emams spiritual, somewhat as when worshippers at Mass share the bless
mgs which the sacrifice on the altar, and the communion of a priest, 
bestow upon all. 

Thus, to conclude we are faced by the problem of the relation 
between · ' · 'fi I h h . . sacnfice as such and commumon-sacn cc. n t ese myt s, 
Is or Is not the latter absent? 

We know, according to Robertson Smith, that originally all sacrifice 
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must have been communion-sacrifice, intended to establish or restore a 
link between mankind and some supernatural power, one in which all 
partook of the victim in a meal consecrated to the gods. In our con
temporary myth of The Corpse in the Car, the corpse is never eaten, 
cannibalism having become too deeply repressed. But doubtless, in the 
past, the victim would have been eaten, the better to bind the gods to 
the plans of the menaced tribe. 

In our myth of The Guessed Money, the money remains unshared. 
It seems to me, however, that sacrifice, and that from very early 

times, could not always have been conununion-sacrifice. At a very early 
stage, more humble sacrifices would have been made. For the personal 
benefits they desired, individuals would themselves have sacrificed to 
the spirits of their dead and later made their expiatory, propitiatory 
or thanksgiving sacrifices to the gods born of those spirits. 

It must remain an open question therefore, whether every sacrifice 
by a group began as communion-sacrifice and in what degree, among 
diverse peoples and on diverse occasions, they may persist as such in more 
or less symbolic forms. 

Whether, however, it be a prayer to a divinity or to fate through 
some immolated victim, plant or object, or at a later stage by some 
ascetic abnegation of personal pleasures, sacrifice remains essentially 
religious in nature : that of a supplication to a superior power whom it 
is hoped to soften by gifts or tribute, like some savage king. Yet the 
ancient faith in magic, more primitive even than religion, none the less 
persists and those who take part in the sacrifice, write Hubert and Mauss, 
"must have implicit faith in the benefits that will automatically ensue " 
(p. 61). In his heart of hearts, man continues to believe that by his 
sacrifice, as such, he gains rights over his gods, powers that will control 
fate and so mould the Universe to human desires. 

Because a human victim died as a holocaust at the back of a car, or 
because money was offered to fate through its priestess, Hitler, in con
formity with our wish, must meet an early death and the war he unleashed 
end with our victory. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MYTH OF THE DOCTORED WINE 

In October 1939, Military Intelligence forwarded the following 
report from the General commanding the "X" military zone to the 
General commanding the land forces. Behind the scenes, it was much 
discussed in Paris. Was it or was it not the work of some practical joker? 
In any case, it reflected a myth current in the French army. 

The report ran as follows : 

"Military Intelligence H.Q. From General " X " 
No. 60/64/2. 0/C "X" Military Zone. 

To the General in Command of French Land Forces 
G.H.Q. E.M.G. Military Intelligence. 

Despite its unusual and even farcical nature, I have the honour to transmit 
a report from 0/C Supply Services, Amiens. 
. There does not appear to be any truth in the accusation against the wine 
Issue, but, as the rumours are current and apparently widespread and may affect 
morale, it would seem my duty to draw your attention to the matter." 

The Superintendent, Security Police. 

To 0/C. Supply Services, Amiens. 

Signed "X." 

October 12th, 1939. 

. At the risk of not being taken seriously and even perhaps laughed at, I deem 
It my duty and beg to report certain scabrous rumours, which by their proportions 
and ubiquity threaten to gain a certain credit. 

A rumour, in fact, seems inclined to spread in the army that the wine ration 
has been doctored and that its continued use would lead to almost total impotence 
among the troops. 

. It has, in fact, been reported to me, from an entirely reliable source, that 
SIX of the wives of Reservists in the 29th ' R.A.D.' stationed outside Hirson who 
were able to visit their husbands in barracks last week and there spend the ~ight 
r?turne~ all six to Amiens, not one having found her husband in a state to fulfij 
h1s conJugal duties. 

!wo Reservists in barracks at Friant, an N.C.O. and a man attached to a 
transit ~ompany, both between 33 and 38, two days ago personally made a similar 
complamt to two of my men. A third reservist, Georges C ......... in Friant bar-

52 
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racks, also said yesterday, again to an inspector of mine, that he no longer dared 
share the conjugal bed for fear of being reproached with an uncustomary frigidity 
or being taxed with having formed a liaison elsewhere. 

Finally, on the afternoon of Tuesday the lOth inst., a 25 or 26 year old 
Reservist of athletic build, brought a prostitute before me, from whom he claimed 
back his advance of 15 frs., on grounds of non-usage. To this the girl, in sub
stance, retorted: "it's not my fault; I did my best for two hours, but there was 
nothing doing and I consider I've earned my money." 

I am having enquiry made whether other instances of this nature have been 
reported. Information has also reached me that some of the troops have averred 
that the wine had a strong medicinal taste. 

Superintendent: Security Police. 
(Signature illegible)." 

This report, authentic or not, may be amusing; its interest lies in the 
fact to which it alludes, namely an impoverishment, when war began, in 
the genital function of many soldiers, which they attributed, as I learnt 
later, to the bromide mixed with their wine. 

* * * 
In July, 1940, Paris having been captured by the Germans, I was 

able to meet, in a neighbouring villa at St. Cloud, a Luftwaffe captain 
attached to the military courts. Previously he had been a barrister in 
Berlin. 

He also reported that in September 1939, when war began and he 
was stationed at a small German town near the Alsatian border, the 
German troops were complaining that iodine had been put in their coffee 
and 'soda' (sic) in their meat, to reduce their sexual desires. As Hitler's 
troops got no wine ration, they had therefore to accuse something else, 
the coffee or meat. But they were apparently less knowledgeable than 
French soldiers, for neither iodine nor bicarbonate of soda ( ?) have the 
sedative virtues of bromide. 

None the less interesting is the fact that young Germans, like cer
tain young Frenchmen, found themselves temporarily affiicted with 
impotence at the outbreak of war. 

* * * 
Next, in August 1940, I heard from a young cousin, then demobilised 

and wearing" the Croix de Guerre with palms, that the myth of the doc
tored wine had been current in certain units from late 1939 and early 
1940 until just before the Germans launched their attack on the Western 
Front. (Another informant told me that a suspicious whitish deposit 
would at times remain at the bottom of his wine issue). In other cases 
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troops, doubting the doctoring of the wine, would accuse some other 
foodstuff; one cook in the questioned regiment thoughL it would be the 
salt. "The fact remains," added my cousin, "that my comrades lost 50 per 
cen_t. a~d even 90 per cent. of their potency and that those who stopped 
eatmg I~ barracks and only ate out, regained their powers." But this, 
anothe_r mformant, denied. My young cousin, however, firmly believed 
th: wme was doctored. He also said that the same practice pre
;arled in the 1914-1918 war, a statement denied, however, by another 
mformant, a doctor who had served in both wars. The latter explained 
the non-existence of this legend at tl;e time by the fact that it was a war 
of movement from the start. "Besides," my cousin said, "it was the 
gheneral thing in the army· to dmg recruits in this way in order to keep 
t em · . 
th . q~~et. Even before the war, in 1935-1936, the young men domg 
their mihtary service often complained." In his opinion it was undeniable 

at the sexual d" · · h d potency of recmits always Immis e . 
About the · b · d" d dem b"l" same time as this matter was emg 1scusse , a young 
o I Ised offi ' "d 

"But · , cer of the Polish Legion in France who was present, sa1 : 
Its well k S h I · Graud nown ! When I was in Poland, at the Cavalry c oo m 
enz, we all k d I · fi h month new the coffee was drugge . Durmg the rst t ree 

. s we were . . h I , . . I 
was som h" . Incapable of anything w1t women. t s positive t 1ere 
because~~ mg m the coffee. I myself have experienced the effects. It's 

p05 "bely Want to keep the young men quiet. There's no myth there." 
SI Y the · · 

had its . extreme fatigue of the first days of military trammg 
Part m thu d" · · · f h · b h causes m s 1m1mshmg the potency o t e recrmts, ut ot er 

the insta~re g:neral and of deeper import must have been operative in 
ces JUst given. 

* * * . Later, wh . 
Afnca to en affer the retreat in Greece, I found myself m South 

Wards th I d 11· me that the e end of 1941, I received a letter from Eng an te mg 
Young Aust _same myth was current in the British internment camps for 
a nan and G h · d · d ggression of th . erman refugees. Here, t e anxiety an mturne 
less treated e Internees, who, though mostly pro-Ally were neverthe-

. as en · h" genital inhib" . ern1es, doubtless rrreatly contributed to encourage t JS 
I Ihon. "' 
. was able to b "b" . . 

certam men ° serve the presence of similar sexual inh1 Jtwns m 
They did notP~ne to anxiety at the time Hitler marched into Vienna. 
power. It w~ul~Wever, attribute this to underhand practices by those in 

seem that it derived from intense but impotent aggres-
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sion which was forced to turn inwards. 
Later again, at the Cape, in March 1942, with l'vfalaya lost and South 

Africa apprehensive of some Japanese sea-borne attack, I heard that a 
South African paymaster officer at the British naval base, Simonstown, 
had told a Greek woman friend that a similar rumour was current in the 
South African army. I give the account he specially wrote out for me : 
" The troops in South Africa generally believe that the cooks have orders 
to put bluestone ( I cannot say whether such a chemical exists) into the 
food they prepare for the troops, to act as an anaphrodisiac. Troops I 
have talked with on the matter are always very vague and never specify 
cases in which they are sure it happened." My informant added: "I 
have talked with the man who for years has been in charge of the ration
ing at Simonstown, and he assures me that no chemical of the kind was 
ever issued by the authorities." 

The " bluestone" thus cited, according to a doctor at the Wynberg 
military hospital, who confirmed the wide prevalence of the myth, would 
be copper sulphate. He added that the " bluestone " story was even 
current in South Africa during the 1914-18 war and that nowadays the 
troops say that the same trick is being played on them once more. 

The correspondent to whom I owe the notes relative to the pre
valence, in Britain, of the myth of The Corpse in the Car, also wrote me 
on November 1st, 1942, that the officer's wife in whose house she Jived 
had told her she had heard a similar story in Britain. "The doctored 
wine story she had heard from her husband-a civilian in normal life
who-said that on joining the army he found it fairly common knowledge 
that as a secret measure the bread issued to the troops (possibly the flour) 
was mixed with a special ingredient to reduce potency and sexual desire." 

A similar myth appears also to have been current among the A.T.S. 
in Britain. These young amazom were of the opinion that bromide was 
added to their tea. The fact of these young women having become war
riors would resuscitate in them the archaic myth of a propitiatory con
tinence as necessary to success in war. 

* * 
Can we not elsewhere find parallels to this real though temporary 

impotence in young soldiers and warriors? 
In Frazer's Golden Bough, that inexhaustible mine of information, 

we read, in the pages on the "taboos" on warriors: " .... Warriors 
are conceived by the savage to move, so to say, in an atmosphere of 
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spiritual danger which constrains them to practise a variety of supersti
tious observances quite different in their nature from those rational 
precautions which, as a matter of course, they adopt against foes of flesh 
and blood . . . . When the Israelites marched forth to war, they were 
bound by certain rules of ceremonial purity identical with rules observed 
by Maoris and Australian blackfellows on the warpath. The vessels 
they used were sacred, and they had to practise continence .... 1 

"For three or four weeks before they went on a warlike expedition, 
the Nootka Indians made it an invariable rule to go into the water five 
or six times a day, when they washed and scrubbed themselves from head 
to foot with brushes intermixed with briars, so that their bodies and 
faces were often entirely covered with blood. During this severe cxcr
c.ise they continually exclaimed, ' Good or great God, let me live, not be 
Sick, find the enemy, not fear him, find him asleep, and kill a great many 
of them.' All this time they had no intercourse with their women.2 · 

" With regard to the Creek Indians and kindred tribes we are told 
they will not cohabit with women while they arc out at war; they religi
ously abstain from every kind of intercourse even with their own wives, 
for the space of three days and nights before they go to war. · · And as 
a preparation for attacking the enemy they go to the ... winter house 
and there drink a warm decoction of their supposed holy consecrated 
herbs and roots for three days and nights, sometimes without any other 
ref~eshment. This is to induce the deity to guard and prosper them, 
~nudst their impending dangers. . . they are not to take the least nour
Ishment of food, nor so much as to sit down, during that time of 
sanctifying themselves, till after sunset . . . . 3 

" An Indian, intending to go to war, will commence by blacking his 
face, permitting his hair to grow long, and neglecting his personal appear
ance, and also will frequently fast, sometimes for two or three days 
together, and will refrain from all intercourse with the other sex. If his 
dreams are favourable, he thinks that the Great Spirit wilJ give him 
success.''·1 

To which I would add: In February 1941, passing through Belgrade 
on my way from Paris to Athens, I heard on excellent authority that, 

M 1 Sir J. G. Frazer: The Golden Bough: Taboo and the Perils of the Soul. 
~emillan, London, 1911, p. 157. 

I.e. p. 160. 
3 l.e. p. 161/2. 
4 I.e. p. 163. 
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during the 1914-18 war, the Serbian troops believed that if they permitted 
themselves sexual intercourse before battle they would suffer defeat: this 
belief is,an old tradition among Serbian fighting men. 

* * * 
Thus all sorts of races, on the eve of combat, attach a magic virtue 

and propitiatory power to divers superstitious practices pre-eminent 
among which arc abstinence from food and sexual intercourse. Among 
such people, warriors must be specially careful to abstain from sexual 
intercourse, an abstinence which, as in that other form of sacrifice, ritual 
fasting, must incline their God to defend and succour them amid the 
dangers by which they arl! menaced : or in other terms, incline the "Great 
Spirit" to grant them success. 

Among our modern warriors, German or ·French, and even among 
raw recruits who, in their military training, experience a sort of dress
rehearsal of war, this continence must be determined by a similar psychic 
mechanism. It is not, however, a continence desired or freely accepted 
as with Red Indians, or Serbian warriors. These young recruits of 1939 
found thernsclves, willy-nilly, afflicted with an impotence against which, 
in consciousness, they rebelled. The primitive commandment enjoining 
continence, as was but natural, had sunk always more and more deeply into 
man's unconscious as his biological and cultural evolution advanced; thus 
it could only emerge at last as an inhibition which enjoined the same 
continence on present-day Frenchmen and Germans as on the Israelites 
of the Bible, Maoris, Australians and Red Indians. 

In each case, however, with primitives as with us, the continence 
accepted by, or imposed upon, the warrior. is never attributed to internal 
forces, but to coercion from some extern~! power. With the Israelites, 
as with the Red Indians whom Frazer cites, magico-religious observances 
ostensibly ordained this from without. With us, this same imperative 
repression, which cannot be evaded, is attributed to the authorities, i.e., 
the quartermaster's staff. 

In each case we find that a psychic injunction-with primitives a 
categorical taboo, with civilised man a neurotic inhibition-has been pro
jected by the minds of the soldiers and warriors on powers ranged outside 
themselves. 

* * * 
It remains now to ask why continence among warnors should be 

deemed to bring success? 
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One might be tempted to think that continence preserves the powers 
that ebb in the sex-act. The lassitude that follows the act is a common 
experience and athletes arc advised to be continent before their contests. 

Frazer, however, rejects this explanation when commenting on the 
instances he cites. After quoting numerous examples of fasts, abstinence 
and mortifications practised by warriors of many tribes in diverse climes, • 
he concludes : 

" When we observe what pains these misguided savages took to unfit 
themselves for the business of war by abstaining from food, denying 
themselves rest, and lacerating their bodies, we shall.probably not be dis: 
posed to attribute their practice of continence in war to a rational fear 
of dissipating bodily energies by indulgence in the lusts of the flesh. On 
the contrary, we can scarcely doubt that the mqtive which impelled them 
to observe chastity on a campaign was just as frivolous as the motive which 
led them simultaneously to fritter away their strength by severe fasts, 
gratuitous fatigue and voluntary wounds at the very moment when pru
dence called most loudly for a precisely opposite regimen. Why exactly 
so many savages have made it a rule to refrain from women in time of 
war, we cannot say for certain, but we may conjecture that their motive 
was a superstitious fear lest, on the principles of sympathetic magic, close 
contact with women should infect them with feminine weakness and 
cowardice. Similarly some savages imagine that contact with a woman in 
childbed enervates warriors and enfeebles their weapons. Indeed the 
Kayans of central Borneo go so far as to hold that to touch a loom or 
women's clothes would so weaken a man that he would have no success 
in hunting, fishing and war." 1 

. Later, in his chapter on Manslayers' tabooed, Frazer shows how, on 
the1r return, warriors who have slain an enemy in combat must submit 
to various restrictions in the same manner as must ordinary murderers. 
" I~ the reader still doubts," says Frazer, " whether the rules of conduct 
which we have just been considering arc based on superstitious fears or 
dictated by a rational prudence, his doubts will probably be dissipated 
when he learns that rules of the same sort are often imposed even more 
stringently on warriors after the victory has been won and when all fear 
of the living corporeal foe is at an end. In such cases one motive for the 
inconvenient restrictions laid on the victors in their hour of triumph is 

- ---------·--
1 Frazer: The Golden Bough: Taboo and the Perils of the Sortl, pp. 163/5, 
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probably a dread of the angry ghosts of the slain; and that the fear of 
the vengeful ghosts does influence the behaviour of the slayers is often 
expressly affinned." 1 I shall now give one or two of the many examples 
quoted by Frazer : 

" In Logea, an. island off the south-eastern extremity of New 
Guinea, men who have killed or assisted in killing enemies shut themselves 
up for about a week in their houses. They must avoid all intercourse 
with their wives and friends, and they may not touch food with their 
hands. They may eat vegetable food only: which is brought to them 
cooked in special pots. The intention of these restrictions is to guard the 
men against the smell of the blood of the slain; for it is believed that if 
they smelt the blood, they would fall ill and die ... " 2 

" ... some South African tribes require the slayer of a very gallant 
foe in war to keep apart from his wife and family for ten days after he 
has washed his body in running water .... When a Nandi of British 
East Africa has killed a member of another tribe, he paints one side of 
his body, spear and sword red and the other side white. For four 
days after the slaughter he is considered unclean and may not go home. 
He has to build a small shelter by a river and live there; he may not asso
ciate with his wife or sweetheart ... " 3 

"Among the Akikuyu of British East Africa all who have shed human 
blood must be purified .... For a month after the shedding of blood 
they may have no contact with women. On the contrary, when a Ketosh 
warrior of British East Africa, who has killed a foe in battle, returns home, 
'it is considered essential that he should have connection with his wife 
as soon as convenient: this is believed to prevent the spirit of his dead 
enemy from haunting and bewitching him ... " 4 

"Among the Natchez of North America young braves who had taken 
their first scalps were obliged to observe certain rules of abstinence for 
six months. They might not sleep with their wives or eat flesh; their 
only food was fish and hasty-pudding. If they broke these rules, they 
believed that the soul of the man they had killed would work their death 
by magic, that they would gain no more successes over the enemy, and 

1 Op. cit. p. 165. 
2 l.c. p. 167. 
3 I.e. p. 175. 
·I I.e. pp. 175/6. 
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that the least wound inflicted on them would prove mortal .... " 1 

We will now leave these instances to ask how far Frazer lays bare 
the causal origin of these rites, on the one hand, by relating the propitia
tory taboos laid upon warriors to sympathetic magic and on the other by 
relating these strangely similar expiatory taboos laid upon murderers to 
the fear of the return of the avenging spirits of the dead. 

* * * 
Let us first consider Frazer's explanation of the propitiatory taboos 

laid upon warriors, which,· in effect, form so strange a parallel to the 
impotence of our troops. To me, Frazer's assumption that they are due 
to a belief in sympathetic magic seems most plausible, for the imagined 
virtues of continence as preserving the warrior's strength far exceeds the 
limits of reality. But also, it would seem, of those of sympathetic magic 
where the contaminating effects of contact with women are concerned. 
and it is here that psycho-analysis may help to a deeper understanding. 

To return, however, to the first attempt to explain this taboo by belief 
in the fortifying virtues of continence. To me, it seems that this virtue, 
in the primitive imaginings that still survive in our unconscious, derives 
not from rational but from magical beliefs and we know from psycho
analysis what omnipotence is attributed by the unconscious to the 
fecundating male fluid. Its retention would then imply preserving a 
mythic talisman of victory for oneself. 
. But another factor, in origin part religious and part magic, still more 
unperatively enjoins continence as the prelude to victory: the son's 
primitive, infantile fear of the Father, that first of all our enemies ! He 
it is who is prefigured, resuscitated, by the real enemy. Thus, to gain 
~he right to defeat him later, he must first be offered a sacrifice : thus it 
Is that the most cherished possession of all must be sacrificed to him, that 
of the women, those same women for whom, when parricide occurred in 
the primal Horde, the sons committed murder. Thus, after an initial 
symbolic expiation, the original crime could be victoriously repeated on 
the enemy's body. 

The continence, consciously accepted by primitives of their taboos 
or unconsciously imposed on our troops by their inhibitions, would again 
be equivalent to a temporary castration offered in submission to the 
Father, that same Father who, in prehistoric times, when his maturing 
sons coveted his females, must sometimes have punished th~m with 

1 Op. cit. p. 181. 
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castratiou : that castration of which circumcision, still so widespread on 
earth, testifies and is the symbol. In addition, may it not contain, as the 
wife of one of our best psycho-analysts suggests, a kind of homosexual 
fidelity to the brotherly horde, in which the soldier, joining his regiment, 
is incorporated? 

As for the fasting of primitive warriors and in particular their absten
tion from meat, this must represent a renunciation by the sons of their 
original cannibalism after the murder of the .father. But since cannibal
ism has been more deeply repressed and overcome than all other primi
tive survivals, it need not surprise us that there is no longer any need to 
deny it by ritual observances, nor that our troops never object to their 
food or the meat on their plates. 

On the other hand, since it was not possible for sexuality to be so 
completely repressed, here in this warrior myth of the doctored French 
wine or German coffee and even in the similar barrack myths current in 
peace, precarious as that peace is, we rediscover, in the soldiers' uncon
scious mental processes, a primitive propitiatory rite of the greatest value 
and use. 

* * * 
Meanwhile, the expiatory taboos laid on murderers, so widespread 

among primitive warriors, no longer seem to be found in civilised peoples, 
who, after victory, return home innocent of remorse for the enemy blood 
they have shed. This difference, Freud had already remarked, when, 
during the last war, in his <;e~tgemiisses iiber Krieg und Tod (1915) he 
wrote: 

" Beside the corpse of the beloved were generated not only the idea 
of the soul, the belief in immortality and a great part of man's deep
rooted sense of guilt, but also the earliest inkling of ethical law. The 
first and most portentous prohibition of the awakening conscience was : 
Thou shalt not kill. It was born of the reaction against that hate gratifi
cation which lurked behind the grief for the loved dead, and was gradu
ally extended to unloved strangers and finally even to enemies. 1 

This prohibition therefore was to culminate in the Christian precept, 
so little followed, however: "Love thine enemies." 

But Freud continues: "This final extension is no longer experienced 
by civilised man. When the frenzied conflict of this war shall have been 

1 S. Freud: Thoughts on War and Death: Collected Papors, Vol. IV. Hogarth 
Press, p. 311. 
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decided, everyone of the·victorious warriors will joyfully return to his 
home, his wife and his children, undelayed and undisturbed by any 
thought of the enemy he has. slain either at close quarters or by distant 
weapons of destruction. It is worthy of note that such primitive races 
as still inhabit the earth, who are undoubtedly closer than we to primitive 
man,. act differently in this respect, or did so act until they came under 
the mfl.uence of our civilization. The savage-Australian, Bushman,. 
Tierra del Fuegan-is by no means a remorseless murderer : when he 
returns victorious from the war-path he may not set foot in his village 
nor touch his wife until he has atoned for the murders committed in war 
by penances which are often prolonged and toilsome. This may be pre-
sumed of · · I 'II . ' course, to be the outcome of superstitiOn; t 1c savage st1 
gfoes m fear of the avenging spirits of the slain. But the spirits of the 
allen enem'· h' . . · Y are not mg but the express10n of l11s own conscience, uneasy 

on account f h' b . . . . 1 k . 
f . o 1s lood-gmltmess; behind this supersutwn ur s a vem 

o ethical se 't' . . .1• d "I ns1 1veness wh1ch has been lost by us c1v1 1ze men. 

eth. I myself think that our soldiers to-day have not entirely lost that 
leal sen · · . 

Pr· . . Sitlveness of the primitive though subject to a process by wluch 
Imlhve ob . . 

time h servances and ntes are made to recede ever further back m 
unc t .e deeper man's cultural advance has repressed them in the 

onsc1ous. 

Circumcisio h' h · · · · b t · k' admi . n, w 1c among pnm1t1ves IS a pu er y nte mar mg 
grou SSlon ~0 male activities, has. been extended to younger and younger 
in t:s Untr! we now find it practised among us by Jews only on children 

e cradle . . the ex . ' a nte they have observed for many ccntunes. Similarly, 
slain ~:llatory rite of continence, intended to appease the spirits of the 

, Is only b I h bcfor h 0 served to-day by modem warriors be ore t e battle and 
e t e sl · d · Thus ay1ng, as witness the myth of the doctore wme or coffee. 
' once the · b T d troop war Is ended and before they are demo I Ise , our modern 

sexua~' whether victorious or even vanquished, are able to recover that 
T~otency which was blocked in them for a time. 

told e same young hero of a cousin whose tales I quoted earlier, has 
me how · · h t t rout f one of his comrades behaved durmg t e re rea , or rather 

' 0 th F I' Fran e rench armies in June 1940, when it was rea 1sed that for 
~~ . ' 

sexual· Was lost. From June 12th he gave himself up to a veritable 
them iorgy : he would pick up young refugees by the roadside and enjoy 
___ n the speeding lorry, discreetly screened with tarpaulins by his 

1 Op -::::----__ 
. Clt. Pp. 3!~!-;/;:::2-. -------------
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comrades. (Usually, however, the men, worn out by the retreat and the 
general confusion had other things to worry about: food and above all, 
sleep!) 

In the Gennan occupation army in France and doubtless in other 
countries conquered by Hitler, death was the punishment for rape in the 
military code. If such a penalty was envisaged it was doubtless because 
the temptation to commit this crime is always especially strong among 
victorious troops. Sexual relations between consenting women of the 
conquered countries and the victor soldiers were not however punishable 
by death and everyone knows that Venus was always indulgent to Mars. 

These sexual excesses which follow the end of hostilities and which 
primitive man sought to oppose with taboos as implacable, almost, as was 
the penalty for rape in the German Military Code, are worth comparison 
with that magical and imperative injunction-cited by Frazer-laid 
on the Ketosh warrior-murderer, in clear opposition to these very 
taboos : namely, to lie with his wife as soon as possible on his return in 
order to triumph anew over the power of i}is enemy, though this time 
in the spirit. In this return of what was repressed, we see the reflection 
of the primal double CEdipus crime, the murder of the father followed 
by the seizure of his wives. 

Thus, the sexual excesses of certain European soldiers after battle 
once more indirectly celebrate that distant triumph. In 1945, with the 
end of the war in Europe, this archaic response of the victorious warrior 
was to declare itself, in Central Europe, in the widespread rape of the 
women of the conquered countries. And this in direct proportion to the 
degree in which the dark or Asiatic invasion troops approximated to 
man's original barbarism. 

* * * 
The Myth of the Doctored Wine will now enable us to reply far 

better than the earlier myths of the Corpse in the Car or The Guessed 
.M one:v, to a question the reader may possibly already have asked? Is the 
fact that similar myths appear in so many spots caused by diffusion from 
a common source or to a uniformity of the human mind, which will 
always bear the same fruit as does, say, the apple tree, wherever it may 
be? The same problem therefore confronts us as that which faces 
the folklore student in fairy-tales like Red Riding Hood or The Sleeping 
Beauty which recur in identical form whether among I$.affirs or Eskirnoes. 

As regards our myths of The Corpse in the Car or The Guessed 
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kloney the temptation is strong to accept the theory of diffusion in these 
days of swift communications, thanks to wireless and aeroplanes. It is 
more difficult to accept this theory for the Myth of the Doctored Wine, 
which unlike the two first, is not openly current. 

Though diffusion cannot be excluded from the propagation of 
certain myths, the oneness of the human mind is what first gives them 
birth. We, psycho-analysts, ~ho, whether in savages or civilised man, see 
the same complexes haunt the unconscious depths of the human psyche, 
?bserve unsurprised that our contemporary war myths draw their nour
~~h~ent. fro:rn· humanity's most primitive sources and reveal themselves 
srmllar m all climes. 



CHAPTER IV 

MYTHS OF THE POWERLESS OR FRIENDLY ENEMY 

AND OF THE MOTHER'S TEARS. 

In each of the three myths with which we have dealt-The CorjJsc 

in the Car) T!te Guessed 1\Joney and The Doctored Wine-we have found 
traces of ancient human sacrifice, of sacrificial gifts and of continence 
observed as a propitiation. In each case we found that the general 
anxiety caused by the menace or declaration of war was kept under con
trol by a similar psychic mechanism : in exchange for some sacrifice 
imposed on the warrior the enemy would be defeated by fate either 
through some murderer-agent, or some auspicious increase in the warrior's 
powers gained by continence. 

In no case, however, was the great menace the enemy constituted 
denied : Hitler, indeed in the French myths, appeared clothed in a ter
rible majesty. Only some adversary even stronger than himself could 
make his destruction possible : namely, either the suppositious murderer 
or the French soldier defeating the German. Anxiety was therefore kept 
under by identifying, as it were, these adversaries of Hitler with Hitler's 
own formidable powers, an identification won from fate in return for 
part-magic and part-religious sacrificial rites which entreat but also 
compel destiny. 

In our succeeding myths, the terror aroused in nations by the threat 
of enemy aggression gives rise to another mechanism, more primitive 
and everi more simple, by which to control anxiety : the plain denial of 
the enemy's menace. 

·:f * -!(· 

. Before war broke out, in Summer 1939, I was able to collect the fol
lowmg story from various people in France. It always remained 
strangely unchanged. 

1. An Englishman had just been making a motor tour through th 
Rhineland (or along the Slovak or Hungarian border), in a splendi~ 
Rolls Royce. Suddenly, at a sharp turn, he sees a column of German 
tanks approaching. He is going too fast to be able to put on his brak es. 

65 
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''rhere is no chance that the crash can be prevented. The motorist shuts 
his eyes, sure his last hour has come. The crash takes place ... When the 
Englishman reopens his eyes, imagine his surprise to find the Rolls Royce 
intact and the German tank in pieces around him. It just shows the 
wretched stuff the Germans use in their tanks; just tin and three-ply." 1 

In each case the narrator added that he or she had the story from 
a friend of the very Englishman. My immediate thought was that here 
was a myth which admirably expressed the hopes placed by the West, 
and not least by Britain's French allies, in the industrial superiority of 
the British Empire over that of German war production. What finer 
symbol of this superiority than the Rolls Royce, that wonderful product 
of British industry! Meanwhile the tin tank admirably reveals what 
Germany's adversaries would have liked all her vaunted am1aments to 
be : just a huge bluff! 

Nevertheless war did break out, and soon I was given the following 
story, told by a Danish cousin by marriage : 

2. " Do you know," she said one day, " that in Denmark, just before 
the war, the following story was said to have happened to a German 
touring England? This German was travelling about in a 
superb Mercedes car. At a turn in the road he suddenly saw some 

·English tanks approaching. He was going too fast to put on his brakes; 
the car was bound to crash into the foremost tank. The German shut 
his eyes thinking his last hour had come : there was a crash. . . . When 
the motorist reopened his eyes; there was the tank in bits all around, 
whereas his Mercedes was quite untouched. That just shows you the 
sort of stuff the British use for their tanks. . . . " 

Thus, the same myth in almost identical terms voiced the hopes in 
the opposite camp : the might of German industry, symbolised by the 
superb Mercedes, triumphs over British war production, also a huge bluff! 

In these reciprocal versions of the myth of The Car and the T ankJ 
a similar negation of the enemy's power serves to master fears aroused 
by the imminence of war. 

* * * 
1 In March 1943, in South Africa, a young British soldier just landed from a 

convoy {the same to whom I owe version 26 of the myth of The Corpse in the 
Car) explained that, as the story went, these gimcrack tanks consisted of a painted 
wooden body mounted on a small Opel chassis. In April, 1945, a South African 
anthropologist explained that the story arose from the fact that, in order to save 
fuel, the Germans, in their army manceuvres, had been using wooden tanks pro
pelled by men on bicycles hidden inside them ! 
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Continuing my myths of the powerless enemy, I now turn to some 
myths of a more simple type. This amusing story reached me late in 1939 
from a Swiss psycho-analyst in Paris, Dr. Leuba, to whom a compatriot 
had sent it. 

3. " I'd better relate this very diverting story for if I wait till we 
meet, I might, alas! have to wait vety long. Well, on November lOth, 
during the night, a number of Boches who had received orders to create 
some frontier incidents crossed one of the Rhine bridges in batches of 
twenty. Not a shot was fired, not a soul was seen and eventually they 
found themselves in a big village square, rather astonished by the ease 
of it all. Suddenly, a bugle rang out and they found themselves 
surrounded by some 200 Swiss soldiers who appeared from all sides. 
Then a Swiss officer thundered: ''Shun! Eyes front! Ground arms!' 

·And every one of the Boches obeyed and was interned. At another place 
nearby, seeing nothing astir, some fifty or so more Bodies, stripped to the 
skin, with their rifles and uniforms in rubber bags. swam over the 
Rhine pushing their bags before them. But when they had crossed, 
they were helped out by our soldiers who took charge of their bags, 
and made them stand to attention in their birthday suits ! I was told 
this by a Swiss commercial traveller, a very reliable man, one of whose 
customers, a chemist, saw the whole show. No need to tell you 
that nothing of all this appeared in the papers, I don't quite 
know why." 

'"'e see that the writer has every faith in this story. From other 
sources, I learnt that, with slight variations, both episodes were widely 
current in Switzerland. The intense patriotism of this proud little 
nation, the time honoured independence of who~e territory was menaced 
by a possible German invasion, thus found sustenance in obviously 
legendary stories in which the brave Swiss capture unresisting Germans 
or Germans who are helplessly naked and unable to use their arms, so 
much do they fear the valiant Swiss. 

Thus, in these myths, the legends of Gessler and William Tell are 
resuscitated. 

The enemy's weakness is the intensest desire of a menaced nation, 
a desire which was nurtured in Switzerland by the sort of William Tell. 
myth whose variants we have just given. In France and Germany and 
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dou~?tless in England, that desire was nurtured by the typical myth of 
The Car and the Tank. 

* * * 
The threat that the enemy constitutes may, however, be still more 

emphatically denied by fantasies in which the enemy's aggression is not 
only stayed but turned into its opposite. 

Here arc two anecdotes collected early in 1940 : 

4. "French and German soldiers meet at a well from which both 
, have to draw water. 'No one's looking,' they say, 'We won't fire at 
each other ! ' " 

5. "A patrol suddenly finds himself facing a German sentry with a 
tommy gun. The soldier thinks his number's up. · But the sentry, by no 
means young, says to him in first-rate French : ' Buzz off, old chap, and 
look snappy. There's a youngster coming who's a dab at pot shots! '" 
The young, in fact, are more implacable than the old as the Fuhrer of 
the Hitler youth so well knew. 

I conclude with two incidents from the letter of a fellow psycho
analyst, dated August 26th, 1940 : 

6. "A detachment with rations for the front line gets lost and sud
denly finds itself face to face with an enemy outpost. ·Instead of being 
taken prisoner, however, they are told they have missed their way and 
shown how to get back to the French lines. (I read this little story in an 
American paper, Life, I think, my correspondent added.) This story 
also links up with the way the Ainericans saw this war before events in 
Norway, oft,en terming it a' phoney war'." 

7 · " A young officer is in charge of an outpost in a quiet sector of 
~he Maginot line. One fine day a German loudspeaker announces that 
m exactly three hours a heavy barrage will be laid down and that they 
had better retire to avoid utter destruction. The French, wholly sceptical, 
sthay put. Exactly two and three-quarter hours after this first warning 
t e German lo d. k . ' 
fif . u spea er starts up agam and tells them they have only 

teen minutes t . . . . . 
d . 0 retire, otherwise it means certam death and the Ger-

manhs . 0 not Wish to kill them ! This time the French officer takes them 
at t eir word· h . . . 
h . ' e moves away with his detachment and at the appomted 

our m fact see h 11 • · b 
h . ' ' s s e s burst Just where he and Ius men had een. (I had 

t 1s story says my · 1 d h · ' correspondent, from an Amcncan a y to w om It 
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was told by this very officer, who is engaged to her niece. A typical 
instance of the way one hears these stories.") 

j'yfy correspondent then ends: "These two stories seem to me very 
typical and of great interest in many respects, especially as exemplifying 
the wish to deny war's reality and its dangers. The friendly enemy, i.e., 
something turned into its opposite, is an invention to master and over
come fear." 

It could not be said better. 
To this series doubtless belongs the legend, widely current in 1914-18, 

of the good Vlurtemburgers warning the French in the opposite trenches 
that they would soon be relieved by implacable Prussians. Or that of 
the British and Germans playing football in No Man's Land, a story 
which gratified the Frenchman's scorn of his too sports-loving ally while 
also denying the dangers the enemy represented. ·Similarly in Austria, 
about the same time, the rumo"ur prevailed that the Russians and 
Austrians were fraternising with each other and only fired, after due 
warning, when higher officers were inspecting the line. 

* * * 
The young cousin who provided the very interesting details of the. 

myth of The Doctored Wine, also told me the following story: 

8. " After the Franco-German armistice, one of his comrades in 
unoccupied France wished to visit his wife in Bordeaux, who had just had 
a baby. He set out, but at the frontier was stopped by a German sentry 
who asked to see his papers. These, however, were not in order, for, 
though dressed as a civilian, he had not yet been given his discharge. The 
German then advised him to turn back, since if he went on, he would be 
made prisoner." My cousin, this time, vouched for the truth of the 
incident. 

Doubtless, the Germans were swamped with prisoners by the time 
they had got to Bordeaux and but little inclined to add to the two million 
or so on their hands. The story, therefore, may well be true, but its 
mythical base, the wish-fantasy it expresses, none the less clearly appears. 
Reality and myth may well coincide at times. 

I myself, in Brittany, when Finisterre was overrun, saw French 
officers and troops calmly rub shoulders with Germans in the streets of 
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Quirnper and that before France had signed the annistice. 1 

Once the armistice was in force, other "friendly enemy" myths began 
circulating. 

In Paris, in December 1940, my maid brought me the following story 
just told her by our chauffeur. 

9. "A German comes out of a restaurant at Versailles after an 
excellent meal. He says he has had enough of the war, that France is 
the place to live. He then cries: 'Vive Ia France!' Whereupon another 
German grabs him by the collar. They say he's been shot." 

My maid also told me the following story which she said had been 
told her by a lady who knew the young man involved. 

10. "A private was orderly to a French officer. They had fought 
together in the Maginot line and were both taken prisoner. The orderly 
then said: 'It really is annoying we should be prisoners now.' 'Don't 
worry,' the officer replied : 'Just wait a couple of days.' A few days 
later he t d · . urne up as a German officer and told hts orderly how to escape. 
The young man reached Paris safe and sound.'' 

Now here arc some myths which, far from denying the enemy's 
~ruelty and formidable powers, exaggerate them, though only to throw 
mto greater relief the rare privilege of his friendship. 

inf~~~J'Ieerl_oo, a Dutchman, who spent a long time as a deportee in Ge:many, 
Germ me m June 1945, that one of the most persistent myths that. worned the 
full ottnsl was that of The Decent Britisher, in which their adversanes appeared 

I o erance. 
fact wcoultd .add that the myth of The Friendly Enemy like all other myths, does in 

' on am a c f 1' M h ' . 1 d not wholl 1 ore. o rea tty. en are t us fundamentally ambtva ent an can-
In this ~0 ove t~etr friends or hate their enemies. 

the Nazis nnectlon~ I may recall the conduct of Dr. Anton Sauerwald, who, after 
all matter~ntye~ Vtenna was placed in charge of the Freud publishing firm and 
and convintd a~n!'i to the Freud family. This Austrian, a professional chemist 
like many A~ t . atlo~al Socialist, a firm believer in the Greater Germany and so, 
!J-nderstandin; nHs, m the Anschluss, carried out his tasks with much kindness and 
mg firm nor ~h e could n.ot evade the order to destroy the stocks of the publish
and his famil at confiscatmg Freud's Austrian effects, but he did spare Freud 
depart for LoYd many personal inflictions. Eventually, when Freud was able to 
the things hen on, thanks to Dr. Sauerwald's efforts he was able to take with him 
collection of ;a!!J-ed most, his furniture, his library and the whole of his precious 
left, by a doct~ tques. He was even able to get himself accompanied, when he· 
precarious heal[h Dr. Josefine Stross, as was,made necessary by his great a~e ~nd 
cultural level r · Her~ was an " enemy who, doubtless because of hts htgh 
danger to hirn~el;vealed htmself as truly "friendly," though possibly not without 

Again in 1945. f . . . . 
make the ori · ' a ter Germany's defeat, Gen. Etsenhower found 1t tmposstble to 
degrees after '1n!il non-fraternisation order effective. It had to be legalised by 

' emg freely practised, and not only in promiscuous relations. 
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11. " A German officer as he takes leave of his Parisian billetor 
urges her to hide her children in the cellar should the German troops have 
to leave, for when they withdraw his superiors will order every French 
child to be killed." 

This new " Slaughter of the lnnocentJ" was reported to me on 
December 20th, 1940, by a fellow psycho-analyst, Dr. Paul Schiff. A nun 
of the Petite Raquette order was said to have heard it as she came from 
Villacoublay. Again, a gentleman from Nantes was said to have told the 
~ame thing to his son, \\'ho repeated it to an actor in Paris, who had 
already heard it from his mother, who had had it from hers, living at La 
Queue lcs Yvclines. The same informant, that same day, gave me thi~ 
other story, told by one of ·his patients a month or so before. 

12. "A nurse had looked after a German officer. In his gratitude, 
he wants to make her a present. She refuses. In its place, he therefore 
advises her that should the Gennan troops leave Paris, she must get her 
nearest and dearest safe .. for the Germans have strict orders to kill every
one French before they leave. They would have to obey, sick at heart 
though they were." 

Thus, in these last two myths, we see the friendship of an otherwise 
formidable and implacable enemy appear as a favour of great worth. 
What is more, by this fantasy born from the wish for reassurance, the 
Parisians, groaning under the enemy occupation, in anticipation enjoyed 
the longed-for departure of their oppressors. 1 

* * * 
Here now is a " compassion myth " of a different order. 
About March or April 1940, a new myth became current which 

certain newspapers even reported as an important item : 

1 The myth of a terrifying yet friendly enemy was to create the following legend 
along coasts threatened by the German submarines. I picked it up at the Cape in 
1942-3 in various, slightly differing forms. 

"A submarine surfaces ncar the lifeboats of a ship it has just torpedoed. After 
the usual cross-examination -about the victims' identity, the Commander tells the 
survivors their position and distance from land (as did, at times, happen). But 
where the myth comes in, is that the Commander then tells the survivors that he 
had himself landed at a deserted spot some days before, travelled to Cape Town 
and passed the evening in a cinema. He even offers them (in some versions) the 
cinema tickets he has specially bought for them in advance. The survivors reach 
land." 

Some days later they encounter the same submarine commander in a main street 
of a town. .He is easily recognisable by a great scar down one cheek. Before they 
can find a policeman, however, the nimble enemy swiftly disappears in the crowd. 

On. the cast coast of America a similar legend is said to have been current when 
the submarine war was at its height. 
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13. "The Sainte-Odile spring in Alsace, which has been dry for a 
very long time, is again reported to be flowing ! This Spring, by com
mon report, it is averred to have started flowing exactly as it did three 
months before the armistices of 1870 and 1918! Thus, France will have 
peace three months from now!" 

I also heard from my son, just back from Assisi, that a similar 
legend prevailed there in connection with an intermittent spring: 

14. "This spring, which issues near St. Francis'~ cell, would always 
begin flowing some weeks before a great national event, as in 1918, before 
the armistice. It was even supposed to have announced the Messina 
earthquake." 

In the "Dictionary of German Beliefs " 1 we read as follows: "By 
springs, weather and harvesting may be foretold." The "hunger
springs (Hungerbrunnen) and "hunger-ponds" (HungcrjJiit;:rn) in Ger
many, are literally countless. When they flow, they foretell an increase 
in the cost of living (whence their name of Teuerbrunncn) and when they 
go dry, they on the contrary announce a good year, whence their 
~arne of "harvest springs" or "wine springs." "When springs dry up 
m Autumn, they flow to the corn " : that is, prosperous harvests will fol
low the next year, says an old saw which the authors quote, citing 
Schonwerth. 

If we compare these three myths their meaning may appear. What 
strikes us first is that their effects may announce some impending 
calamity, such as famine or the Messina earthquake. But it may be 
?b!ected that if springs that dry up " in Autumn" announce abundance 
lt ls doubtless because the common belief is that they only dry up on the 
surface, the better to flow beneath to make their way "to the corn." 
J:Iowever that may be, the apparent disappearance of water is found 
linked with good fortune and its reappearance with calamity, contrary to 
what one might expect. 

. But though the prevalent wish for victory might have made the 
Samte-Odile spring, like that at Assisi, prophesy victory in addition to 
pea~e, yet I am assured by my Alsatian friends that most of the 1940 
v.erswns of the Sainte-Odile myth merely confined themselves to predic
tiOns of an armistice. 

* * 
----------- ·---·-----·------··-

1 Handworterbuch des Deutschen Aberglaubens, Berlin und Leipzig, Walter de 
Gruyter & Co., 1938, Vol. IX, article Wassergeister (Water Spirit~). H.37. 
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Vv'e know that to children, as to primitive man, the whole of nature 
is anthropomorphic and that they readily see the earth as a gigantic . 
creature which, like a veritable mother, nourishes all her child-beings 
with her products. To this magnified mother, then, may be attributed all 
the emotions that agitate humanity. Thus, intermittent and prophetic 
springs doubtless stand, in the popular imagination, for the tears shed 
by Mother Earth over the woes of her children. 

When famine is predicted she weeps in advance for the pangs that 
men will suffer, and that is why, reversing reality, the symbol proves 
stronger than the fact and famine follows, not when springs dry, but 
when they flow. As at Assisi, she will weep in advance for the ruin and 
death caused by the Messina earthquake. But there too, as at Sainte
Odile, in Alsace, the Earth Mother's tears will herald an armistice and 
the end of the war. 

The reader here may begin to feel somewhat bewildered and ask: 
is it for joy that returning peace is announced that the Earth Mother 
weeps? I hardly think so. Here, our mother earth must be supposed to 
be weeping over the jm:sent woes of her children: the sons who, strewn 
over her immensity, water it with their blood and so give sufficient 
reason for tears! Thm. the water-tears trickling from springs would 
seem the Mater Dolorosa's immense supplication to the heavenly Father 
to end the martyrdom of her children. 

That the proud heralding of victory is found so seldom in these 
myths is, doubtless, because the main mission of Sainte-Odile's compas
sionate waters would seem to be supplication. 

Did the waters of Sainte-Odile really begin to flow again in the 
Spring of 1940? I think they must have done, since mountain springs 
flow readily when the snows melt. However that be, the factual flow to 
the psychologist is less important than the symbolic. And lo ! the 
Heavenly father seemed for a time to have granted the prayers of the 
Earth-Mother in appearing to suspend hostilities in France, in June, 
three months later. 

* * * 
Another myth, however, collected at Saint-Tropez in September 1940 

shows the compassionate mother resuming her human form. This was 
contributed by the psycho-analyst's wife to whom I owe the story of the 
woodcutter and his cart (Version 12 of the myth of The Corpse in the 
Car). She said _that in July, when at Beg-Meil (thus aft<;r the Franco-
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Ge1man armistice but under German oppression) a story ran in the village 
that the Virgin Mary had appeared to a girl of eight and said to her : 

15. "Peace will be signed on August 15th, but you will not he there 
to see it, for then you will be dead." 

Here we find the human sacrifice theme, examined earlier, poetically 
interwoven with that of the compassionate mother piously embodied by 
the Breton mind in the Virgin Mary. 

Another myth of the same nature was told me ec..rly in October by 
a woman friend evacuated from Paris to Lecques par Saint-Cyr (Bouches 
du Rhone).. The incident evidently occurred well before France's col
lapse: she had the story from her landlady: 

16. "Two soldiers arc overtaken on the road by a peasant who 
offers them a place in his cart. When they get in they find a young nun 
already there. Further on, with nothing but open country around. she 
professes to be at her destination and asks to get down. Before s~ying 
good-bye, she tells the soldiers to be unafraid. that the war will end before 
Summer, that they will suffer no hurt and th~t all will be well. 

" She then disappears and the soldiers see a piece of paper on the 
ground, dropped, they think by the nun. They pick it up and deeply 
~oved, recognise the very image of their fellow traveller in the holy 
picture of St. Theresa of Lisieux." 

In this version, the Compassionate Mother appears as the double of 
~he Virgin Mary which, for the pious, the young sai.nt of Lisieux ha~ 

ecome, and thus seems also to promise that the war w1ll end well. 

In these two latter versions, however, the tears of the compassionate 
Mother do not flow. But. Jo! in that Corsica which, despite Napoleon's 
shade, Mussolini wished to wrest from France, the Virgin Mary, like the 
Earth · h · h d · Wit Its tearful springs began miraculously to s e ventable tears 
over the woes of her children . 

. p 17: "The Holy Virgin weeps at Sartene. "these words appeared 
m arzs Soir on January 7th 1941. 

"Th · ' 
h d e VIrgin weeps! the Virgin weeps! But where? Quite at 

an : the yellow house in Santana Square. . .. . Curious, excited and 
apprehen · . 

ll Slve crowds hurry to Santana Square, all strugghng to enter the 
Y~ ow house. The luckiest manage to climb the stairs to the top floor 
: dere they find themselves in a clean though humble room where three 

e s ~tand in a row. The walls are white-washed. 
' The pic.ture of the Virgin Mary has been unhooked from the wall 
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and ~tands on a chest of drawers. In vivid colours it depicts Our Lady 
of the Seven Sorrows. with seven swords piercing her heart: in short, 
the sort of chromo-lithograph sold by pedlars which is afterwards 
framed. All most commonplace. were it not for the " tears" which one 
instantly perceives. 

" A tear in the corner of the eye ... 
" And indeed, between the glass and the picture, I see one gathering 

already in the corner of the eye. Another has dropped into the hand 
which the Virgin holds like a chalice. It is as though the "tears" were 
trickling and running down a misty window pane. .. 

"The fact is indisputable. It is the damp, say some. But, in fact, 
there is no trace of damp in the room. I touch the walls here and there: 
they are everywhere perfectly dry. Besides, the phenomenon has hap

.· pened once before, then the " tears" reappeared and as mysteriously 
faded away. 

" A profound silence reigns among the visitors. Then the clergy 
come in quest of the picture in order to place it under observation in the 
sacristy of the Parish Church of Santa Maria, to which the crowd 
immediate repairs. And while they wait for the Church's verdict, the 
whole population of Sartenc feels that a sublime, a profound mystery is 
being enacted." 

Thus, six months after France's collapse, the Virgin of Sartene wept 
exactly as three months earlier did Sainte-Odile of Alsace. In two of the 
marches of threatened France the same maternal tears were flowing. 



CHAPTER V 

BATTLE MYTHS OF VICTORS AND VANQUISHED 

" Truth is the first casualty in war " 

When two stags or cocks or dogs meet arid fight, each naturally 
expects to prevail. Othenvise they would run, as the rabbit from the fox 

or the gazelle from the lion. 
The sense of invulnerability, of immortality, inherent in the uncon

scious, thus inspires each combatant with a conviction of unconquerable 
power. So too with man: when a nation decides on war, it is sure that 
it alone will prevail. Were it not, save for exceptional cases of great 
heroism, it would seck evasion, as does, as we said, the rabbit from the 
fox or the gazelle from the lion. That was what England and France 
did at Munich in September 1938, despite the treaty which bound 
France to support Czechoslovakia. "At Munich," as \\'eygand wrote in 
Le Journal of November 11th, 1938, " French weakness had to give way 
to German strength." 

Nevertheless, on March 15th, 1939, Hitler entered Prague, despite 
the assurances given to Chamberlain at Munich that he had no more 
territorial ambitions. Chamberlain, at bay at last, turned, and, on 
March 31st, gave a British guarantee to Poland now menaced in her 
tu~,. thereby encouraging her to resist the demands of Hitler. For 
~n:a1~, .~roud of her mastery of the seas and of her long tradition of 
~nvmc1b1hty had decided to take up arms against German hegemony 
m. Europe, however recent and limited her own conscription measures 
might be. France followed in her wake, poor enough in equipment 
and especially in planes, but each ally relied on the other to make 
good her deficiencies, one in troops, the other in equipment and planes. 

Above all, however, the Western powers believed their strength so 
tremendously impressive, one in her martial prowess, the other in 
her uncontested rule of the seas, that Hitler, seeing them resolved 
on battle, would be bound to give way. Infinite were the references to 
H" I ' " bl ff" · 1t er s . u m the British and French press of the time. . It was all 
bluff: H1tler had bluffed at Munich and the allies had fallen for it! 

76 
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Next time, forewarned and forearmed and with all the annaments they 
had managed to amass, they would stand finn and strike him with fear. 
No need of blows : firmness alone would suffice to makP- him respect the 
territory he coveted, whether in Poland or elsewhere. Thus, with a 
magnificent gesture, Chamberlain, in addition to Poland, guaranteed 
the integrity of Rumania, Turkey and Greece. What mattered it, since 
Hitler would certainly yield to a threat so formidable as this British 
guarantee! 

For their part, the Gemmns believed the Western powers to be bluf
fing. Never would the English or French, they thought, risk being killed 
for Poles! The French, especially, would never be such fool~, as one 
of their journalists put it, " to die for Danzig." 

Thus, the belief in the enemy's bluff, at 'all times one of tht> most . 
dangerous of the myths provocative of war, drove both sides into those 
uncompromising and vainglorious attitudes from which one cannot 
retreat. 

When, however, the Gernmn troops had penetrated to the plains 
of Poland, who from the distant West, could succour her, even by air? 
Italy's tardy offer to mediate was rejected, and only myths remained 
to stem Germany's lightning progress, myths which denied or palliated 
defeats only too real, myths which depicted an enemy cowardly and 
faithless, shorn of gallantry as of success. 

Not that I suggest that a generally victorious enemy may never at 
times prove cowardly, unsuccessful or faithless. 

* * * 
ln spite of all the aspirations of the moralists, in spite of League 

of Nations' dreams, no international moral code exists because, as 
we are often reminded, morality rests upon coercion of some kind. 
Armies, which alone can implement sanctions, serve purely national 
interests in each country. Every country, whether it admits it or not, 
always follows the same maxim: My country right or wrong. For the 
sole duty of a state is the pursuit of its national grandeur. 

But since Germany and Hitler's Germany in particular, as much 
or more than other nations, was fired by a strong national spirit, 
she made a clean sweep of her undertakings. When Chamberlain 
accused Hitler of violating his promise at Munich by entering Prague 
and coveting Danzig, did not the Reich-Chanceller proudly proclaim 
himself accountable to but one tribunal, that of the German people, to 
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whom he had promised to revise the "Diktat" of Versailles? That sacred 

promise he was keeping ! 

* * 
It is with myths, however, that we arc dealing. I now turn to myths 

collected while living in France in 1939-40. Apart from being myths 
I was able closely to study, they arc especially intcrestiug as representing 
typical defence mechanisms against the anxiety which, as the myths of a 
soon defeated nation, they in other ways betrayed. 

We know how primitive peoples indulge in war boasts and dispar
agements of their enemies! We remember too how grandiloquent these 
sound on the lips of the Iliad's heroes. Translated into our machine and 
aeroplane-age languages the same boasts and accusations went hurtling 
through the air. 

Immediately the Wehrmacht crossed the Polish frontier, the 
atrocities always attributed to invaders began to be reported. Cruelties 
of a military nature such as the night bombing of Polish airfields, civilians 
struck by bomb splinters, wounded strung along highroads-whether 
civilians or troops-with none to help them : all this, the inevitable evil of 
war, still left unsatisfied the hatred of the masses hungry for horrors 
which, pinned on the enemy, would make him better hated and better 
withstood. And though Polish plains remained too distant for armies to 
reach, or even planes from the West, rumour, more volatile, readily 
flew westwards to descend on Paris. 

Thu~, the Germans, first and foremost; were cowards. Their ainnen, 
the very men who, in such cowardly fashion, had dropped their bombs 
by night and so wiped out the Polish air force while still on the ground, 
never went up unless drugged, so terrified were they! The few flyers the 
Poles were said to have captured were incredibly young, they had had to 
be tied in their seats and all smelt of ether. 1 

Still, on the ground, the Polish infantrymen were incomparably 
superior to the German; really brave and dashing! All Polish retreats 
were due to Gemian superior numbers though they lost three or ten to 

- ~---~-~---
1 In May 1941, after the German airborne attack upon Crete, my son told me 

that he had been shown a paretroop pack by a Greek officer who had been a Ger
n~an pri~oner for a few hours. Besid~s. food and arms, the p~ratroops were pro
VIded w1th tablets of chocolate contammg Kola as well as With a white powder 
called Energen, intended to invigorate them physically or mentally when tired. 
Thus the Germans, to ensure success, methodically availed themselves of all the 
resources of modern science and it is probable that the German airmen in Poland 
had also taken, not ether, but Kola and Energen (doubtless Benzedrine). 
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one ! Practically nothing would remain of the German army after the 
Polish campaign ! Even their tanks were revealed as makeshifts, like 
the tank in the myth : bluff, pure and simple! It was only superior 
numbers that enabled them to advance. (The myth of the gimcrack 
tank even survived the utter defeat of the Poles.) 

Further, if the Germans did score successes, it was due to their use 
of unfair means. Did not their planes attack open towns, schools, hos
pitals and Red Cross ambulances in preference to military objectives? 
Did they not methodically machine-gun women and children, fleeing by 
road and field? Almost every illustrated paper in the West reproduced 
a photograph of a little girl in a field crying over the body of her 
machine-gunned sister. 

It is interesting here to compare what was alleged by the French 
and British press and broadcasts with what was whispered by the French 
Staff, as reported by a diplomat after talking with one of its officers. 
According to the latter, the Gennans, when the war began in Poland 
always, in fact, attacked military objectives as they claimed, though 
civilians would naturally be hit by bomb splinters. As to Warsaw, one 
had only to keep one's eyes and ears open to have read and heard in 
British and French papers and broadcasts that the city, which had 
anounced its intention to resist, had been given twenty-four hours in 
which to evacuate civilians, which period was further extended twenty
four hours before the methodical bombardment began. But to recall or 
even mention all this was to be considered pro-German ... For, in times 
of war, some truths arc better unsaid, and so the myth of an enemy 
always and everywhere cowardly and cruel, a myth good to inspire hate 
and so battle, had to be always maintained. 

Meanwhile the Gem1ans, in their atrocities against children, did 
even worse than mow them down ! Pride of place was no longer given to 
stories of chopped-off hands, as in 1914, in Belgium. Now the Germans 
were said to be tempting children with pretty little balloons, filled 
with mustard gas, dropped from their planes; or, still more cunningly, 
were scattering poisoned sweets. Authoritative persons swore they had 
handled them and it was said tlut similar balloons and sweets had been 
found in France :md even Paris. The fear of gas assumed immense 
proportions. The moment they heard the false alerts so frequent then 
in Paris, numbers of maddened women would think they smelt poison : 
indeed, some would immediately fling themselves on the ground-as was 
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advised when mustard gas was smelt- and one would see thelll thus 

spread about. 
The Russians, bound to the Germans for a time hy their pact of 

non-aggression, in their turn invaded Poland and took her . retreati~g 
armies in the rear. Thus, after eighteen days of hopeless fightmg, Polish 
resistance finally collapsed. Thereupon the accusations spread curiously 
wide : not only the enemy-whose success no myth could now deny
was stigmatised as a vile barbarian, but insult and ignominy were heaped 
on the vanquished ally. Though his futile gallantry might still be con
ceded the Polish soldier, the inconsistent Beck, the insignificant Smigly
Ridz and the whole gang of Polish " colonels " who fled to Rumania, 
became the scapegoats of the general disappointment of the Western 
peoples that their Eastern ally had collapsed. 1 

* * * 
In September 1939, as indignation waxed ever greater in the West at 

the tale of German atrocities in Poland, the Germans went still better in 
their accounts of the cruelty of the Poles who were said to have murdered, 
tortured and even castrated, German airmen forced to land. Certainly 
the castration complex had its part in the genesis of this war and one of 
Hitler's capital grievances against the Poles, as reported in his famous 
talk with Sir Neville Henderson in August 1939, later issued as a White 
Paper, was his claim that they had castrated Germans. Personally, 
since the signature of the Treaty of Versailles, I always thought it con
tained four clauses that might threaten the peace of Europe, namely : 
crushing indemnities spread over thirty-two years, the confiscation of all 
German colonies and Germany's obligation to declare herself in Article I 
as alone culpable of war guilt, a quite futile humiliation of a conquered 
power. But perhaps the most serious cause of future conflict seemed to 
me the establishment of the Polish corridor, and the severance of East 
Prussia from the German body. However much a reborn Poland might 
need that lung to breathe and the Vistula for access to the sea it exacer-

. ' 
bated the castration complex of a great and virile people. And in fact, 
because of Danzig, and even because of Germans said to have be~n cas-

1 In February 1942, at the Cape, a Polish diplomat related two other Polish myths 
current during the invasion. German planes were said to have dropped tobacco leaves 
on pastures to prevent cattle, which disl!ke th~ odour of nicotine, grazing there : 
a~ a result they died of starvation. A!pm, .Polish. peas~nts (myth anticipating the 
Fifth C<;>lumn) were accused of tramplmg ctrcles m thetr crops to guide attacking 
enemy aucraft. 
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trated by Poles-strange coincidence !-war did break out in 1939. 

How much truth was there in the atrocities attributed by Germans 
to Poles, as by Poles to Germans? Popular fury, when not controlled 
by military discipline may well abandon itself to excesses against a hated 
invader! But the pitiless German reprisals must soon have stopped 
this. As in Belgium, in 1914, the Gemmns would certainly not have 
hesitated, in Poland, to burn down whole villages and even massacre their 
inhabitants if snipers were found. . . Atrocities on either side are not 
always myth; man is still a wolf to his fellows, as says the old Roman tag. 
I merely wish to show how the barbarism latent in man, even when 
partly controlled by discipline is, like his treachery, solely attributed to 
the enemy. 

Thus, in Germany, as counterblast to the mustard-gas balloons said 
to have been dropped by Germany in Poland and on Paris, a myth arose 
that Britain was supplying gas shells to the Poles. Great was the indigna
tion expressed in the German press and broadcasts at this cowardly, 
treacherous act; then, a few weeks later, with Poland down, no more was 
heard of the matter. 

For myths fade like flowers, only to reappear in their proper climes 
and season, like them, elsewhere. 1 

* * 
A cruel winter had descended on the almost stationary Western 

Front when, on November 7th, a bomb exploded in a Munich beer house 
where Hitler had arranged to speak; a bomb destined for him but 
which killed a number of his supporters. The explosio.n only missed 
the Fuhrer by a few minutes: his speech was shorter than anticipated and 
he had left. Thereupon, German propaganda immediately seized 
on this attempt to inflame popular anger against the enemy. The British 
Intelligence Service was said to have staged the coup: two of its agents 
were ambushed and arrested on the Belgian frontier and the whole 
diabolical British plot exposed. 

Though few would have credited the British Intelligence Service 

1 In Athens, in April 1941, a twenty-year-old German pilot, shot down in 
lY1acedonia, interrogated by my son, declared: "But Sir, how could we not have 
fought Poland considering what she'd done! You know Posen? It's a German 
town! Well, the Poles massacred 50,000 Germans there!" "And you're simple 
enough to believe that?" answered my son. " But I assure you, Sir, that it isn't 
propaganda, it's the absolute truth!" Nothing could shake the conviction of this 
youn~t fanatic. So long as a myth of this kind has its battle position, it will persist. 

F 
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with so much astuteness, this myth-lie was immediately swallowed by the 
German people, howling with rage against an enemy capable of resorting 
to such means. Had not perfidious Britain, said Gem1an propaganda, 
and Germany's arch enemy, Churchill, her Lord of the Admiralty, 
as early as September 3rd and almost before war was declared-them
selves caused the "Athenia" to be torpedoed, though crammed with 
American passengers-that they might inculpate some Gemmn sub
marine? Just as, in 1917, a so-called German submarine was said to have 
torpedoed the Lusitania, so forcing America to enter the war. Now it was 
the Fuhrer's adored existence that perfidious Britain had attacked. 

Meanwhile, on the opposite fronts, in France and England, another 
myth had gained credence : it was that Hitler himself had staged the 
Munich plot through the Gestapo, the better to whip up his declining 
popularity. The war was said to be growing ever more unpopular in 
Germany, the Fuhrer was being held responsible for it and he himself 
felt that the game was up. That was why he had got his Gestapo agents 
to conceal an infernal machine in the ceiling of the Munich beer house, 
though careful to shorten his speech to give him time to escape before the 
~xplosion occurred. Besides, with demoniac cunning, Hitler, by explod
mg a bomb in a hall filled with supporters, could thus, unperceived, man
age to rid himself of a number ! What people forgot was that Hitler had 
no need to increase his popularity in this way in a Germany intoxicated 
with his recent victory in Poland. 

The riddle of this attempt at assassination remains unsolved and the 
solution may never be made known. I, personally, think it plausible that 
so daring an attempt could only have been made by highly placed and 
dissident party members : only such, in spite of every precaution, could 
have managed to place the bomb in the beer hall ceiling. Be that as it 
may, neither the German myth of the British Intelligence Service, nor 
the ~ranco-British myth of Hitler's self-arranged plot seem to me to 
provide a sufficient answer. 

* * * 
;Aft;r April 1940, however, and the campaign in Norway, the com

mu~Iques of the contending sides began to display typical differences 
which were to change little while hostilities lasted. Were we listening to 
the Gennan radio, this is what we would hear: "We have sunk 18 000 

' gross t~ns of British shipping off the coast of Norway!" But nothing 
was sa1d of Germany's losses, though a small transport or torpedo-
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destroyer might be admitted sunk. Were we the same evening listening 
to the B.B.C. it, in its turn, would declare: "We have sunk five Gennan 
troopships off the coast of Norway; our losses are one torpedo-destroyer." 

Which to believe? The concealment of one's losses is one of the 
dogmas of war. And the wish, apart from the need to deceive, may well 
magnify enemy losses and suggest that every ship hit may have sunk. 

Yet the Norwegian campaign must have cost Germany a good part 
of her fleet, though no one kpows the ships it cost Britain. In any case, in 
spite of Allied attempts to come to Nonvay's rescue, swiftly changed into 
a successful evacuation, that campaign gained Hitler the whole non
mythical Scandinavian seaboard and the Swedish iron. 

The same reciprocal differences also appeared from the very first 
moments of war in the reports of air combats. "Today, we brought 
down 25 British aircraft over Norway," the German radio would proclaim. 
" Two of our planes have not returned to their base." The same evening 
the B.B.C. would announce : " Today we have brought down 32 Gennan 
planes. One of our aircraft is missing." 

* * * 
With the can1paign in Norway, two new kinds of myth, at times 

official, but generally of popular origin, ousted most others in London and 
Paris; those dealing with the Fifth Column and with parachutists. 

We know that the Fifth Column was the name given, during the 
Civil War, to the sympathisers of Gen. Franco who remained in Madrid, 
on which four columns were converging, and who strove to undern1ine the 
resistance of those inside the beleaguered city. 

That the Fifth Column also existed in 1939 and 1940 cannot be 
denied, given the nature of the war at the time : as much a war of social 
religion as one of national interests. 

Thus, on one side it was a war for individual liberty and again, from 
the nationalist angle, for the countries enjoying the good things of earth 
to keep what they had. (Did not the British and French Colonies cover 
a third of the earth?) On the other side, the Germans proclaimed they 
were battling to establish a "new social order," in which everyone, it was 
said, would be rewarded according to his effort; one in which the have
nots," in contrast to the "haves" (the Western "plutocracies") would see 
that the world's riches were redistributed according to the strength and 
vital needs of each : they also said that or{ their side was the revolutionary 
spirit that desires change. Now the cry for change, for reform of the 
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existing order, is far more dynamic to the young th~n the mere effort to 
maintain an old established order. It need not surpnse us therefore, that 
in all countries young non-German fanatics of Hitler, th_e .a?ostlc of the 
New Order, were to be found. As for their scc~·ct activitieS and even 
espionage, these seemed permissible to such fanatics and even necessary 
and meritorious as spreading the good cause. Religions use all means 

to spread. 
Nor did the National Socialists hesitate to gain "their ends by every 

kind of blandishment, above all in neighbouring lands : but also they did 
this abroad, flattering the self-interest of some, the ambition of others. 
Hitler is reported to have said : " I shall find snobs, traitors or idiots to 
help me everywhere." Thus Oslo-where Quisling, devotee of 
the New Order soon established the Hitler government of Nonvay-was 
delivered unresisting to German warships while King Haakon sought 
refuge in Britain. 

* * * 
The Fifth Column was to operate in other places too. Holland and 

Belgium, fearing its activity, were soon arresting thousands of German 
s~ies and often even their own pro-Hitler subjects. Little availed it! The 
Flfth Column seemed always reborn from its ashes, given the half-real, 
half-fictitious part it was to play . 

. On May lOth, 1940, while Goebbels' propaganda once more pro
clmmed, as it had done for Norway·, that the Reich had only anticipated 
th . . e mvas10n plans of the Western Allies, German troops simultaneously 
entered Luxemburg, Holland and Belgium. Their incredibly swift pro
gress was then attributed far less to superior equipment and tactics than 
t~ the secret and treachero~s activities-always and everywhere--of the 
F1fth Column. 

It was again: the Fifth Column which was supposed to have issued an 
order who · · · t h ' se ongm was never traced, to a certain regiment to retue; o ave 
prevented a certain bridge being blown; to have surrendered a certain im
pregnable fortress; to have mysteriously pinpointed the German fire in such 
a~l~ _such a battle. It again, had issued mysterious orders to terror-struck 
ClVlhans to flee in order to block the roads. True, only the rich get credit, 
but they were credited with a great deal, even the negligence, unprepared
ness and rapidly increasincr confusion in the Dutch Belgian and French 
military staffs and civil administration being attributed to them. 

As to the myths about parachutists, these reached me most abund
antly at the time of the invasion of Holland. They had already begun 
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to appear when Norway was attacked, since the German troops had been 
largely supplied and reinforced by air; now, however, they flourished on 
all sides, once the widespread Dutch inundations had been victoriously 
turned by air. 

Not content with their large-scale exploitation of this new arm whose 
combatants dropped unsuspected from the skies, an arm whose chivalry 
was hotly contested and the bravery of its men denied, the enemy in his 
perfidy was now said to be resorting to still more sinister ruses. When 
they said that their paratroops dropped in white smocks, wearing a special 
though inconspicuous unifom1 which they revealed on touching ground, 
that was a German lie! Did not everyone know that most of their para
troops landed as civilians, the better to deceive the population? Or, more 
perfidious still,in Dutch uniforms ?1 '\'ere not the paratroops even camou-

1 At Athens, in April 1941, at Greek Headquarters, I was able to obtain the 
following story: During the fighting on the Mt. Olympus front, then held by 
New Zealanders, " German soldiers disguised themselves in Greek uniforms, casu
ally passed the New Zealand troops, then suddenly turned back and began to 
machine-gun them. The New Zealanders took a large number prisoner," which 
proved the truth of the story. 

,I tried to find out what had really happened and, if possible, discover these 
pnsoners. 

I was then given a second version of the story ending thus: "The New 
Zealanders, enraged by such treachery, wiped otit eve11'one of these Germans dis
guised as Greeks." Impossible therefore to discover even one. 

Finally I was brought a third version-again from Greek Headquarters-which 
ended thus: " Thanks to this filthy trick, the Germans disguised as Greeks sue

. ceeded in taking prisoner all the New Zealanders they had attacked." Thus, it 
was not possible even to question the witnesses. · 

On the other hand, at the time of the German paratroop attack on Crete in 
late May 1941, a Greek officer, a friend of my son's, gave him the following facts: 
Two of the paratroops taken prisoner were disguised as New Zealancl.ers, whereas 
the rest wore German uniforms. The Greek officer had seen and interrogated 
them himself. According to them the uniforms had been captured in Greece, in 
some depots the New Zealanders had abandoned. 

Gen. Freyberg, however,· who was commanding the New Zealanders in Crete 
and whom I later questioned in Alexandria, declared that no Germans were dis
covered in New Zealand uniforms during the fighting for Crete ... We know 
that Mr. Churchill, stating they had, denied it publicly later. 

In my opinion, an. enemy determined to win at all costs is quite capable of 
resorting to no matter what likely ruse, but the accusation of the enemy treacher
ously assuming his adversaries' uniform recurs too regularly in times of invasion 
not to be often a myth. 

On March 2nd 1942 the B.B.C. in its 6 o'clock news, announced that when 
Japanese troops were attacking Java, they approached an allied post disguised as 
British soldiers. Race alone, surely, would have sufficed to betray such a ruse. 

That is not to say, however, that at times combatan~s m~y not. reso~t to this 
classic stratagem ! I merely stress here that the accusation IS readtly latd to the 
enemy, whether he uses it or not. 
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flaged as pedlars, postmen, bricklayers and at times women? Why, 
descending even lower, the enemy would sacriligiously disguise his para
troops in the most sacred habits; had they not been discovered dis
guised as priests and even nuns? And since no one suspected them, these 
so-called holy people might with impunity accomplish their nefarious 
tasks in the rear, such as starting conflagrations or murdering the 
allies' key-men at home. 

The anti-clericalism always latent in the masses could thus obtain 
satisf~ct~on as could their contempt and hate of the foe. Priests and nuns 
fk~1111 vtctJ.ms to this myth, and were molested, injured and even at times 

1 ed, by the mob. 

L'' Soon the Germans crossed the Meuse and entered France between 
. tegledand_ Sedan. It was nothing, declared the newspapers; the breach 
wou soon b I 

1 d e Pugged. A new myth had arisen which for a few days 
so ace French anguish. 

Meanwh'l h · h th 1 e t e paratroop myths went mernly on. People thoug t 
dee~ sa7 them caught in the Paris trees, others were reported in the Bois 
the ;u dogne and the police were called out to capture them. And since 

00 of ref f · · I h f from B 1 . ugees rom Northern France combmed w1t 1 t e re ugees 
the Fif~hgt~m to block most roads, ever more frequently was it.said that 
ing th . holumn had secret orders to make them flee thus, abandon-

etr c attel f . h would h s, arms and hvestock. Alas, mere terror of t e Germans 
confusio a~e sufficed, combined with the then general administrative 

n m France 
Th· · · · · · 

places. Is Is ~ot to say that the Fifth Column was not active in many 
' as Wttnes h . . h' 1 . d by no s t at mystenous order, possibly myt Ica too, Issue 

to fall b 0~ knew whom to certain troops defending the Meuse, 
I was to7~ 0.n Compiegne where thirty thousand had already gathered. 
I wish t thts myself at the Quai d'Orsay as a great secret. The point 

o make . h 
less humir . 15 t at people saw it everywhere. Doubtless it seemed 

tatmg t t 'b . d . h generally 0 a tn ute defeat to 1ts treachery than to a mit t at we 
retreat d b . 

led and be e ecause the enemy was stronger, better am1ed, better 
bombed w~~se no soldier, even the French, could eternally endure being 
nothing sav no chance of reply! It was said that the Gauls feared 

e that the skies might fall. Well, the sky was falling .. 

Still adv . ·:E- * * 
an~ther Fifth anctng, the Germans approached 

Column myth hegan to circulate. 
Abbeville. And now 

Something very un-
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pleasant, it was said, had lately happened to a Frenchman living, 
possibly, in the department of the Somme. With truly French generosity 
he had received and lodged a Belgian refugee. But lo and behold, one 
fine morning, as the Germans approached, he saw his guest emerge from 
his room in the guise of a German officer ! This very persistent myth 
was to move further and further south as the Germans advanced. 

- Later, in the Midi, I found this myth in a different form. On 
October 5th 19-W, at Saint-Tropcz, one of my cousins told me the follow-
ing story: 

"A nurse employed at the Gare de l'Est happened to be working there 
at the time the canteen was closed. She had told her the following story : 
After the Germans arrived and the soldiers' canteen was closed, she began 
to work in a canteen for the refugees. Provisions, at the time, were being 
solely distributed by the Germans. As they had practically run out and 
the canteen manager was nervous of asking for more, this nurse offered 
to do so. She therefore had herself taken to the German colonel in 
charge of the Gare de !'Est. Taking the lift to his office, she found two 
soldiers with fixed bayonets in front of the door who asked what she 
wanted. She then found herself facing an officer who wished to know 

. how she liad managed to worm herself up there? She said she was look
ing for the Colonel. It was he. She then asked for provisions for her 300 
refugees since he .alone had the necessary food. He at once allowed 
her the bread, v'.'ltich two soldiers took them, and then offered her a 
German car in which to collect the meat from the slaughter houses. 
This she refused, saying she had no wish to drive about in a German car, 
a sentiment the officer applauded. He spoke French perfectly, by the 
way, and then asked her whether she recognised him. When she admitted 
she did not, he began telling her that six months before France's collapse 
he himself had been working in the very same canteen. He then raised 
the lapel of his tunic and showed her a badge which she immediately 
recognised as one she had already seen at times worn by French 
soldiers. It was the sign by which Germans disguised as Frenchman 
recognised each other. This nurse had lovely fair fair. 'You are of true 
Aryan type,' the colonel said to her, ' perhaps you come from Alsace ?' 
'No. \Ve come from the Auvergne. We're as French as can be.' 'Then 
I've made a mistake which you must have observed,' the officer con
tinued. 'The soldiers called you Madam, and I called you Schwester.' 
' But Alsatians did that too,' she replied." 
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Another version was given me on September 8th. 1940 by the Italian-

born caretaker of my Saint-Tropez villa : . s 
"My nephew," she said, "told me that a lady he knows m Lyo~l 

put up a Polish officer all through the winter. And only now, after 
we've been through and France's defeat, has he come to thank her: _b~~ 
now he's dressed as a German captain! He told her that whatever mig 

h" "f h was happen he would never forget how kind she had been to n~: I t ere 
anything she needed he would only be too pleased to help. 

Thus, the theme of the " friendly enemy," in these last two tales, 
merges with that of the knavish spy. In both cases, to my mind, the 
change of uniform was necessary to provide a concrete image of the un
masking of the spy. We have here the same concern with presentation1 

that we find in the language of dreams. 

* * * 
Since German spies undoubtedly crept into the millions of refugees 

spread over the French road, the following story was also averred to be 
true. It was told me at Saint-Tropez in August, by a woman cousin w~o 
had it from a cousin of hers: "Some friends of mine had been taken m 
by the good nuns of a convent at Gers, who were also housing some 
refugee nuns from Belgium. Well, one fine morning swarms of gendarme5 
appear. They make the nuns undress and discover three men, three Ger• 
man spies, under their holy robes ! " . 

In the summer of 1940, at Saint Tropez, the young friend to whom 
I owe version 13 of the myth of The CorjJse in the Car, told me the 
following story which he had heard from one of the lecturers at the Ecole 
des Roches in Normandy, where he had happened to be during the 
German advance. " A nun was collecting alms for war charities at 
Vi_try-le-Fra_nc;ois station when suddenly someone saw there was some
thmg manmsh about her hands. On closer examination she was found to 
be a German. The police tried to get her away but failed and she was 
killed on the spot by the crowd." ' 

Certain fri~nds, responsible for some of the myths already quoted, 
assure me that m Paris, in December 1939, as they left a cinema on the 
Champs Elysees in the black-out, they glimpsed a most disturbing figure. 
" At the cornet of the Rue Marbreuf. we half saw a nun-it was close on 
midnight-who looked freshly shaved and altogether suspect. She was out 

1 In analytic terms· " d f b"l' , · b" · · 
Sentat.0 , • regar or rcprescnta 1 1ty or "smta 1hty for plastiC 

rcpre , 1 n, 
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of sight in a moment. We were sorry we had not pointed her out to 
the police." 

Doubtless these are both forms of the story of the parachute-nuns. 
Jean Cocteau's striking epitome of it all has been quoted by Andre 
Maurois :1 "Along all the roads of France. only nuns fastening their 
puttees were to be seen." 

* * 
There was also the stationmaster story; as for example at Bar-le-Duc 

and Villers-Cotterets. The psycho-analyst responsible for version I of the 
myth of The Corpse in the Car told me the following story at Saint-Tropez 
on September 8th. during a visit after his discharge from the army. 

"During the retreat late in May, when our regiment was about five 
kilometers from Villers-Cotterets, I heard that the stationmaster there 
had been unmasked as a spy. It had been noticed that the German 
bombers always managed to drop their bombs when military trains were 
in the station. Well, the stationmaster would often delay detraining for 
fifteen or twenty minutes on some pretext or other (Villers-Cotterets 
station then being an assembly point or marshalling yard). One day, 
while he was talking to a French officer. the stationmaster's little son ran 
up, saying: ' Papa! You're wanted o~ the telephone!' Confused, the 
stationmaster replied : ' But how's tliat? The line's cut.' The child, how
ever, persisted, saying that it was downstairs, in the cellar, that they were 
telephoning. The officer, smelling a rat, demanded to be shown where 
this telephone was. He went down, picked up the receiver and heard 
a German voice at the other end. The treacherous stationmaster was 
shot. I heard the same story," added my informant, "from a young 
woman driver on active service just back from Bar-le-Duc, where the 
same thing apparently happened." 

My husband tells me he heard the same spy stationmaster story in 
Paris and Normandy before the occupation. and I am told that it was 
reported in French broadcasts. 

It would be worth finding out, I said at the time, whether these spy 
stationmasters took cover in their cellars when these bombing attacks, 
which they had signalled, took place. 

Some few days later a Danish friend, also visiting us at Saint-Tropez, 
brought an almost identical story, this time concerning the stationmaster 
at Palaiseau, near Paris. Nothing was omitted, neither the telephone in 

1 Tragedie en France: Editions de Ia Maison Fr:mc;aise, 1940, p. 111. 
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the cellar, nor the innocent child betraying his father : the sole difference 
was that a police inspector was substituted for the officer. In this case 
too, the stationmaster was shot. 

The same informant added that the stationmaster at Amiens had 
been just as dangerous a spy who signalled the passage of trains to the 
Germans that they might be bombed. He too had been shot. So had 
the stationmasters at Autun-le-Ronan, Metz and Longwy. 

One might have thought that all French stationmasters were spies : 
that they had almost been picked out expressly. 

Thus, as usual in wartime, a plague of spy-itis raged; true, it was 
justified at times, but generally it was based on myth. 

* * -x-
As the German armies advanced, so woman's ancient war-terror 

of violation could be seen to emerge. Old w~men trembled at the idea 
and fled, flying from the enemy and also, doubtless, from their own un
confessed unconscious desires. 

_ Perhaps the strange feature that made many towns and villages 
belH~v~ th~mselves the special target of the German airmen was similarly 
femmme m essence, built upon mingled narcissism, terror and desire. 

* 
_ The motorised German columns had reached the sea, splitting the 

alhed armies and encircling the rashly advanced Franco-British motorised 
riearhead in Flanders as well as the Dutch and Belgian armies. The 
E utch army surrendered and Queen Wilhelmina sought refuge in 
ngl~~d. King Leopold, still in Belgium with his army, capitulated. 

baf ereupon, both in France and England, a universal cry of repro-
Ion arose Le ld h d b . - R d - . d h" in b d · opo a etrayed his alhes ! eynau shgmahse Im 
roa casts a d . 

the B 1 . · · n ' more extreme, the masses called him the royal tool of 
and Be ~~an Fifth Column. Had he not expressly inveigled the French 

ntJsh on t B I . h His m h 0 e gian soil in order to deliver them to t e enemy? 
ot er Q E. 

spouse f h ue_en hzabeth, heroine of the 1914-1918 war and true 
she was 0 b t e kni~htly Albert I, was branded as his evil genius because 
Prussia b~i~ a ":'Ittelsbach (the age-old antagonism between Bavaria and 
that Albe g quite overlooked). They even went so far as to insinuate 
assassinater~ ~~ far _fro:n being the victim of a climbing accident, was 

the Instigation of his wife, a mere German tool ! 

When the Bri.ti"sh Expeditionary Force, almost intact, evacuated 
* * * 
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the Dunkirk beaches, while further south the French divisions, covering 
its retreat, lost two-thirds of their effectives in prisoners or dead, it, like 
the French, abandoned its guns, munitions and tanks; everything, in fact, 
most precious to the allies . . . 

Whereupon a new myth-even more extravagant than the Norwegian 
"strategic" retreats-was launched by British propaganda: the Flanders 
operations which had threatened to be a disaster had, in fact, become a 
victory! 

For, in spite of obvious defeats a nation's morale must be kept 
high in hopes of future victory. This indeed is the function of the war 
myth. Yet to fulfil this purpose adequately its moral weapons demand the 
material support of guns and planes in battle. 

The retreat, however, continued. The unfortunate French, stripped 
of all that was lost in Flanders and relentlessly machine-gunned by 
enemy ,planes against which they were helpless, since no allied planes 
came to their aid, could truly find little support in the fresh myth they 
were given : that allied aircraft were busy elsewhere ! Despite acts of 
magnificent bravery as on the Ailette, where whole regiments of Gem1an 
infantry were mown down, or at Saumur where cadets of the Cavalry 
School defended the Loire-the retreat turned into a rout which none 
would admit but always went on calling resistance. 

It was then that the Prefect of one of the departements in the West 
told me the following myth, a myth which kept cropping up and in 
which he too seemed to believe: Weygand, who had taken over from 
Gamelin, had expressly ordered the retreat, in order to trap the rashly 
extended German armies. 

* * * 
In those days, people still found consolation in the thought of the 

" heavy losses " inflicted on the advancing enemy, losses the communiques 
daily proclaimed, losses, it was added, out of all proportion to the ground 
gained. This evidently is the time-honoured tag. People consoled 
themselves further with the thought of their own moral superiority to 
an enemy reputed treacherous and faithless. Did not the invader 
repeatedly and treacherously attack civilians and " non-military " 
objectives? Was it not thanks to such barbarism that he progressed? To 
speed his advance his motorised columns crushed everything in their 
path and were preceded by waves of dive bombers which inexorably 
shot-up and bombed hospitals, Red Cross stations, schools and, most hor-
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rible of all, cemeteries even ! The dead, whose sacred bones none 
should trouble in their final slumber, were thus flung far and wide ! 
(Yet the dead can neither be killed nor wounded!) 

But it was above all on the French roads that the enemy's dastardly 
cruelty apparently raged, for there he inexorably pursued women and 
children in order to wipe out the French race! For the wretched flood 
of refugees which fled the invader continued to mount day by day and 
encumbered the roads with long rows of cars roofed with mattresses and 
piled high with suitcases; not to mention the fam1 wagons packed with 
women, grandads, children, dogs, hens, tools and clothing thrown in 
in haste nor the cyclists with little packs behind their saddles nor the 
plodding pedestrians who, from hunger or fatigue, would sometimes col
lapse in the ditches bordering the roads. Into this flood of civilians, more 
and more of the routed soldiers began to pour. Then, the enemy planes, 
in their pursuit, would begin to fire, and woe betide civilians mixed with 
the troops! 

Similarly, when towns were bombed. The centre of Evreux was 
wiped out in a few hours with thousands of civilians buried under the 
~uins. But Evreux happened to be the British H.Q. When Paris had 
Its only bombardment, which I saw, nearly a thousand people were killed o: wounded. Yet the target was not the centre of Paris, but the factories, 
airfields and railways round about. Bombers at 16,000 ft. cannot pin
point their targets, so woe to civilians nearby ! 

. . '!hus, as regards civilians killed, the myth was reinforced by reality. 
Civilians were certainly killed and that is what matters. But the myth 
element enters when the masses, in their understandable rancour attri
b.u~e. to the enemy the diabolical intention of always preferably 'killing 
ctvthans. 

fl . Had he· wished, the enemy might have killed far more civilians 
eemg by road ! Instead, employing his " blitzkrieg " tactics, he first 

concentrated his attacks on military objectives, the quicker to end the 
wtr·. .~he German staff disliked wasted effort. The systematic bombing 
0 ~1v11 1ans Was reserved for later, for England, if that proud isle did not 
cap1tu ate im d' 

me lately after France. 

* * * 
I 1 D~spite all the myths that solaced France's defeats, Paris fell. Then 
d~a Y; ~n her. tum, attacked France on her Alpine frontiers and in

Iscnmmately bombed villages and towns. Thereupon, a last myth 
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beguiled Franc: : Russia, incensed by: Germany's overwhelming successes, 
was on tl.lC po.mt of attacking Germany and had massed troops along 
her fronuer. 1 he Soviet troops however merely occupied the Baltic 
countries a,nd_ on June 17th, three days' after the capture of Paris, 
Marshal Petam requested an armistice. Only General de Gaulle, in 
London, held the. ~ag high, announced that he intended to struggle on by 
the side of the Bntlsh and called to the ranks of his little army all French
men who still held to the liberal tradition. 

But no~v the nations' frustrated hostility, which for so long .had been 
trained agamst the Germanic enemy, largely collapsed or turned else
where. The latent hostility that all races feel for their allies and which 
might be se_e~ wherever foreign troops were encamped, was reinforced by 
all the host1hty that was no longer turned against the enemy to whom the 
French had succumbed. Even in 1939 the English in France were 
accused of theft, pillage, and even of ~urdering women by tattooing 

. them (a myth my daughter found at Rennes !) Now, Britain had dis-
a~Jpointed ever~ _hope ! Had she not dragged us into this war and this 
disaster? Pans1ans, at the time felt the full irony of the poster 
depicting the Franco-British empi;e, lettered: "We shall win because 
we arc strongest" which, for a time. in the Paris Underground, con
tinued visible over the heads of the. helmeted, jackbooted occupation 
troops sitting in the trains. 

But it was not only the British, yesterday's allies, who were accused 
of France's disaster by dragging her, unprepared, into a war whose loss 
was a foregone conclusion: there were the Freemasons and Jews! The 
Jews, especially, those age-old scapegoats of unhappy nations. The huge 
and doubly millenia! anti-Semite myth, born in the shadow of the Cross, 
and in the blood shed by the Christ in whose name the holy Crusaders, 
as they passed, murdered Jewish parents and children in their ghettos, 
now once more blossomed in the n~w colours of the savage racial credo 
proclaimed by Hitler. Since the time when, as Nietz.sche said : " God is 
dead" the Jews are no longer first and foremost the miscreants of religion, 
yet all the more they indelibly remain the miscrean~s of " race." Thus, 
just as, after its 1918 defeat, Gc1many, through H1tler, heard that the 
greatest anti-Semitic crusade of history was about to start and that Ger-

. many's disintegration and the stab in "the back" were solely att~ibutable 
t the Jews. so too did the defeated France of 1940 accuse a section of its 
p0e_ople of c~nspiring with "International Jewry," whether gilded or red, 
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to lead her to disaster. Not for nothing had France, half a century 
before, been rent in twain by the Dreyfus affair. True, the ministry of 
the idealist Leon Blum, and the decline caused by the strikes that, on the 
eve of the war, followed in French industrial production, provided a 
core of apparent reality for the great myth of the Jew as a" disintegrative 
ferment." Thus, one was soon to see France, a France which but yester
day had officially championed liberalism, fall into step with her conquer
ors in the way of racial intolerance. As a friend wittily said: "After 
chewing on priests for so many years, Jews have become the French diet." 

But now the British, bitter at this utter collapse and the French 
rejection of Churchill's "last gasp" offer to merge both empires, and 
bitter too, at the absence of the French fleet from her harbours, it having 
been consigned by the armistice to French ports where they feared it might 
fall into German hands, called on the French squadron at Mers-el-Kebir to 
make for England, a British colony or Martinique, or scuttle itself. When 
Adml. Gensoul refused, they opened fire on their recent ally. Thus, there 
was bloodshed between them, and the anti-British party in France thrived. 

So it was that at Saint-Tropez, on September 3rd, 1940, a woman 
friend related the following, heard from one of the local inhabitants : 
"The British are our hereditary encm~es. They got us to declare war to 
brin~ about our destruction: it was a trap." She herself thought the 
remarks exaggerated, but added : "Still, there's a grain of truth in it. The 
fact that the English helped us so little and only sent us ten divisions is 
because they hoped Germany and France would so weaken each other 
that then they could rule the roost!" 

* * * 
.. Meanwhile, the enemy in his three-fifths occupied France was sur

pnsmg the French by his " correct " behaviour, however inflexible his 
rules and regulations might be. For, despite the reputation for barbarism 
that had preceded them, the Germans, to everyone's great surprise, had 
not ~~ways and everywhere massacred people. As a result, the hate and 
hosti_hty_ of the vanquished often changed to a fascinated, submissive 
admirati_on for their ~onquerors. 

Besides, despite the ever-increasing scarcity of commodities attributed 
to the British blockade, the Germans with their science, like the alchemists 
of old, had succeec\_ed in transmuting substances and creating their magic 
ersatz products. · 

And since gold was no longer fashionable, the weakness of the 
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" plutocracies " having been revealed, it was not worth while to tum 
things into it! As it was, the enemy's superiority in planes, in tanks, in 
short, in all motorised equipment, had led to defeat. And despite their 
imagined and oft-proclaimed petrol shortage, not for a moment had the 
Germans failed to feed their war machine! Thus, just when in both 
occupied and unoccupied zones the lack of the precious fluid began to 
be ever more severely felt by civilians and at a time when cars, one after 
another, were forced to a stop, this is the myth that was current : 

"Some German soldiers reach a village. They ask for petrol. Not a 
drop left. 'No matter,' they say, 'give us water.' Their tank is filled 
with water, they add a small pellet and continue on their way." (Version 
picked up at Galan, Haute Garonne, in July 1940, by a girl refugee from 
Paris.) 

In other versions, it is a little tube immersed in water which produces 
the motor fuel. (Version collected at Saint-Tropez somewhat later, by 
the same). 

In a still more eloquent version, also heard at Galan in July by the 
same girl, it was not for themselves that the Gem1ans did their magic. 
Some poor refugees, among the millions of hapless wights who then 
thronged the roads, run out of petrol while travelling home and meet 
some Germans of the occupation army. The kindly Germans, with one of 
their magic pellets, turn some running water into petrol for them. The 
grateful refugees continue on their way. (Whereupon a malevolent young 
man, to belittle the miracle, adds that the car stopped shortly after.) 

This seems to suggest the marriage at Cana and the water turned to 
wine. But here, it is petrol-to-day the most precious commodity of all 
-into which the water is transmuted ! 

In addition, woven into this theme of the German master-magician 
we also see a magnificent example of the already-mentioned " friendly 
enemy " theme. The enemy after being our conqueror, becomes our 
saviour. It reminds one of the poster displayed more or less everywhere 
at the time in occupied France. This showed a German soldier holding 
one child by the hand and smiling at another which he carries. Under
neath were the words : 

" People, deserted by your rulers, 
trust the German soldier ! " 1 

1 " Popul-ations abandonnees 
faites confiance 
au soldat allemand ! " 
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We have come a long way from enemy airman dropping poisoned 
'-"'<:.tV~ i<JT babes. 

* 
And now, as rationing became ever severer in France, the hate it 

engendered, though often, in unoccupied France, directed against the 
British and their blockade, in occupil:d France turned more readily 
against the Germans whose heel could be felt and who were accused, 
doubtless justly, of making excessive levies on such scarce commodities 
as remained. All kinds of additional barbarities were once more attri
buted to the conqueror. Thus, late in 1940, I was able to collect the 
following stories : 

(a) Version collected by my daughter at Saint-Tropez in October, 
1940. "A lady I met at the harbour said: Here's a little girl who's 
just come back from the occupied zone. She's four and in an indescrib
able state of nerves. She cries at the mere mention of Germans, they 
frighten her so. · 

" The lady then said : The Germans are absolute savages. Haven't 
they rounded up every French girl from thirteen to eighteen years old? 
They've put them into brothels for the German soldiers." 

(b) Here is a different type of story, this time obtained in Paris, in 
December 1940, from a French ambassador's wife and told me by a 
woman friend: "A German soldier was picked up by the roadside during 
the retreat and nursed in hospital by my friend, the ambassador's wife. 
He was grateful, but when asked what he would like, replied: 'My one 
regret is not to have murdered you all ! ' " 

Myths dealing with food, however, were the most frequent as, in 
the circumstances, one might expect. All the following versions were 
obtained in Paris in late December 1940. 

(c) My maid related this one morning : "A German soldier being 
sent home on leave said tb one of his French friends: 'What a pity! I'd 
much rather have stayed to see all the French people starve to death ! ' " 

(d) An antique dealer established in the rue d~ Constantinople (to 
whom I owe version 3 of the myth of The CorjJse in the Car) reported the 
following story to my husband : " One of my housekeeper's woman 
friends was waiting in a food queue when she heard a German say in very 
good French 'What, they still find something to eat! I'd like to see them 
all starve to death!'" 

(e) A fellow psycho-analyst reported this incident to me :"The sister· 
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in-law of a char we know claims to have heard, with her own ears, 
the following remark from a really nice German officer to the lady on 
whom he was billeted. He was just saying goodbye, having been trans
ferred. The German had been a most considerate guest and his billettor, 
patriotic though she was, felt she must express some regret at his depart
ure. 'I, too, am very sorry to be going, Madam,' he replied, 'for I should 
have liked to have stayed until February when the French will have no 
bread or meat left, to see you all die of starvation ! ' " 

(f) The same informant also said: "Since then, three other people 
have told me the story of the German who wanted to see the French die 
of starvation. The actor's mother who reported the 1\1yth of the 
A1assacrc of the Imwccnts (Version 11 of The Friendly Enemy) was 
also said to have related the fallowing incident: Outside a tripe shop 
in the rue Boulard she heard a lady describe how a gentlemanly German 
officer who had surprised her by his ' correct ' behaviour said to her 
in a gentle voice while bidding her goodbye : 'I, too, am sorry to be going. 
I should so much have liked to watch you all starve to death in Feb
ruary! ' The same story," continued my informant, "was told my wife 
by a patient from Normandy who heard it from her maid who had it 
from a neighbour.' 'And did you ask the neighbour where she got it,' 
she had asked. 'It didn't even occur to me.'" The mythical nature of 
the story had not escaped my informant. 

(g) Finally, this further version was obtained at Aries on December 
29th, though originating in the occupied z;one. " A Gem1an officer was 
billeted on a lady. He was charming, most friendly and always just as 
courteous throughout his stay. Finally, as he was thanking her and bid
ding her goodbye, he said with a charming smile : ' Yes, I'm exceedingly 
sorry to be going. I should have been so glad to· see you all starve to 
death!'" 

In these three versions we see the German combining hypocrisy with 
savagery. Thus, these anecdotes reflect both the external propriety of 
the occupying forces and their no less real intrinsic harshness. The motive 
of the wish behind these obviously mythical stories is the need to justify 
the deep hatred for their conquerors that had begun to re-emerge in 
French hearts, though for a time beguiled. It does one good to realise 
how wicked the enemy is; one can then give free rein to one's hate! 

In any t:ase, the unconscious admirably discerns what passes in the 
unconscious of others. Both legends and myths which issue from it are 

l< 
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often, as a result nearer the truth than is history. 
The myth ~f the German wanting the French to starve to death 

accurately expresses the ancient persistent wish of the Teuton to be rid 
once for all of the Frank, his age-old enemy-neighbour. 1 

1 The B · · b b treatment ntJsh,_ too, had their myths of the ar arous savagery of the enemy in his 
stories i 0~ Pnsoners of war. My daughter, at the Cape, collected the following 

(h n t;t1d-?ecember, 1942: . 
Afric ) h A. Cape-coloured • taken pnsoner at Tobruk wrote to his wife in S 
collec~ t at the Italians were treating him well, but added that since she w~ 
does song ~tamps she should peel the stamp off the envelope, as it was rare She 

(i) ~~ fin~s written below: • It's droadf~l, they'":e c~t out my tongue.' ;, 
~reating h" maJor, captured at Singapore, wntes to h1s wtfe that the Japanese arc 
1s written~~ Well and advises her to remo~~. the stamp from the envelope. Below 
. Thes~ They ~ave cut out my tongu~. . . 

tlce of c myths, tn which we see resuscitated archatc memones of the war prac
of their adstra_tion transferred to the tongue, are noteworthy for the obvious absurdity 
f eta1ls · d d · d · ranked and , seetng that the correspon ence car s ISsue to prtsoncrs were always 

Th never stamped 
h e cast · · · d · · · · t C!IJselves i ratJons and mutilations pract~se m. war m archat~ times also reveal 

whtch the p~ a story, very widespread. m Afnca at th.at time~ according to 
where wer ~s, both officers and men, m the camps at P1etermantzburg or else
T~is ;arne e said to bite off the nipples of wo~e!l ~ash enough to consort with them. 
Bntt·any w~Yth Was current in 1939 in the VICinity of the camp at Coetquidan in 

' ere the Polish Legion was stationed. 



CHAPTER VI 

MYTHS OF BRITAIN IN PERIL 

After the defeat of France, one adversary alone stood against Hitler : 
the British who ruled the seas and who, entrenched behind their barri
cades of waves were far more difficult to reach than was deemed by a 
certain Gemmn. This officer, part of the then occupation army in 
Brittany, said to one of my friends: "England is not something to be 
taken, it must be swallowed like a pill ! " (" England, das nimmt man 
nicht, das schluckt man!") 

But Germany at the time had air superiority, and daily, all that 
summer, as one waited for the Germans to attempt a landing in Britain, 
the Luftwaffe made concentrated attacks on the British coasts, ports, 
shipping, factories, railways, airfields and A.A. sites. 

More and more furious became the German attacks and ever more 
numerous and frequent the German air squadrons set out-first in day
light then soon at night-for Portsmouth. Bristol, Liverpool or London. 
In return the R.A.F. set out on its long night flights to bomb the Ruhr, 
the Hanseatic towns and Berlin. 

Yet every day there were discrepancies in the communiques of the 
contending air forces, discrepancies which only increased as summer 
advanced and more planes took part in the air battles. 

Merely as an illustration, here are some balances of the daily air 
losses published early in September in Le Temps: 

Monday, September 2nd. 

London announces : 
German planes brought down........................ 42 

British planes lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 

Berlin announces : 
British planes brought down . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 86 

German planes missing................................. 23 

99 
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Tuesday, September _3rd. 
London announces : 

German planes brought down........................ 23 
British planes lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

Berlin announces : 
British planes brought down . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 39 
German planes lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 

Wednesday, September 4th. 
London announces: 

German planes brought down........................ 45 
British planes lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 

Berlin announces : 
British planes brought down . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 54 
German planes lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 

Saturday, September 7th. 
London announces: 

German planes brought down........................ 99 
British planes lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 

Berlin announces : 

British planes brought down ................... · · · · · · · 94 
German planes lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261 

Furthennore, we read the following note in Le Temps for Wednesday, 
September 11th : "The British Air Ministry announces that the figures for 
Saturday 7th, should be amended as follows: 103 German planes brought 
down,_ 7~ in combat and 28 by A.A. fire." 

Stmi!ar discrepancies continued daily. . 
If we now compare the total aircraft losses of each combatant m 

Jul~ and August 1940, as published, the discrepancies appear still more 
glanng: 

On September 2nd, for instance, D.N.B., the official German news 
dency, reported that, despite unfavourable atmospheric conditions, the 

1 ~~a.n a~r force, during August, had destroyed 1,386 British planes; 
b' m atr combats and 101 on the ground. The remaining 51 were 

rought down by A.A. fire. In addition 193 barrage balloons were de
stroyed. Gennan losses were 360 aircraft. (Le Temps, September 3rd, 

1 The Ti · · 
figures f mes, In a round-up on 9th September, gave the following respective 
55 20 °{ fsrmiln planes brought down and British planes lost: 2nd September, 

' · r eptember, 25, 15. 4th September, 54, 17. 
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1940: Agence Fournier.) 
On September 5th, in a statement in the House, interrupted 

by an alert, Mr. Churchill said : " The German attempt to dominate the 
R.A.F. and our anti-aircraft defences by daylight attacks has proved 
very costly for them. The broad figures of three to one in machines and 
six to one in pilots and crews, of which we are sure, do not by any means 
represent the total injuries inflicted on the enemy. . . I asked that the 
German claims of British aircraft destroyed in July and August should be 
added up . . . I found them to make the surprising total of 1,921 British 
aircraft destroyed . . . The actual figure of British losses, which we have 
published daily for these two months, is 558. Our losses in pilots is, of 
course, happily very much less ... " (The Times, 6th September, 1940). 

This is very different from the 1,386 British machines reported by 
D.N.B. as brought down in August alone, as also from the 360 German 
planes lost which it admitted, since 558 x 3 = 1674 and this divided by 2 
gives 837 German machines lost monthly. 

It is clear someone was guilty of dissimulation or was in error. The 
British and pro-British said it was the Germans; the Germans and pro
Germans averred it was the British. Be that as it may, the war-dogma 
" Conceal your losses " must have been more or less at work on both sides. 

I was not able at the time to question a British pilot, but did talk 
to a German Air Force major. He told me that, as concerned enemy 
losses, no plane was counted lost unless seen to crash by two independent 
observers. But in the heat of battle might not four observers count the 
same plane twice? And might not wishful thinking lead to a mere hit 
being claimed as total destruction? In any case, no enemy plane could 
be affirmed totally lost until the wreckage was found. And all 
these causes of error might be increased by some possible juggling, this 
time high up, when the real figures were not substantial enough to main
tain a nation's optimism. However, apart from a nation's greater or less 
respect for truth, the winning side is that which dissimulates least. The 
reassuring statements of the losing side are always suspect. But it was not 
always easy to gather at first sight from the mutually contradictory com
muniques which side had or had not prevailed in certain air combats. 
Only the final issue of the protracted and monotonous series of air battles 
would show which side dissimulated least, that is which side had gained 
indisputable air supremacy. And that was to be the British. 

* * * 
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Nevertheless, it would seem fairly certain that these summer raids 
of 1940, whether over Germany or Britain, must have been mainly 
directed against military objectives, since airmen at that time generally 
disliked wasting their precious bombs. But it is equally certain that bombs 
often miss their targets, destroy houses and kill civilians, as I was able to 
see when Paris was bombed in June. And it is just as certain that the 
enraged masses will demand reprisals and that enemy towns and peoples 
be bombed-this time as a target and not by bombs dropped at random 
(" planlos" as Berlin said) or "indiscriminate;"' according to London. 
Nevertheless, two general tendencies were visible behind the communiques 
of the time : not only did they emphasize " our " moral superiority over 
the enemy since "we" never attacked any but military objectives whereas 
" they" unscrupulously bombed civilians, but " our " superiority in war 
material had also to be shown. " We " always inflicted heavier losses by 
sea or air on the enemy than he inflicted on us; even his most savage 
bombing of civilians did little damage; it was the intent alone that was so 
craven, horrible and infamous! 

These official attitudes, however, admirably reflected certain psychic 
attitudes inherent in the unconscious-as originally in the primitive mind 
of man-which still survive deep in us all to reappear when some period 
of crisis threatens our existence. 

* * * 
In his "Thoughts on War and Death" from which we have already 

quoted, Freud, dealing with our attitude to death, writes : 
" Primitive man assumed a very remarkable attitude to death; it was 

far from consistent, was indeed extremely contradictory. On the one 
hand,. he took death seriously, recognised it as the termination of life and 
used It to that end; on the other hand, he also denied death, reduced it to 
nothingness. This contradiction arose from the circumstance that he took 
up radically different attitudes towards the death of another man, of a 
stranger, of an enemy, and towards his own. The death of the other man 
he had no objection to· it meant the annihilation of a creature hated and . . . ' ' 
pnmitive man had no scruples against bringing it about. He was, in 
tr~th, a very violent being, more cruel and more malign than other 
ammals. He liked to kill and killed as a matter of course .. " 1 

On the other hand, ,; His own death was for primitive man certainly 

1 Sigm. Freud: Thoughts on War and Death. Collected Papers, Vol. IV. 
P· 308. Hogarth Press and Inst. of Psychoanalysis. 
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just as unimaginable and unreal as it is for any one of us to-day "' 
which earlier Freud states thus : "Our mvn death is indeed unimaginable, 
and whenever we make the attempt to imagine it we can perceive that 
we really survive as spectators. Hence the psycho-analytic school could 
venture on the assertion that at bottom no one believes in his O\Vll death, 
or to put the same thing in another way, in the unconscious every one 
of us is convinced of his own immortality."2 

Freud then continues: "We ask what is the attitude of our uncon
scious towards the problem of death. The answer must be : Almost 
exactly the same as primitive man's, in this respect as in many others, the 
man of prehistoric ages survives unchanged in our unconscious. Thus 
our unconscious does not believe in its O\Vll death; it behaves as if 
immortal. What we call our "unconscious" (the deepest strata of our 
minds, made up of instinctual impulses) knows nothing whatever of nega
tives or of denials-contradictories coincide in it-and so it knows nothing 
whatever of our own death, for to that we can give only a negative pur
port. It follows that no instinct that we possess is ready for a belief in 
death. This is even perhaps the secret of heroism. The rational explan
ation for heroism is that it consists in the decision that the personal 
life cannot be so precious as certain abstract general ideals. But more 
frequent, in my view, is that instinctive and impulsive heroism which 
knows no such motivation, and flouts danger in the spirit of ... Nothing 
can happen to me."3 

One may therefore ask, are not such attitudes similar to those which 
inspire the reports of battles. The confirmation will be found in any 
recent war communique. It is always the enemy who suffers severely, is 
wiped out, or sustains " heavy losses "; " we," on the other hand, sustain 
little or none. The negligible losses we admit are, however, only the 
tribute fiction pays to reality, as in the myth was his heel to the invulner
able Achilles. Yet, this is just where, for the weaker side, death and 
defeat may enter, as for Achilles ... 

* * * 
Meanwhile, reflecting the same primitive attitudes in respect to the 

enemy's vulnerability as opposed to our own invulnerability, even more 
impressive wish-fantasies than the myth-tergiversations of the commun-

'op cit. p. 309. 
2 ).c. p. 304/5. 
3 l.c. p. 313. 
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iques found credit with the masses in regard to the enemy's moral vulner
ability. Many people in England, and many of the pro-British in France 
were positive that German civilians would never have the nerve to 

endure the R.A.F.'s concentrated onslaught. What they regretted was 
that it was not more intensive, since the Germans were neither accustomed, 
nor even prepared, to be pounded thus. Indeed, Goering and the Ger
man press, it was said, had promised them immunity from the air. As a 
result, the occupation armies, marooned in France and condemned to 
prolonged inactivity, knowing in addition that their relatives, wives and 
children at home were being incessantly bombed, would mutiny one day 
and cry : " Enough ! This must stop." Then Hitler would be overthrown 
and the Germans would demand peace, even at the cost of abandoning 
all the territory they had gained. In addition, the British blockade, which 
was starving Germany out, would help to ensure this bloodless victory. 

However, a reciprocal fantasy prevailed in Germany that summer 
and was taken up by those Frenchmen who had turned anti-British. This 
time it was the British, who, in insular pride in their invincibility, were 
unprepared to be hammered in this way. They would lack the nerve 
to withstand continuous bombing and would rise against the warmonger 
Churchill, overthrow him and demand peace. And this before even the 
need arose to attempt a German invasion. Besides, the " total " blockade 
of Britain by German submarines, mines and planes would help to bring 
about this collapse. 

These wish-fantasies fostered each belligerent's hopes that the stern
est part of their task might be avoided, the mutual shock of the land 
forces: they helped to perpetuate the myths current when hostilities 
opened, myths which predicted imminent famine and revolution in 
enemy lands. 

. Yet one side, all said and done, had to prove right and reality link up 
With the myth : one of the two colossi must totter at last. None the less 
ho"':ever, did the need for the final inevitable grapple continue to b~ 
demed by the phantasy of the enemy's moral collapse under a hail of 
bombs. 

That is why they had to be made to pour down in a ten;fic deluge. 
Thus, from early September, the Germans with their then air supremacy, 
on the facile pretext that civilians in the Rhineland, the Hanseatic towns 
or Be~lin had been killed, began their now admittedly " indiscriminate " 
bombmg of London-justified as so-called "reprisals" --which they 
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methodically continued night after night. 
At the end of the last century Nietzsche wrote : " All the animals 

hath man already robbed of their virtues : that is why of all animals it 
hath been hardest for man. Only the birds are still beyond him! And if 
man should yet !cam to fly, alas! to what height would his rapacity fly !" 1 

* * * 
France, since that June night when she laid down arms, had become 

merely the spectator of the mighty duel between the continental Teutonic 
colossus and Britain, mistress of the seas. 

Thus, to a large extent, she broke away from England and a conse
quent split in public opinion arose. Some now turned all their rancour, 
all their aggression, against the British ally who, they said, would have 
plunged them into a disastrous war while only rendering a little help. They 
thus preferred to bow to the facts and treat with the victor-enemy. 
Others clung fiercely to hope and continued to believe in the final, inevit
able victory of Britain, mistress of the seas. " Why," they said, had not the 
French fleet joined the British instead of getting itself smashed at Mers-ei
Kcbir? Why, instead of walling himself up in Vichy, had not Marshal 
Pctain gone to Algiers or London to join de Gaulle, the Queen of Holland 
and the King of Norway and wait for and, help, Britain's inevitable 
victory? The British continued to remain the hope of these enthusiasts; 
those generous British who, despite her defection, had promised to restore 
the independence and integrity of France when victory was won. To them, 
to doubt for an instant of Britain's victory, would have been to weaken 
her resistance, so deep ingrained is man's belief in magic and the omni
potence of thought, whether for evil or good. 

* * * 
Here, first, is an anti-British myth which reveals even better than that of 

The Myth of the Petrol Pellet, the submissive, the charmed admiration the 
defeated felt for their conquerors. The Germans, it seemed, had a "secret 
weapon," the secret weapon so much discussed since Hitler mentioned it 
in his first war speech : (the masses had no idea as yet of the atom bomb 
which presumably was the " secret weapon " on which the Germans were 

1 Nietzsche: Thus spake Zarathustra, Part III, Chap. LVI. Foulis,. 1923: 
" Allen Tieren hat der Mensch schon ihre Tugenden abgeraubt: das macht, von 
Allen Tiercn hat cs dcr Mensch am schwcrsten gehabt. Nur noch die Vogel sind 
iiber ihn. Und wenn der Mensch noch fliegen lernte, wehe! Wohinauf-wiirde 
seine Raublust fliegen ! " Also S prach Zarathustra, III, 12. Von alten und neuen 
Tafeln. 
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working). This weapon was said to be a mysterious gas with which the 
Germans would cover the whole of England the moment they disem
barked : a gas to send the English to sleep while the Germans took them 
napping.·. (I had, however, already heard a similar weapon attributed 
to the Germans and even heard it claimed as used to capture the forts 
at Liege : it had paralysed their garrisons for an hour. Later, German 
army doctors woke them by giving certain injections). This mysterious 
gas was like the Death Ray at the beginning of this war or the Turpin
itc of the last, which it was said could almost have blown up the whole 
world and was claimed by the French as theirs. This sleeping-gas myth 
of the summer of 194·0 was far less widespread however . 

. I now give some myths inspired by .anti-German or pro-British. feeling 
whlch were current in France during the Summer, Autumn or Wmter of 
194~· Some illustrate Germany's alleged demoralisation, others British 
efficlency and others again call down avenging fire. 

When the same psycho-analyst to whom I owe the first version of the 
myth of The Corpse in the Car visited us at Saint-Tropez in September, 
1940• he told the following story : 

(a) " A civilian coming from Thiviers related that a civilian 
from Ang I" h · · h" ou erne ad there seen a German commandant crymg m 1s 
~~e. He had not questioned him, but the orderly explained that he had 

a news from his family that their district was being heavily bombed and was very · 
anxlous about them." 

m th(b) _In September, 1940 at Saint-Tropez, this same friend's wife told 
e at 1n G ' 

tra· ermany an " alert" was always sounded whenever a hospital 
m went th h ( . . 

should . roug ev1dently from battles m the Channel) so that people 
L get Into the shelters and see nothing." 

de t ater, in January 1941 in Vichy a lady told me the following inci-
nasco· ' ' 

see th ~~~g from a French officer met on a train, who had himself 
n e Wnting: 

(c) "S .. 
th orne German soldiers were about to leave Pans; JUst before 
, Wey ,wrote on the windows of an hotel in the Avenue de la Grande Arme~ 

ere fed u . 
P · we want to go horne.' " 

The same month, also at Vichy my daughter told me this tale : 
(d) " ' 

A Dutch lady a few days ago told me that seventy suicides had 
taken place in 1 · · · 

one of the big Amsterdam pa aces requlSltiOned by the 
Germans for the· fl · b · h h lr Ying officers, the reason emg t at t e men saw no hope 
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the war would end." My daughter added this piece of information: 

(e) "The Germans, apparently, have not given up the idea of inva
ding England. As exercises for crossing the Channel, they are forcing the 
men at Biarritz to jump from the Virgin's rock (a place notorious for 
dangerous currents). Every day a hundred of them are drowned." 

The supposed demoralisation of the invasion troops stationed along the 
Channel is best illustrated, however, by the following tale, contributed on 
January 30th 1941, by Dr. Paul Schiff, my most constant Parisian 
informant: 

(f) "A German officer billeted on a Frenchman in a provincial town 
suddenly woke his host one night: 'You must take me at once to Villers
Cotterets' (or elsewhere). ' It's 2 a.m. : there's no chauffeur.' 'This is an 
order and what I say goes!' The German pulled out his revolver. The 
Frenchman drove three or four hundred kilometers in the dark with this 
revolver at his back. They arrived. The German officer got out and dis
appeared. Half-an-hour later he returned in a state of collapse. 'We can 
take ourselves back; I've been to say goodbye to my son who refused to 
embark for England and is going to be shot tomorrow morning.' " 

Later, we shall examine in detail the most typical of the myths dealing 
with the invasion of Britain; meanwhile, here are some myths of British 
efficiency. 

At Vichy, on December 29th, 1940, a friend, who had fled from Paris 
told me the following story, alleged to have happened in Brittany : · 

(g) "Two German officers knock at an old peasant woman's door. 
'Put us up.' 'But there's no room!' 'We order you!' She puts them 
up. Next morning the goodwife goes to the two officers' room. They have 
left. But on the mantelpiece is a piece of cardboard with the words 
'Thank you!' They were Englishmen in German disguise." This is th~ 
converse of the myth of German officers disguised as Frenchmen, Poles. 
Belgians or Dutch. Many versions of this story were current in France at 
the time. 

The same masseur at the Turkish Baths, to whom I owe version 2 of 
the myth of The Corpse in the Car, told my husband the following story 
on December 12th, 1940: 

(h) "Near Paris there is a big mill called the Gaillon mill. A Ge\Illan 
officer on an inspection tour turns up and asks : ' What's that in there?' 
There were 21,000 quintals of wheat. The officer thereupon ordered th 
whole of this wheat to be moved to a certain barn. Well, that very night: 
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bomb from a British plane dropped on the lot and burnt it all up. The 
officer was a Britisher in German disguise, who wanted to prevent all that 
wheat going to Germany." 

In any case, the masses in France gave ready help to the British or pro
British, as the following story testifies : it was told me on January 30th 1941, 
by my usual Paris informant : 

((i) "A lot of people wanting to get to England went to Brittany. 
They hoped to get there by sea. The Germans were combing the houses 
for them. Some of these fugitives, seeing a funeral, went and joined the 
procession. A woman mourner, noticing a stranger at her side and realising 
the position, at once said' Give me your arm, Monsieur.'" My informant 
had two versions of this story, one as happening in a Breton village, the 
other in a village near Boulogne. 

And here, finally, is the myth of avenging fire. 
Early in October 1940, all Paris rejoiced at this news brought me by 

my maid: 

(j) "Marshal Goering, who was in charge of the bombing attacks on 
England, had himself been killed when the R.A.F. bombed Havre. The 
bomb was said to have hit the Casino where some 150 officers were met. 
In Paris, huge wreaths had been seen going through the streets, and the 
German flag on the Admiralty building in the Place de la Concorde had 
been flown at half-mast." 

This next version I had from a fellow psycho-analyst on October 
17th, 1940: 

(k) . "Goering got a leg injury near Trouville. There was no hospital 
th~re, so they moved him to Rouen where he is said to have died." 

(1) Even then, to most Frenchmen, Laval appeared a traitor in Ger
man pay, slyly double-crossing Marshal Petain. Thus, rumours of his 
murder were as persistent in France as those of Goering's death. 

King Leopold too, according to public opinion, deserved punishment 
for capitulating to the German forces. Thus, in January 1941, when I 
met my daughter at Vichy, she related the following story, told by a lady 
to one of my daughter's friends with every assurance of its veracity. 

(m) "King Leopold has been killed in the street or in the park of his 
palace while walking with a German officer." This walking companion 
admirably and concretely expresses why the "wicked" Leopold must be 
executed! 

And now for perhaps the mo~t channing and untrimmed of all the 
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versions of this type of myth, given to me on October 20th 1940, by a 
publisher friend in Paris. 

(n) "A gentleman always bought his paper at the same kiosk. One 
day, as the newsagent hands him his paper she whispers: 'He's dead!' 
' \Vho ?' he asks. ' Sh, sh!' she answers, ' He's dead ! ' " 

Here imagination may do what it will: the worst of our oppressors is 
dead! 

* * * 
I have kept to the end the most widespread and recurrent, as well 

as the most typical and impressive of the myths that began to circulate in 
the Summer of 1940, almost immediately after France capitulated. 

At a time when the monotonous repetition of air combats no longer 
sufficed to whet the general impatience, in July 1940, the following 
rumours began to spread in occupied as in nnoccupied France; rumours 
sometimes reported as broadcast by the Russians or Swiss, but mostly 
reported with personal assurances of their veracity. 

1. Version obtained in Paris in July from a chef who said he knew 
a doctor who was a friend of the works manager involved : " One of the 
managers of the Le Sueur works, recently visiting his villa at Dunkirk, 
wanted to go down to the beach. But it was guarded by German soldiers 
with fixed bayonets to prevent anyone seeing the mounds and mounds of 
corpses thrown up on the beach. The Germans were burying them in the 
sand." 

2. Version collected in Paris in July from a woman cousin, as related 
to her by a lady : " A lady on her way to St. Mal() meets a lorry that has 
broken down. ' What have you got in there?' she asks the German soldier
driver. 'Beached corpses,' he answers, 'We burn quantities every day at 
the crematorium ! ' The Germans know only too well the fate in store for 
them: they have to be fastened into the boats to make them embark for 
England.'" 

3. Version told my husband in Paris, in July, by a big wholesaler in 
the quartier de !'Opera: "My landlord, a large timber merchant in Calais, 
has a daughter. She has just been home and returned and says the Ger
mans have made a. big attack on Britain, for 35,000 corpses have been 
washed up on the coast. This is no rumour, she saw them herself! The 
proof is that I've been to see her and she tells me they're paying 8 frs. an 
hour to the men burying the corpses.'' 

4. Version obtained about mid-August at Saint-Tropez, i.e.) this 
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time in the unoccupied zone, from the wife of a cousin who is a naval 
officer and lives at Toulon : "They're saying in Toulon that the Gennans 
have already lost one big battle against Britain. Apparently they 
attempted to land and the sea's full of their corpses. They're said to have 
rounded up all the Frenchmen along the coast to collect the bodies, which 
would total about 35,000. The English apparently gained their victory 
by spreading petrol on the sea and setting it on fire." 

5. Version also collected about mid-August at Saint-Tropez from 
some young neighbours : "The Germans have attacked England with a 
landi_ng f~rce of 100,000 men. But they were all wiped out by the English 
pourmg oll on the sea and setting it alight." 

~- Ve.rsion collected at Saint-Tropez on August l 8th from some 
~satran fnends living on the coast: "The Germans have tried to land 
m ~ngland. The B.B.C. is said to have broadcast one night that 60,000 
b~dies were thrown ashore. The English had simply roasted the men 
ahve by spre d. . . A " 

a mg petrol on the sea and settmg It a arne . 
. . 7 .. Version collected on August 29th 1940, from a woman friend 

h:-'1mg m Nice: "A'iady told me today that the British laid a belt of heavy 
OI around th · · d I d 
h · eir Island and when the German boats approachc ' to ~n 

t eir men the h ?" 
' Y were all burnt. 10 000 or 100 000 of t em · 

S . 8. Version collected on Septero'ber 4th 1940, from a lady inhabiting 
d~~nt-Tk ropez: "A gentleman in the Secret Service confirms that an attack 

I ta e place on E I d " 
9 ng an and was repulsed. . 

. Same source and date as told by a young French pnsoner, a 
lorry-dr' h ' f 
E . Iver w o had driven a number of Germans, members o an 

nquiry Com . . . I h 
th G ffilsston, to the South. "It was about a fortmg 1t ago, w en 

e ennan I · · h h 
attack t k ong-range guns started shelling the Enghsh coast, t at t e 
firing. ~~e ~ace. The British long-range guns replied, then. stopped 
Th crmans thought them destroyed and launched their attack. e ruse was h h 
G successful; the British guns reopened fire just w en t e ennans were . . h 
sea. th gomg to land; the British had also spread fuel-01! on t e 

' ey repulsed the German attack." 
10. Sames b · 

. ource and date this time according to an important us1-ness man m M .1 ' . 
th F h arsei les, who claimed to have got the tale from a colonel m 

e rene Army · " Th' Id h' h B · ]. · Is colonel had to 1m t at the coast of nttany 
was Ittered with h d · · · h 
300 OOO . corpses. The Germans a attacked Bntam wit 

' men' no one knows how many were killed. Still badly burnt 
men had been sent to hospital as far afield as Angouleme.'; 
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11. Version collected on September 6th at Saint-Tropez from a 
passing refugee from Paris who had come from Cintrac (Dordogne): 
" The Germans have tried to land in England. There are even German 
wounded in the hospital at Bordeaux. In Paris, all the hospitals have 
been requisitioned and they're all full. Trains keep on arriving packed 
with wounded still wearing their field dressings. My wife, who lives near 
the Rothschild hospital, swears its full of burnt face and eye cases, because 
the English set fire to the sea." 

12. Version collected by my daughter early in September from a 
lady inhabiting Saint-Tropez: "The Germans have tried to land in 
England. It was a terrible failure. I can vouch for it, because I know a 
doctor who personally attended two German soldiers whose faces were 
burnt; it happened when they fell into the sea which the English had set 
on fire with fuel oil." Another informant added that why the British had 
not yet announced this vi'ctory, was because they did not wish to seem 
too cruel! 

13. Version collected on September 6th by my daughter, at Saint
Tropez, from an Italian Anti-Fascist, visiting a cousin, our neighbour : 
" I've got some excellent news which I had from my friend, the Brazilian 
consul at Hamburg. German morale has reached rock-bottom. They're 
desperate at seeing the way the war drags on, after all the promises that 
it would be short. They can't find volunteers for their attack on England; 
no one will go. That's because they've already had three tries, and not a 
soldier came back! They have to shoot thomands of people a day. If 
this lasts a year more, Germany's sunk." 

In this version we find the theme of the conquering sea linked with 
that of revolution in the enemy country. Of the British generals jocu
larly referred to by Hitler in his speech of September 3rd, Gen. Revolu
tion, Gen. Famine and Gen. Bluff, the first, in concert with Britain's ally 
the sea, sufficed to assure her victory. 

14. Version also .collected at Saint-Tropez in September from a 
young and recently demobilised Nic;ois : " The Germans apparently made 
two attempts to land in England, one five weeks ago, the other three. 
(Each time we heard it a week later from Gaullists or Jews). The first 
time they had about 25,000 killed, the second 60,000. They tried to 
land from speedboats and rafts. The English apparently spread sheets 
of heavy oil and fuel oil on the sea and set it alight. The Germans 
were all roasted alive." 
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15. Version collected by my son at Constantinople, also in Sep
tember 1940, from a Turk returned from Ostend where he worked: "He 
ha,d seen soldiers lined up on the beach collecting the bumt corpses of 
German soldiers thrown up in hundreds by the sea." 

16. Version collected at Saint-Tropez on September 7th, from a 
psycho-analyst's wife, a refugee from Paris, just back from Beg Meil, in 
Brittany. This lady had already provided me with Version 12 of the myth 
of The Corpse in the Car and the pretty myth of the Virgin Mary appear
ing to the little Breton girl ... "About July 20th some German officers 
at Quimper told me and also my friends, so that I have it from three 
different sources, that the Germans had made an attempt to land in 
England starting from Calais _and Brest. They had used rubber canoes 
'(li~e those they use for crossing streams and rivers). The attempt failed 
(Nzcht gelungen !) How many killed had they had? No one knows. 
From that moment, my informant added, there was a big drop in German 
morale. The Germans said: 1 We've had enough of the war: we want to 
go home.' One German back from leave was said to have declared : 
I I' ' ' 

t s no fun to have to leave home and everlastingly stay in the army. 
Everyone at home's had enough and wants the war to be over.' She her
self had heard that at Brest alone the Germans had had to shoot 200 of 
their men. Another German officer was reported to have said : 1 This is 
the moment to fear a revolution.' Since then, they had had to force their 
men into the boats at the pistol· point. The Germans kept on reiterating 
th~t they did not wish to be drowned, or, as they picturesquely put it: 
Nzcht kaput glouglou! A woman friend from Florae (Lozere) reported 
the. s~me thing." My informant's husband added in my presence that at 
~uvters (Dordogne), on which his regiment had fallen back, he heard 
t at 250 Germans had been shot for cowardice at Angouleme. 

Here again we h . h' · · · d · • see t e revolut10n theme-t 1s t1me m occup1e tern-
btory-dgrafted on that of the abortive landing, though due allowance must 

e rna e for the disill · d' ff · 1 · h · · . ustonment and even 1sa ectlon t 1at m1g t ex1st m 
an ~rmy begulled with promises of that early peace of which they saw no s1gn. 

What is strange is that this latter version should have come from 
<?erman lips which, given my informant's veracity, seems hardly suscep
tible of. doubt. It is a rebound; the price the occupiers pay for their 
occupation. ~he myths of the conquered may also contaminate the v.ictor. 

I now gtve another version of the myth of the drowned, burnt 
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corpses-the most sinister of all-collected on October 6th from a young 
cousin living at Saint-Tropez : . 

1 7. " I heard some time ago that the Germans had tried to land in 
England. 350,000 men were burnt alive by fuel oil spread on the sea ! 
The British collected the corpses, identified them by their identity disks, 
loaded them in pla!les and dropped each corpse in its own village to 
strike terror into their families and undermine German morale." 

My infom1ant added : "From Calais to Honfleur, the Gem1an 
soldiers could be seen swimming ashore upright. It was an army of the 
drowned. Their heavy equipment had slipped to their feet and so they 
were kept upright." 

He concluded : " The Germans are in such terror of embarking for 
England that they have to be driven on board with machine guns at 
their backs and tlu;ir·hands tied, to prevent them committing suicide." 

This young cousin, brother of the courageous youth whom I have 
now several times quoted, has an unusual imagination and a pronounced 
taste for shocking folk. I will not therefore vouch for how much, in his 
tales, he heard or invented, nor would it greatly matter as regards man's 
deeper responses, since myths must germinate somewhere. This particular 
myth, wherever it originated, was only too likely to be passed on, given 
its striking, horrible nature. 1 

One could continue these variants of the myth of The Burnt Drowned 
Corpses indefinitely; the variants, it would seem, were as many as there 
were people in France. And since the dreaded attack had been smashed 

1 In March 1942, at the Cape, I succeeded in finding yet another version of this 
myth. A South African officer told the following tale to the same Greek friend 
who gave me the story of the Bluestone (see p. 55). 17a. "A man who lived at 
the Cape told me that, towards the end of 1940 or early in 1941, he had talked 
to two soldiers from a convoy which had called at the Cape and whom he took out 
in his motor. These men told him that one of their jobs for nearly a week had 
been burying drowned and half-burnt Germans thrown up on the English South 
coast." 

On March 7th, at the Cape, one of the two R.A.F. boys, to whom I owe version 
26 of the myth of The Corpse in the Car, related the following story: 

17b. " In September 1940, there was apparently an invasion by the German 
forces on the South coast of England. Apparently oil was released on the water 
and lit. The whole sea at night was like a blazing furnace. Corpses were washed 
up along the coast the next morning. This was told me by an M.T. driver of the 
R.A.F. who had been patrolling the coast." . 

My informant believed that the story was fact. His fnend did not. He argued 
that if the British had gained such a victory they would have announced it! 

Another young soldier of the convoy then at the Cape, to whom I gave a lift 
towards Muizenberg, specified· that the German invasion troops would have been 
smashed on the coast of the Isle of Wight. 

ll 
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there was no need to feel further anxiety. The danger was overcome 
and had passed! The numbers of the invaders, moreover, tended always 
to increase: from 35,000 in version 3 (July) it swelled to 60,000 in version 
6, to 100,000 in versions 5 and 7 (August), to 300,000 in version 10 (early 
s.eptember), not to mention the 350,000 in version 17 (October) ! The 
SIZe of the victory went on increasing as at times did the number of 
attempts, as witness versions 13 and 14. Each version too, was always 
furnished with every possible proof of authenticity. 

Nevertheless, the B.B.C. to which I listened every night that July and 
August, did not broadcast any such news and this negative fact, which the 
believers explained as necessary for mysterious strategic reasons-though 
however, version 6 tends to invalidate it-would alone have sufficed to 
mark the story's mythical nature. It is not usual to conceal victories on 
such a scale ! 

... And this, all the more, at a time when the intentional bombing of 
e~vihan~ had been transferred, by order, from the domain of myth to that 
~ re~l~ty; for, in early September, the Germans, as so-called. reprisals 
olr CIVIhans killed in R.A.F. night attacks on Berlin, Nuremberg and 

e sewhere . d h . I . L • announced and carne out t ose massive nocturna air attacks 
ond ondon and Londoners which gutted houses, hospitals and churches 
an slaughtered men, women and children. 

* * * 
h . In view of the fact that so many minds, in France, had turned against 

t Cir ex all · · · fi d h I f T D - y, 1t may seem surpnsmg to n t e myt 1 o lze Burnt 
rowned C p h F h Th m th ~r ses so widespread among t e rene . e reason is that 

w~ul~ gennmate in the human and racial unconscious. Thus, this myth 
of fo dseem to prove, in spite of Mers-el-Kebir and the increasing scarcity 

0 stuffs ·d · · as th sa1 to be due to the Bnt1sh blockade though largely caused, 
ey kne b uncons . w, Y the demands of the occupying forces that, in the 

C!ous th F h . d h . consci ' e rene remame truer to t e1r ex-ally than in 
ousness. 

Actually . . 
men b ' one would hear this story not only from pro-British French-

' ut also f F l from th rom renchmen more or ess neutral and even at times 
the un ose :vho were anti-British, so powerful is the inertia inherent in 

conscious h . with th. . processes of the human psyc e. Thus, fmth was kept 
Bu: a~:Ient alliance though often repudiated in consciousness. 

though 'h c lefl.y, the French kept faith with their own ideals of liberty, 
t esc alas, for the time, had been conquered by Hitler's weapons. 
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Deep in their hearts a feeling, not always conscious, made them hope that 
the war would end with the liberation of a British victory, despite their 
recent German-inspired faith in the New Order, to which many loudly 
proclaimed their conversion. "If only the British win!" some would have 
said. " If only those pigs of British would win ! " the rest would have 
~aid. Thus, jocularly, the one difference between the two camps was 
expressed. 

* * * 
Yet myths, like dreams, seem sometimes prophetic: namely, when 

reality sufficiently supports the wish by which they are engendered. 

In his broadcast on September 11th-which incidentally caused an 
immediate drop in the pound on international exchanges-Mr. Churchill 
announced that those preparing to attack the British Isles were massing 
self-propelled barges and shipping in every port on the Continent from 
the Bay of Biscay to Norway. This speech, by the way, in contrast to our 
myth, duly placed the invasion attempt in the future. Thus, on September 
13th, a much· weakened version of this myth was reported to me at Saint
Tropez by a cousin-neighbour : 

18. "A friend, a former naval officer with many old acquaintances 
in Toulon, was told that the burnt bodies thrown up on the Channel coast 
could be accounted for thus : the Germans had apparently not attempted 
a landing but an embarkation mana:uvre; this was seen by the British who 
attacked them with a new type of bomb : slabs of incendiary material. 
One of the German boats had caught fire and this accounted for themen 
burnt-of whom there were 3,000 only. Hence the rumour." Thus the 
myth, by claiming less, came nearer to reality. 

For, about September 16th, the myth of The Burnt Drowned 
CorjJscs, which throughout the summer had fed the hope of all oppressed 
Frenchmen did, in fact, come to pass after the manner suggested in ver
sion 18. Not in an attack smashed on the coasts of Britain, but even 
before the landing force was at sea. Actually, on the night of September 
24th, the B.B.C. broadcast that the Gennans, whom the British had 
been bombing in their " invasion ports," had. sustained some 50,000 
casualties. It also claimed that so many of theu barges had been sunk 
that they had had to round-up workers to clear the entrances to the 
blocked ports. 

Later, in January 1941, at Vichy, I learned, ~r?m an Admiral 
seconded to the French Government, that the Bnt1sh airmen had 
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employed the following tactics. It appeared that the Germans had 
attempted a most ambitious embarkation mana:uvre in the various ports 
they had captured, ·stretching from Norway to Finistcrrc, but 
had not bothered to provide adequate A.A. cover. The R.A.F. had 
spotted them, gone over in force and sprayed them with oil followed 
by incendiary slabs, as a result of which barges and troops were incine
rated. Thus, some ten weeks after its birth, the myth of The Burnt 
Drowned Corpses became reality. 

* * * 
Later, two official versions of the abortive embarkation manreuvre 

were printed in the British press. I reproduce Mr. Churchill's declaration 
as given in the Cape Argus for June 20th, 1944: 

"Mr. Churchill, when asked in the House of Commons today if he 
~vould, .as a matter of historical interest, say whether the Gennans ever set 
m motion the apparatus for a sea-borne invasion against Britain (states 
Sap~-Reuter), replied : ' I do not quite know what is meant by setting in 
motton. Setting in motion in the sense of crossing the Channel, No! But 
setting in motion in the sense of making a very heavy concentration of 
troops and ships to cross the Channel Yes ! ' 

" Asked if any of this shipping ~ver emerged from ports acro~s the 
Chan?el, Mr. Churchill said: 'Not to my belief. A great deal of 1t was 
sunk m the ports and then they changed their mi~ds.' (Laughter)." 

I also quote some passages from the statement tssued by Mr. Geoffrey 
Llo d h' · · . Y at ts first press conference as Minister of InformatiOn, as pnnted 
m the News-Chronicle for Monday June 4th, 1945: 

"H ' 
e made it clear that the flame of British resistance was far more 

than .a symbolic expression. The Germans would have found flame 
s:-veepm~ the beaches, blasting the defiles through the clifl's and shrivel
hng thetr tanks as they drove inland. bursting in searing jets from hedges 
and garden w li ' d 

. a s · . . Red tape was cut, and soon petroleum, fire an 
explostve experts h d d . . f fl h . I . I · a rea y a ternfymg system o ame-t rowmg, w uc 1 
could not only s t h · I' b 'f . e t e sea afire by underwater ptpe mes, ut could fort1 y 
every concetvable . d G · b d . vantage pomt on Jan . . . erman ratders born e 
the expen~enters on their first days and saw all the subsequent rehearsals 
· · · I got m touch with Lord Hankey ... That was about June 25 ... 
(so) t~e ru~our which swept the world nearly five years ago that a Ger
man mv~wn fleet had sailed for this country and had been disastrously 
defeated m a sea of fire was untrue. But it might well have been true. 
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Britain was ready to do just that thing to invaders. And the Germans 
killed thousands of their own troops in an effort to restore confidence 
where tclTOr of the fire weapon spread fastest-through the ranks of the 
\Vehrmacht. They arranged a great demonstration to show that 
specially equipped troops could pass unscathed even if the sea was on fire. 
Thousands of asbestos suits were made, and each man of the troops to 
take part in the demonstration wore one (100,000 asbestos suits were 
ordered in Paris alone!) Huge quantities of oil were spread off the French 
coast and set on fire. The trial armada set out-to disaster. A large 
number of the headpieces of the suits were defective and the men inside 
were roasted to death. For weeks afterwards the burnt bodies of German 
soldiers were being washed up on the South Coast. Meanwhile, by 
patnphlets dropped by planes, radio, and whispering campaigns, stories 
of Britain's terrifying fire defences were being spread." 

In view of these two statements, so divergent on many points, one 
sees how difficult it is to establish the truth, especially in war time. Per
sonally, I more readily accept the sobriety of Mr. Churchill's statement 
than the spectacular revelations of Mr. Lloyd. 

* * * 
In 1940, the self-assurance of the Anglo-Saxons, entrenched behind 

their seas, was fed from two sources, one real, the other mythical. 
Clearly, the Gennans, methodical. as they were, would never attempt 

to invade an ever-more strongly fortified Britain unless positive of success. 
Setting their then air supremacy against Britain's sea supremacy, they 
would naturally extend in fullest degree the power and frightfulness of 
their attacks on the ports, factories and towns of the impregnable island 
and similarly speed up the destruction of its ships by their submarines, 
bombers and mines. In a word, in place of an all-too risky attack on the 
Island Fortress, they would methodically besiege its sea-lanes from the 
North Sea to the Atlantic, second-best though it might be, an ersat;:.. 

Reality alone, however, will not suffice to fire a nation's imagination. 
And though the girdle of waves which surrounds Britain is a very real 
rampart, hard to force by sea or air, nevertheless, the self-assurance justi
fiably credited to the British issues from a different source than that 
which reality warrants; namely, from those unconscious processes which 
are but little concerned with facts. For, in their sea-girt isle, which 
has known no conqueror since September 28th 1066, the British, as it 
were, were the chosen people of some supernatural power, whether they 
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called it God or Providence, to which they addressed those solemn 
nation-wide prayers which seemed so amusing to the Gem1ans. Even 
after Britain's defeats in Norway and Flanders, even after the so-called 
"mechanised Attila" Hitler, more formidable than Napoleon, had con
quered Europe's seaboard from North Cape to the Pyrenees, the British 
still felt safe from any landings on their beaches: they took it for granted 
that they were totally immune from the sea and so did others. 

For the sea, more even than the earth, if that is possible, is a maternal 
symbol to all mankind. And rightly : for did not life originally emerge 
therefrom and did not all earth's creatures, in remote ages, successively 
emerge from the sea? Some dim intuition would seem to have revealed 
this to man long before he was taught it by science. And, as the universal 
womb of life, the sea, in fact, in the sagas and myths of nations as in 
individual dreams, does appear as a great vast-breasted Mother. 

Thus, the British, ruling the waves, felt and seemed like the favourite 
child of this great Mother and, like all sons who arc the preferred of their 
mothers, t_hey derived therefrom an immense assurance and were invested 
with a great glamour. Nor is it by chance that Britain gives no heed to 
the Salic Law and that great Queens have at times ruled her destinies. It 
is as though she is protected by some matriarchal influence which 
emanates from her seas. 

Thus Hitler, with his savage aggression and the male potency sym
bolised by his thousand bombers, must in the British unconscious and 
even in that of the spectator-nations of the mighty duel, admirably have 
represented the enemy-father who seeks to tear her favourite son from 
the paradise of his mother. The Nfothcr would then have to defend her 
child with all her powers; those powers which, to the British, appear a~ 
vast as are its symbol, the limitless seas. 

~ll this, regardless of what was to be the final result of the mighty 
duel m those heroic months when Britain alone stood resisting-France 
defeated; Russia and America still uncertain-and permanent sea and 
temporary air supremacy grappled to decide the fate of the world. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE MYTH OF THE DEVIL-JEW 

1. EMOTIVE ASPECTS 

Innumerable were the occasions on which Hitler and, copying him, 
the Nazi leaders, proclaimed that "National Socialism is inseparable from 
anti-Semitism." And with reason, for Germany, defeated in 1918, had to 
find someone on whom to pin its defeat. Post-war Germany, obsessed by
its longing for revenge, had of necessity to find some enemy in its midst 
against which to muster its youthful armies, preparatory to launching 
them against the world. Thus, the outrages of the Hitler Youth in 1933 
on the German Jews and again the excesses of that same youth in Austria 
and Germany in 1938, despite the natural horror felt by the civilised 
world, must be seen as large scale deployments possibly necessary to enable 
German aggression to re-emerge. 

* * * 
Hitler has himself described how he was converted to anti-Semitism : 

"My ideas about anti-Semitism changed also in the course of 
time, but that was the change I found most difficult. It cost me a 
greater internal conflict with myself, and it was only after a struggle 
between reason and sentiment that victory began to be decided in 
favour of the former. Two years later sentiment rallied to the side 
of reason and becan1e a faithful guardian and counsellor. 

"At the time of this bitter inner struggle, between calm reason 
and the sentiments in which I had been brought up, the lessons that 
I learned on the streets of Vienna rendered me invaluable assistance. 
i\. time came when I no longer passed blindly along the streets of the 
mighty city, as I had done in the early days, but now with my eyes 
open not only to study the buildings but also the human beings. 

" Once, when passing through the Inner City, I sudd~nly 
encountered a phenomenon in a long caftan and wearmg black side
locks. My first thought was: Is this a Jew? They certainly ?id not 
have this appearance in Linz. I watched the man stealth1ly and 
cautiously; but the longer I gazed at that strange countenance and 
examined it feature by feature, the more the question shaped itself 
in my brain : Is this a German? " 

119 
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(It was obviously a Polish Jew). Hitler then began buying an~ bury
ing himself in anti-Semitic pamphlets. 

" The subject," continues Hitler, " appeared so enorm~:ms and 
the accusations were so far-reachi~1g that I was afraid of dealmg with 
it unjustly and so I became again anxious and uncertain. 

"Naturally I could no longer doubt that here there \~a~ not a 
question of Germans who happened to be of a different rehg10n but 
rather that there was question of an entirely different people. ;For 
as soon as I began to investigate the matter and observe the Jews, 
then Vienna appeared to me in a different light. Wherever I now 
went I saw Jews, and the more I saw of them the more strikingly and 
clearly they stood out as a different people from the other citizens. 
EspeciaJly the Inner City and the district northwards from the 
Danube Canal swam1ed with a people who even in outer appearance 
bore no similarity to the Germans.1 

" This knowledge was the occasion of the greatest inner revolu
tion that I had yet experienced. From being a soft-hearted cosmo
politan I became an out-and-out anti-Semite."2 

The contemporary transmutation of self-confessed anti-Semitism into 
racial anti-Semitism could not be better illustrated than in the following 
lines: 

"The life which the Jew lives as a parasite thriving on the sub
stance of other nations and States has resulted in developing that 
specific character which Schopenhauer o~ce described when he spok 
of the Jew as ' The Great Master of Lies.' The kind of existen e 

h . ~ 
he leads forces the Jew to t e systematic use of falsehood, just 
naturally as the inhabitants of northern climates are forced to we~; 
warm clothes. 

"He can live among other Nations and States only as long as l 
succeeds in persuad~ng them tha~ ~he Jew.s are not a distinct peop~: 
but the representatives of a rehg10us faith who thus constitute 
'religious community,' though this be of a peculiar character. a 

" As a matter of fact, however, this is the first of his great 
falsehoods. . 

. " He is obliged to conceal his own .Partic~lar character and mode 
of hfe that he I?ay be allowed to contn:me ~Is existence as a parasite 
among the. nation~. The greate~· the li_lt?lhgence of the individual 
Jew, the better Wlll he succeed m decelVmg others. His success in 
thi~ line may even go sc:; far that the people who grant him hospi
tahty may be led to beheve that. the Jew among them is a genuine 
Frenchman, for instance, or Englishman, or Gerrnan, or Italian, who 

1 Hitler, Mein Kampf. Hurst & Blackett Ltd., p. 59, 
~I.e. p. 65. 
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just happens to belong to a religious denomination which is different 
from that prevailing in these countdes. 1 . 

"Jewry has always been a nation.of a definite racial character 
and never differentiated merely by the fact of belonging to a certain 
religion. At a very early date, urged on by the desire to make their 
way in the world, the Jews began to cast about for a means whereby 
they might distract such attention as might prove inconvenient for 
them. What could be more effective and at the same time more 
above suspicion than to borrow and utilise the idea of the religious 
community? " 2 

Everything adduced by anthropologists that tends to prove that the 
Jews of to-day, scattered as they are, represent the final result of an 
agglomeration of different races, predominantly Mediterranean, as a result· 
of successive conversions, falls to pieces against the rock of racial fanati
cism. Thus, sure in himself and his faith, Hitler elsewhere, after con
demning the Jewish Press, Jewish art, high finance and international 
Marxism-that "Jewish poison "-impressively concludes: 

"Should the Jew, with the aid of his Marxist creed, triumph 
over the people of this world, his Crown will be the funeral wreath 
of mankind, and this planet will once again follow its orbit through 
ether. without any human life on its surface, as it did millions of 
years ago. 

" And so I believe today that my conduct is in accordance with 
the will of the Almighty Creator. In standing guard against the Jew 
I am defending the handiwork of the Lord."3 

One sees how, convinced of such a mission, Hjtler would be adamant 
against all pity for the Je'Ys and, as the Pope if not deity of racialism, 
would decree an Inquisition for the Jews as incarnations of the Devil 
and of Evil. 

Thus, the German Jews, even those who between 1914 and 1918 shed 
their blood for Gennany, found themselves systematically harassed and 
despoiled. All their property, "stolen from the Aryans," was "retaken" 
from them, none were exempt, neither the Rothschilds nor the small shop
keepers in Vienna or Berlin whose wares the young fanatics pillaged. 
Lawyers, doctors, chemists, wdters, if Jews, found themselves denied the 
right to use their talents or practise, while concentration camps of sinister 
fame stifled the lamentations of modern Jeremiahs for whom exile would 

1 I.e. p. 256. 
2 I.e. p. 256. 
a I.e. p. 66. 
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have been the one salvation. They, however, often found all roads barred 
as one frontier after another closed ... 

Fanaticism, owing to its liberating effects on the aggressive instincts 
of the psyche, is highly contagious. The anti-Semitic faith of its Fi.ihrcr 
swept Germany and then overflowed the frontiers. Rabid propagandists 
exerted themselves to disseminate it. Open the "Sti.irmer," 
the weekly devoted to " the Struggle for the Truth," as it said of itself, 
which was run by Streicher who inspired the Nuremberg laws, and you 
will find in the issue dated October lOth, 1940, that every regicide in 
history was a Jew, or instigated by Jews: or again on October 17th, 1940, 
that every disease (leprosy, plague, syphilis or smallpox) whether physical 
or moral, to which humanity is subject, was conveyed to Aryans by Jews. 

At the foot of each page, in capitals, one would find this kind of 
slogan: 

1. "Jews are the cause of war." 
2. "To know a Jew is to know the Devil." 

. 3. "The Jews are our calamity." 
whtch, for the benefit of the defeated the victors converted into the 
following slogan posted all over occupied France : 

"The Jews arc your calamity ... '' 
Thus, on July 24th, 1940, barely a month after their defeat and while 

the bewildered and heartsore French sought those " responsible" for their 
disaster, the following leading article appea·red in La France au Travail 
(one of the new Paris papers heralding the New Order) entitled The 
Three Jewish Wars. I quote it in extenso : 

THE THREE JEWISH WARS 
1870-1914-- 1939 

"The first Jew war! It was Edouard Drumont, in his immortal 
France ]uive who first popularised th~ phrase, a .Jew War. It was 
when he described how the Jews engmeercd their 1870 war, fore
runner of the two others. 

"After they had raked in all they could from big business and 
State loans, exhausted small savings by repeated public appeals, made 
all t~ey could from usury and the peace and prosperity of the Second 
Empi~e by swearing there would never be war since Rothschild did 
not ~Ish It, they suddenly switched round. 

Here are Drumont's own words : 
"_Peace had been worked to a shadow. Now, as their base of 

op~rat10ns, the German Jews took war: under all sorts of military 
gmses they organised the most immense, the most wonderful financial 
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speculation that anyone ever attempted with success ... 
. . . Actually there was little for Germany to do and the army 

of spies and secret agents sent against us by Sieber, Berlin's police 
chief, found the job already done. The Jew delivers France to 
Germany bound hand and foot." 

"Drumont explains how the Jews work: 
" Advance all the paper money Bismarck needs. 
" Then get this paper converted into money by declaring war on 

France, the one country with real money. 
"Strip France in Prussia's favour and strip Prussia by rigging 

the hanks; such was the plan that was successfully executed. 
•· The difficulty was to create a casus belli. 
"German Jews and French Jews thereupon combined to 

engineer the promising disaster. 
"But Napoleon III jibbed and resisted t~e urgings of the 

Empress egged on by the Jew Bauer, that one-trme broker's agent 
and later vile priest, who became the Empress's confessor. 

" King Wilhelm jibbed also." 
" Drumont continues : 
"Wilhelm's conscience was troubled to think that 100,000 me 

then peacefully tilling the earth, might in a month lie dead on th~ 
b?-ttlefield, were the word given. Up to the very last mom 
d d Q A . I I · . · ·d ent 1 . ueen ugusta 1111p ore 1m1 for peace; 1t 1s even sa1 that. wh 
cve1ythinl? seemed decided, she finally threw herself at his feet ~~ 
conJure hun to make one last effort. 

" Wilhelm did what the Emperor would certainly not have d 
in his place and the Prince of Hohenzollern's candidacy to ~e 
Spanish throne was withdrawn. e 

"In desperation, the Jews tried their trick of disseminating f l 
~?ws, which has generally proved so successful; the Tartar ruse a se 
Its called at Rothschild's. A Jew firm, the Wolff news-a e~ as 
announced that our ambassador had been grossly insulted by th;R..cy, 
of Prussia. One easily imagines the enthusiasm with which the J mg 
run French press took this up. ew-
. " Our Ambassador has been insulted : Fran~e has received a l 
m the face; it makes my blood boil-so vociferated these f s ap 
f~unders of the Republic, who nowadays submit to every fo uture 
d1plomatic kick with a 'thank you ! '" (Written in 1886). rm of 

"Unnecessary to add that the ambassador in question C 
Benedetti, in his book Ma Mission en Prusse,formally denies the ount 
of the imaginary insult. story 

"The faked Bad Ems' telegram roused the final hullaballoo h 
touched off the war. t at 

"The whole Jew and Masonic scum got rich providing su . 
for a war continue? ~ndlcssly by that Ga;nbetta whom the PsPh:s 
Reynaud sought to 1m1tate in prolonging th1s. quit 
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" Drumont continues : 
"From end to end of Europe there rose a Jew hosanna, accom

panied by the sounding of clinking millions. .The .Jews repeated, on 
a prodigious scale, what Rothschild did in httle m the collapse of 
1815. They grew rich by lending to the French; they took from the 
Prussians what the French paid them. Of those five billion francs, 
four at least remained in their hands. 

"Edouard Drurnont died in February 1917, before he could tell 
us what he thought of the second Jew War. As for the third Jew 
War, he predicted that too and even foretold how France would 
disintegrate and dissolve in the Jew acid. 

"For it is not a question of merely liquidating the last war, 
but all three, including the restitution, by the two (or three) 
hundred Jew families, of the billions stolen by Israel in nearly .'1. 

century, amid the slaughter and flames that Jehovah loves. 
(Signed) jEAN DRAULT." 

Unnecessary to remind those who know anything of history how 
greatly misunderstood is the part played by Bismarck in the genesis of the 
war of 1870, as in those of 1864- and 1866! Admirers of the Iron Chan
cellor and inspired architect of the German Empire will find little of usc 
to them here. 

* * * 
But this was only the beginning of a vast campaign. Inspired by 

dogmas from Hitler's Revelations and Gospel, French anti-Semitism was 
soon all the rage in the press of the occupied and even unoccupied zones. 
The Freemasons and British, however, shared with the Jews the function 
of target for the rancour of an unhappy people. 

·Thus, in the free zone, a long front-page article in Gringoire for 
August 22nd, 1940, signed Robert Boucard and headed: From Jacques 
de Malay to the Union Jack, showed how both Freemasons and British. 
J udaified as they were, throughout history and to the great detriment of 
France, had always remained the hidden avengers of the Grand Master 
of the Templars executed in 1314 by Philip le Bel. 

I glean from these lines .a few of the crimes committed by these 
wretches, through the ages, against France. 

" It was with the taking of the Bastille, one-time prison of the 
Gran~ Ma~ter of the Templars, that the Revolution began. Its de
structiOn had been planned since 1314 ! . . . . 

. "But it was forbidden to set fire to the Tour Saint-Jacques, last 
yestige of the church of Saint-Jacques-de-la-Boucherie, for under 
Its foundations the Tcrnplars had buried part of their archives .... 

" When Louis XVI fell, his dwelling was to be a prison, that 
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. T nplars which still stood 'th · k d ancxcnt palace of the ex . •h d ' WI xts eep an 
towers, to await the royal pnsoner \\ ose 00111 those with implacable 
memories had vowed." · I h · . 
(In fact, a Capet did have to pay Wlt 1 xs hfe for Philip le Bel, who 

murdered Jacques!) 
"All this time the alann ~n thundered on the Pont Neuf, just 

' h' 1 Jacques was burnt had t d where the stake at w xc l . , T I , s oo . . . . . 
" Again, it was in the P<~:ns. e~p e, the one time Mother-

house of the Order. that the. httle ,~oms XVII was tortured by the 
unspeakable Jewish-cobbler Sn~on. (~hus one sees the hidden and 
devilish connection between Iswel, Albwn an~ the Templars !) 

"Will this frightful vengeance of Bourguxgnon de Malay never 
work itself out?" 
The author of .this document continues : 

" In certain Scottish grand lodges, the disciples of Jacques de 
~vfolay still swear fealty before a model of the tomb of Bourguinon 
de Malay. Below an urn and skull wreat~led with laurels, a papal 
tiara and a royal crown stand out.. Is tillS sufficiently clear? On 
the pedestal may be· read the followmg figures : 

13141793487070 
" These apparently ~ysterious figures are in fact only a 

reminder of certain histone dates. 
" 1314: Burning at the stake_ of Jacql;les de Malay. 
" 1793 : First French Repubhc proclarmed. 
" 1848 : Second French Republic proclaimed. 
" 1870: Third French Republic proclaimed. 

, " 1870: All papal t~mporal property coz;tfiscated. 
. (1 hese examples alone wxll serve to show the kmd of vengeance these 

Iudden forces, heirs to the Templars, succeeded in exacting from altar 
and throne). 

" But let us pass to the hold of the Templars on Britain : 
" Is it really necessary now to adduce_ these three further proofs 

of. the persistence of the TemJ?lars-enemi?s of France and its kings 
-m Scotch Freemasonry particularly and m the British government 
generally? .. 

"(1) The motto of the BntiSh coat of arms (as that of Scottish 
Freemasonry) is the ~arne as Jacques de Malay's : Deus meumque jus 
(Dieu et mon Droit). . 

" (2) The flag of Britain (the Umon Jack) is the flag of Jacques 
de Molay. 

" (3) All British possessions arc known as the 'Union Jack' : m 
French 'Union pour Jacques.'" 

It is unnecessary to attempt to criticise such lucubrations rationally: 
they appear the wanderings of some case of schizophrenia where verbal 
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associations ~re taken for real associations. 
In this same so-called " free " zone there also appeared, on September 

7th, 1940, in Emancipatirm Nationale, a leading article signed by the 
editor, Jacques Doriot, head of the "French Workers' Party," entitled 
"The Jewish Problem must be solved." The banner headlines ran: 
Jewry and Freemasonry, two gifts from Britain. 

Here are the main points of this indictment : 

"War and defeat have made the solution of the Jewish problem 
imperative for France ... " 

After which, having recalle'd his earlier anti-Semitic efforts, Doriot con
tinues: 

. "The effects of the Jew Army in France was more de~isive than 
IS generally believed. Deriving its power from its gold, hol~mg alm?st 
every key position, monopolising the press, radio and cmema, In

fluencing the government, now through Blum, now through ~andel, 
and always·working together behind the scenes, they monopolised all 
propaganda and news . . . 

"_This policy was not the work of only a few Jews. £:very Jew 
who hved in France took part. The few known exceptiOns only 
proved the rule. 

"The Jews wanted the war and were entirely successful in 
achie,~ing their programme. . 

They wanted the war. We had it. They wanted their_ war an? 
we carried it out. And though Israel's sons might don umfom1s It 
was hardly to fight ... " (Yet I have known not a few Jews who. 
foug~t at the front). . . 

They thought that the war they did not fight w~:mld brmg them 
wealth as well as victory. But we were defeated mst.cad. Then 
France saw Israel madly stampeding. The Rothsclulds and the 
Mand~ls (no difference between them), the Blums, the Levys, all 
fled With their gold, their jewels and their securities, hoping to ruin 
the country they had slain . . . . 

'.'Thus it was the Jews themselves who brought the Jewish prob
lem. mto. ~he open ... The _French government, roused by many 
~nh-Sem1t1c mass demonstratmns throughout the unoccupied zone 
IS now giving serious thought to the matter . . . . ' 

"A law will provisionally dete~ine the. fate of the Jews ... 
The government must find an immediate solutwn to restore the rights 
of Frenchmen . 

. ".Such solutions, radical though they be, will only, however be 
provlSlonal. ' 

"O.ne result of the 1939-1940 war will be to settle the whole of 
the Jew1sh problem throughout Europe. 
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" Europe, which has suffered so many calami~ies at their hands, 
will doubtless decide to part with the Jews. It will allot them some 
far-off land where, once they are cast, they may at leisure 
reflect on the drawbacks of starting wars merely to please Israel." 

Thus, the whole of Israel is here singled out as responsible for every 
European calamity and the one panacea for all these woes must be their 

total expulsion. * * * 

Let us pass from the unoccupied to the occupied zone. In Au Pilo1·i 
where, week after week, the Jews were castigated, the issue for September 
27th 1940, carried an article entitled Is the Jew intelligent? 

I quote from the indictment : 
"Thanks to a shameless, artfully concealed publicity campaign, 

the wretched Christians that we arc were finally given a real ' inferior
ity complex,' to use an expression dear to Freud, that typical humbug 
of the chosen race ... " 

"Though no one can deny the Jewish talent for swiftly enrich
ing themselves by pillage, usury and corruption, yet the chosen race 
has always in its wake left seeds of disruption, death and ruin in all 
the countries where it has spread." 

But, our informant continues, the greatest men were not Jews, as 
witness "Julius Caesar and Napoleon" (nevertheless, Edouard Drumont in 
his France ]uive docs insinuate this of Napoleon) "Michaelangelo, El 
Greco, Beethoven, Wagner" (and yet it has been murmured that the 
latter was illegitimate and half-Jew), "Racine, Moliere, Goethe, Pasteur, 
Edison." Of famous Jews our author finds but a single name to quote: 

" Where Israel is concerned, one man only is world-renowned, 
a man who admirably symbolises in our eyes the rare virtues of this 
race: his name is Judas." 

(Our author forgets to mention another Jewish name-at least as famous: 
Jesus). 

Next the paradoxical alliance between Capital and Bolshevism under 
the Jewish aegis is brought up again : 

" The capitalist Jew subsidises the revolutionary Jew to help 
him stir up the unrest and disorganisation that always bring grist 
to his mill." 
Hitler thus denounced the peril : 

" Their presence having become undesirable in the Third Reich, 
this universal vermin began to pullulate in France, the nation chosen 
to be the instrument of Israel's vengeance. France, however, was 
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defeated and the hopes of the Jew-male~actors frustrat~d. Now, like 
those creatures of darkness dazzled by light and scurrymg away, the 
Jew sees his power collapse the moment he is publicly charged in the 
full light of day." 

We thus learn that the Jew, though cunning enough at times, lacks 
intellect: nevertheless, he always manages to trick the Christian or Aryan, 
which hardly honours the latter's intelligence, one would say. 'Ve also 
find, as so frequently in this kind of writing, that high finance and Bol
shevism are branded as accomplices, paradoxical though that be. In fact, 
high finance has no worse enemy than Bolshevism as was clearly seen in 
Russia and as became evident to those who held Russian loans! But the 
international nature of both high finance and the revolutionary aspir
ations of· the proletariat here create an illusion and our theorists discern
ing Jewish profiles behind both these "internationals" see red, which 
makes it difficult to see clearly. 

* * * 
Now let us again cross the border between the two zones and once 

more quote from Gringoire, where the "creatures of darkness" receive 
equally hard knocks. On October 3rd 1940, Gringoirc wrote: 

"From 1924 to 1928 and from 1932 to 1940, the party with 
the gre~test influence was. the Rad.ical Soc::ial.ist Party. E~erything 
was dectded by it . . . . The R;adtcal Soctahst .Pa.rty got 1ts orders 
from the Rue de Valois. Thts Rue de Valots m fact, however. 
housed the executive committee of the Masonic Lodges and it is no\~ 
impossible to doubt, given the documents published· in Gringoire and 
severa.l o_f our contemporaries, that that secret and international 
orgamsat10n, Freemasonry, got its orders fr.om L~nd~n, the govern
mei?-t there being itself dominated by the Ctty whtch Itself was ruled 
b~ ~nternational Jewry. Thus, once more, we find that diabolical 
;nmty, the Freemason, the Englishman and the Jew, unmasked. 
fhus, through the Freemasons, the fate of the French nation for 
goo_d or ill, was in the hands of the British government and i~ter
natlonal capitalist Jewry." 

After which, recalling that Britain's "Jewification" dates much fur
ther back than in France since it was in fact Cromwell (1599-1658) the 
~ool of the Dutch Rabbi Manasseh, who authorised the Jews to :ettle 
m England, Gringoire shows how the Jews went to work : these include 
the Jew Disraeli, Lionel Rothschild, Levy Lawson, Rufus Isaacs, Sassoon 
and a number of others even to " the man with the umbrella," Chamber-
lain, who is also treated as a Jew! · 
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Later, Gringoire recalls Britain's luckless humouring of Germany 
after 1918, and accounts for it thus: "The stronger the Reich, the more 
chance of getting money as dividends through the banks." Naturally, this 
naive reasoning is attributed to the capitalist English Jews. 

"But the Anglo-German flirtation," it continues : " was not 
to last long. The Nazi anti-Semitic measures, shortly after followed 
by Italy, and the closing down of the lodges by Mussolini and Hitler, 
were soon to alarm the J udaist London government and its satellite, 
Frecmasomy." 
Thus, according to the writer, the war had no other cause btit this : 

" One day, the order arrived to avenge Israel. Le F ...... 33rd 
Supreme Grand Master received formal instructions to that end. 
France would declare war and since this was unpopular with the 
French, both socialist and radical deputies and senators and even 
Freemasons hesitating to vote it as they feared their electors, they 
themselves would take matters into their hands and violate the 
Constitution under which no President of the Republic could declare 
war without the previous consent of both Chambers . . . . 

"That was how, in the year of Grace, 1939, the great Jewish 
capitalists and the London Judaist government decided that France 
must take up arms for Israel." 
One must admit that the Jews, wherever they might be, could scarcely 

adore the National Socialism that persecuted them and which they would 
naturally wish to see overthrown. Whence doubtless arose, in some, the 
dream of a victorious war as the one way to bring this about. But every 
liberal heart felt the same, there was no need to be a Jew: to love li.berty 
was enough. The reproach that might be levelled against France, as 
against liberal England is- not so much that it passively bent to the totali
tarian powers as that it did not prepare to combat them effectually OJ!e day. 

* * * 
Now, returning to the occupied zone, let us look at an article in the 

weekly, La Gerbe, for Thursday, October lOth, 1940. This article by 
Andre Gaucher, with its philosophic and historical pretensions, is entitled 
The ]ew in Nature and Histor;• and was evidently commissioned. 

In it, we are reminded how, in the Middle Ages, the Jews combined 
with the lepers and indubitably poisoned the wells of the Christians; then, 
that later they combined with those other lepers of the towns, the prole
tariat, similarly to poison the public mind with Bolshevism. Then we are 
shown the diabolical power of Jewish gold crouching in darkness, the 
Jewish corruption of the blasphemous Order of Templars, and finally the 
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" wonderful way in which the progress of nations synchronises with their 
expulsion of the Jews." Thereupon a universal panacea was offered 
France in the light of the past : 

"From 1394, when France first drove out the Jews, she steadily 
rose. From 1789, when she took them back, she steadily declined " 
(quoted from Edouard Drumont, France, Juivc, I, p. 186). And: 

"this is not just an observation drawn from our _history .. It is 
a li:fw. A_ law provided by the wonderful way in which tl;e nse of 
nations. comcides with the eviction of the Jews, or alterna~Ively, the 
absorption of the Jews is followed by the swift disintegration of the 
wretched nations that were feeble enough to take them in." 
Th" " · Is wonderful coincidence," emphasised by Gaucher, might be 

~on~rasted with one no less astonishing. It occurs in Christopher Colum
us s report on his expedition. 

" I d" n that same month when their Majesties promulgated the 
e 1ct expelling all Jews from their kingdom and territories, in that 
~a1e month they commanded me, with a sufficiency of men, to 

n ertake my voyage of exploration to the Indies." 

fl. Ndo:V, it was with the ·discovery of the New World and the gold that 
owe Into S . I 

A d. pam as a result that, Jews or no Jews, her decline began. 
J n 1~ Would be difficult to maintain that thereafter Spain, with the least 
u~~s 1~ ~urope, retained more dominance in Europe than, say, England 
n ~r hzabeth or Cromwell. The Jewish expulsion ordained by Ferdi
w:n and Isabella and the welcome accorded the Jews by the Protector, 
blo: not to hinder the British ships from striking a mortal and symbolic 

Bto the Invincible Armada. 

little utThth~ ~overty of their arguments bothers these raging polemists 
· e1r b discove )o was to arouse the hate of an unhappy nation eager to 

r and p · 1 . . 
that hat d unrs 1 someone "respons1ble" for 1ts woes and to focus 

re on a specific object. 

* * * Anti-Bitl . 
those ag . entes too, in their way, at times shared the convictions of 

amst wh h d d Th · I was very . om t ey conten e . e followmg myth, for examp e, 
that in Wlidespread. Hitler was really a renegade Jew. The proof was 

sue 1-and h . . h stone on h" -sue a Rumaman Jewis cemetery there was a grave-
also to b: lch ~ght be read: "Here lies Adolf Hitler." (This appears 
written: a Wish-myth for Hitler's death). And Hitler himself had 

" 
· · · his utterly low-down conduct is so appalling that one 
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really cannot be surprised if in the imagination of our people the 
Jew is pictured as the incarnation of Satan and the symbol of evil." 1 

In fact, for many people and even for those who no longer call them-
selves Christians, the Jew has remained a diabolical incarnation of evil. 
To French anti-Hitleritcs however, Hitler, like Napoleon in his time, 
must also have appeared as anti-Christ. Thus, two things equal to a third 
being equal to each other, if Hitler=Antichrist and Jew=Antichrist, it 
follows mathematically that Hitler= Jew. This is the unconscious 
equation that made many imagine Hitler a Jew. 

I even heard a worthy Saint-Tropez tradesman before the war, that 
is, in the Summer of 1939, seriously assert that though the Jew Hitler 
was driving the Jews from Central Europe under pretence of persecuting 
them, it was, in fact, in order to disperse them through the world and so 
make doubly sure of their universal domination. Others, too, inform 
us that they have always aspired to this empire, as witness the 
Protocols of the Elders of ,Zion, in which, though demonstrated a manifest 
forgery, large numbers believe, as did Hitler, who thus projected his own 
dreams of domination on this abhorred race.2 • 

* * * 
1 Mei11 Kampf, p. 272. 
2 It was after writing this that I came across the very interesting lecture 

delivered by Otto Fenichcl in Prague, in April 1937, to help endow the David Eder 
Foundation. In it, Fenichcl begins by suggesting that psychology alone will not 
help one to understand anti-Semitism but that political, historical, and economic 
factors all contribute to its genesis.: as to all social phenomena, I would add. As 
reg~rds the psychological aspects of anti-Semitism, he particularly stresses the pro
jection mechanisms at work. Anti-Semites project on to the Jew, attribute to the 
Jew, all their more or less unconscious evil instincts; longings for bloodshed, riches 
depravity, sensuality. Thus, by transferring these burdens to the Jew, they them~ 
selves are washed clean and seem to become radiantly pure. In this way the Jew 
serves as an admirable foil on which to project the Devil who, as it were, is only 
dragg~d from hell the better to live on earth. Thereafter, this fresh incarnation 
of Ev1l provides a focus for the aggression of the nations which accept the Jew. 

By why just the Jew and why not, for instance, those with red hair? Here 
Femc~el attaches a certain importance to the dark ethnic type of the Jew. The 
Amen~an negro also assumes a similar function, as many a lynching proves by 
focu~smg the aggression of the nation amid which he lives. Nearer at home' the 
gypsies ~re rightly or wrongly charged with every kind of misdeed: theft, mu~·der 
k1dnappu~g, etc. Money and business factors also play their part in the horror th~ 
Jew II~Spires, as it must have done, too, in the persecutions and massacres of 
Armemans by Turks. 
Th~ "~ncanny" quality of the Jew must for long have been due to his persist

e!lce m h1s faith and customs, the most striking of which is the ancient circumcision 
nte. A:s a result, he has always remained a stranger in our midst and thus the 
enemy m our bosom. Even to-day, this impression that he is a stranger like an 
anachronism, remains part and parcel of even the most completely as;imilated 
European Jews by reason of the inertia inherent in the unconscious responses of 
the human psyche. 
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One might continue indefinitely to multiply such quotations from 
the French press of 1940 and on. The press of the occupied zone was 
obviously prompted by the victor, while that of the other fell more or less 
into step. The victor, besides his fanatical belief in the total noxiousness 

·of the Jew, prime miscreant of the new racial faith had, in fact, every 
reason to whip up the anti-Semitism of the French, for the hatred in men's 
hearts has limits and the more that could be turned on the Jews the more 
would be turned from the Germans. This then would help " collabora
tion" between victor and vanquished and defeated France would accept 
her vassalage. France, crushed as she was, could not resist this Gem1an 
anti-Semitic pressure which, moreover, many a French reactionary wel
comed in compensation for the generous welcome which France, before 
the war, had accorded the persecuted of Central Europe. 1 Besides, men arc 
so made that they soon put up with persecutions which do not affect them. 
Thus, to humour Berlin and its proselytes, the Vichy government on Fri
day, October 18th, proclaimed its first "Jewish Statute" ! In this, even 
Jews whose families had been established in France for over a hundred 
or a hundred and fifty years, even ex-soldiers and recent combattants 
were debarred from holding commissions in the army, filling political or 
administrative posts or becoming doctors or lawyers (outside a small per
centage). Thus, Jewish talent, despite its outstanding contributions to 
European culture, was debarred every academic position, save in a 
few barely tolerated cases. 

France was reduced to the goose step : vanquished, she was officially· 
converted to the victor's ideology. The defeat of her ideals followed the 
defeat of her arms. In their very birthplace there set in a strong reaction 
to the very principles of 1789, and the "Rights of Man " were trampled 
under the triumphant jackboot of Hitler's soldiers. 

2. HISTORIC ASPECTS. 
Anti-Semitism goes back well over a thousand years. We recall how 

the Crusaders, en route for the Holy Land, worthily preluded their attacks 

t It is no doubt this xenophobia which was responsible for the insertion of the 
shameful Article 19 in the German-Franco armistice agreement. By this Article, 
France undertook to hand over such German political refugees in France as Ger
many named. Such a violation of the right of sanctuary-considered sacred from 
the most ancient times- was two years later to enable Laval's government to 
deliver to Germany thousands of refugee Jews with their wives and children, and 
th'!-t even from the uno~cupied zone. In vain did the French clergy protest and 
stnve to p_rotect them, m vain did indignation swell every generous breast: the 
French policemen had to deliver up the victims to their executioners to die of hunger 
or cold or be massacred in Polish ghettos. 
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on the infidels of Mahomet by many a pogrom on the infidel Jew. 
To-day, however, with the general decline in the old Christian faith, we 
must ask why the new racial faith should have chosen the very same 
infidels to attack : infidels whom it considers even baptism can no 

longer redeem? * * * 
Numerous factors would seem to determine anti-Semitism, which 

doubtless explains why authorities so differ, soJ;De stressing one factor, 
others another. 

I first give the over-simple Christian explanation: if the Jews arc per
secuted it is because they themselves brought their calamities on their 
heads that fatal night when, freeing Barabbas, they condemned Jesus to 
the Cross. Did not the Jews then cry: "Let his blood be upon us and 
upon our children." Thus, from age to age the blood flows! 

Still, there is truth in this barbarous concept of collective responsi
bility. It is certainly largely because Christ was slain that so many Jews 
in ghettos have paid with their lives. Pogroms at first originated from 
religious causes.: thus, every belief while young and strong, must have 
infidels to persecute and mighty religions, to prosper, need flesh and 
blood for their diet. '"-'hat more facile prey then could there be than 
that composed by a religious minority, fierce in its pride, which preserves 
its separate rites and so is contrasted with the surrounding community? 
W·hat better target than a small group close at hand, offered defenceless 
to attack? There was not even the need to start on a Crusade and good 
Christians went eagerly to work. 

Yet the Jew has always had to pay dearly too, in other ways, for his 
dispersion, and his is the curse of having no fatherland to call his own, 
for the countries where, willy-nilly, he was accepted, would not allow 
him to till the soil. Then, since one must eat and feed one's children, the 
Jew was forced into tasks his hosts despised, and so became sometimes 
an artisan but more often a trader. He would barter the products of 
others' labour and clearly levy the best profit he could. Later, he began 
to trade in commodities and then lend monc.y at interest. Since the Jews 
are intelligent, all these enterprises suceeded. Whereupon, after the curse 
of blood, the curse of gold fell upon him, and the impoverished or stripped 
peasant or worker would tum savagely on the man whom Shakespeare 
so magnificently embodies in Shylock. · 

Yet another curse weighed on this race, scattered amid the nations. 
Because of his faith, his changeless rites, though centuries passed he 
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could never merge into the communities by which he was surrounded. 
Thus, everywhere he seemed a stranger. Then, since we know that for 
primitive man-as for the unconscious in which the primitive survives in 
us all-stranger is synonymous with enemy, whenever some calamity, so 
frequent in life, befell a nation, it seemed natural to attach the responsi
bility to the stranger who, as scapegoat, must pay. Pay with his blood 
and, where possible, his ducats. 

But another factor is worth mention. The Jew as a Talmudist from 
time immemorial has been moulded to intellectual effort by his religion 
and its subtle dialectics. Very early in the Middle Ages he excelled in 
certain professions, of which medicine was one. Certain Jewish doctors 
had even the honour of attending the Popes. Thus, the workers' agclong 
hatred of the intellectual was bound also to turn against the Jews and 
co~tribute to the revolts staged by Christians, peasants, craftsmen or 
kmghts against these beings who did not toil with their hands and 
who shone with the evil and magic aura of wisdom. 
. I believe these four main causes, in varying degree, to be still opera

tive today in a number of places, despite tlie defeat of Hitler, the Pope 
of the racial creed. 

* * * 
But let us hear what one of the greatest Jewish minds has to say on 

the causes of anti-Semitism . 
. I~ the last work he published before his death, Moses and Mo~o

thezsm . Freud puts forward the hypothesis (already advanced before hllll 
by Sel.lm and even Goethe), that the founder of the Mosaic religion, an 
Egyptian and disciple of the revolutionary Pharoah Ikhnaton, was prob
ably assassinated by the Jews before they reached the promised land. 
Thus the original murder of the father of the primal horde2 would have 
been re-enacted on the person of a new "father." And just because they 
had .thus re-enacted humanity's immemorial crime, the Hebrews, in 
reaction to the guilt they must have doubly felt but could not endure, a~ 
well as in d' · · . repu Iatlon of the parricidal act, raised up a father-cult supenm 
to anythmg before; namely their implacably monotheistic religion domi· 
nated by the grim figure of Jehovah. 

But let us see what the consequences of such an attitude would hav! 
been: 

1 s· I a Ig~und Fdreud: Der Mann .Moses und die monothr.istische Religion: Allert d1 
~ ,?-8ge, mste(r2)am, 1939. A.foses and Monotheism, 1939. Hogarth Press, London 

- • ee note , p. 1 7, 
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"The poor Jewish people," writes Freud\ "who with its usual stiff
necked obduracy continued to deny the murder of their ' father,' has 
dearly expiated this in the course of centuries. Over and over again they 
heard the reproach : you killed your God. And this reproach is true, if 
rightly interpreted. It says, in reference to the history of religion : you 
won't admit that you murdered God (the archetype of God, the primreval 
Father and his reincarnations). Something should be added, namely: 
' It is true we did the same thing, but we admitted it, and since then we 
have been purified.' 

" Not all accusations with which anti-Semitism pursues the descend
ants of the Jewish people arc based on such good foundations. There 
must, of course, be more than one reason for a phenomenon of such 
intensity and lasting strength as the popular hatred of the Jews. A whole 
series of reasons can be divined : some of them, which need no interpre
tation, arise from obvious considerations; others lie deeper and spring 
from secret sources, which one would regard as the specific motives. In 
the first group the most fallacious is the reproach of their being foreign
ers, since in many places nowadays under the sway of anti-Semitism the 
Jews were the oldest constituents of the population or arrived even before 
the present inhabitants. This is so, for exan1ple, in the town of Cologne, 
where the Jews came with the Romans, before it was colonised by Ger
manic tribes. Other grounds for anti-Semitism are stronger, as for 
example, the circumstance that Jews mostly live as a minority, and the 
numerical weakness of the minority invites suppression. Two other 
peculiarities that the Jews possess, however, are quite unpardonable. The 
first is that in many respects they are different from their 'hosts.' Not 
fundamentally so, since they arc not a foreign Asiatic race-as their 
enemies maintain-but mostly consist of the remnants of Mediterranean 
peoples and inherit their culture. Yet they are different-although some
times it is hard to define in what respects-especially from the Nordic 
peoples, and racial intolerance finds stronger expression-strange to say
in regard to small differences than to fundamental ones. The second 
peculiarity has an even more pronounced effect. It is that they defy 
oppression, that even the most cruel persecutions have not !.ucceeded in 
exterminating them. On the contrary, they show a capacity for holding 
their own in practical life and, where they are admitted, they make 
valuable contributions to the surrounding civilisation. 

1 I.e. pp. 143-148. 
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" The deeper motives of anti-Semitism have their roots in times long 
past; they come from the unconscious and I am quite prepared to hear 
that what I am going to say will at first appear incredible. I venture to 
assert that the jealousy which the Jews evoked in the other peoples by 
maintaining that they were the first-hom, favourite child of God the 
Father has not yet been overcome by those others, just as if the latter 
had given credence to the assumption. Furthermore, among the c~stoms 
t~~ough which the Jews marked off their aloof position, that of e~rcum
cts.lOn made a disagreeable, uncanny impression on others. The explan
atiOn probably is that it reminds them of the dread castration idea and 
~f thi~gs in their primeval past which they would fain forget. Then 
lhere ts lastly the most recent motive of the series. \Ve must not forget 
that all the peoples who now excel in the practice of anti-Semitis~ 
became Christians only in relatively recent times, sometimes fo~·ccd to ,!t 
by bloody co~ pulsion. One might say, they are all "badly chnstcned . ; 
under the thm veneer of Christianity they have remained what thetr 
anc~stors were, barbarically polytheistic. They have not yet overcome 
thetr gru?ge ag~inst the new religion which was forced on them, and they 
have proJected tt on to the source from which Christianity came to them. 
The fact t'!"tat the Gospels tell a story which is enacted among Jews, and in 
truth tre~ts only of Jews, has facilitated such a projection. The h~t~ed 
for J~datsm is at bottom hatred for Christianity, and it is not suq~nsmg 
that m the German National-Socialist revolution this close :onnectlOn ?f 
the two monotheistic religions finds such clear expression m the hostile 

treatment of both." 

A living illustration of this latter motive in German anti-Semitism 
a~pears in Alfred Rosenberg's The Myth of the XXth Century, a ~ort ~£ 
Btble of the young National S . 1" 1" . Here we find the dmboh-" . - oc1a 1st re 1g10n. 
cal Synan" spirit attacked: the spirit of Evil emb~died in both Jc':s 

* 

and the Roman Church. Jew d J. "t re here lumped together m 
co t t . h h an esu1 a n :as ~lt t e shining virtues of the Aryan and Nordic in whom every 

posstble v1rtue resides. 

3. FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS. 

A pheno~enon so persistent and resurgent in various forms through-
out the centunes must E th" tl t . . . ' nevertheless, serve some purpose. very mg 1a 
1s, 1s natural, 1s an adage which covers even the worst crimes that, in the 
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eyes of moralists, have sullied history. It is fitting, therefore, to enquire 
dispassionately what function anti-Semitism may fulfil in the lives of 
nations? 

(a) Magical Function. 

Fraser,· in his cycle The Golden Bough, gives many instructive and 
interesting instances from this aspect : 

"The notion that we can transfer our guilt and suffering to some 
other being who will bear them for us is familiar to the savage mind. It 
arises from a very obvious confusion between the physical and the mental, 
between the material and the immaterial. Because it is possible to shift 
a load of wood, stones, or what not, from our own back to the back of 
another, the savage fancies that it is equally possible to shift the burden 
of his pains and sorrows to another. who will suffer them in his stead. 
Upon this idea he acts and the result is an endless number of very 
unamiable devices for palming off upon someone else the trouble which 
man shrinks from bearing himself." 1 

In this way, Frazer explains, a man can transfer his discomforts to 
inanimate objects : to stones, sticks, plants, animals or men : 

" In the western district of the island of Timor, when men or women 
are making long or tiring journeys, they fan themselves with leafy 
branches, which they afterwards throw away on particular spots where 
their forefathers did the same before them. The fatigue which they felt 
is thus supposed to have passed into the leaves and been left behind. 
Others usc stones instead of leaves. Similarly in the Barbar archipelago 

. tired people will strike themselves with stones, believing that they thus 
transfer to the stone the weariness which they felt in their own. bodies. 
They then throw away the stone in places which are specially set apart 
for the purpose. A like belief and practice in many distant parts of the 
world have given rise to those cairns or heaps of sticks and leaves which 
travellers often observe beside the path and to which every passing native 
adds his contribution in the shape of a stone or stick, or leaf. Thus in 
the Solomon and Banks Islands the natives are wont to throw sticks, 
stones, or leaves upon '• heap at a.place of steep descent, or where a diffi
cult path begins, saying, " There goes my fatigue." The act is not a 
religious rite. for the thing thrown on the heap is not an object with 
spiritual powers and the words which accompany the act are not a prayer. 

1 Fraser: The Golden Bough: The Scapegoat, p. 1. Macmillan & Co., London, 
1919. 
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It is nothing but a magical ceremony for getting rid of fatigue which the 
simple savage fancies he can embody in a stick, leaf, or stone, and so cast 
it from him." 1 

" ... Among the Sihakana of Madagascar, when a man is very sick, 
his relatives are sometimes bidden by the diviner to cast out the evil by 
means of a variety of things, such as a stick of a particular sort of tree, a 
rag, a pinch of earth from an ant's nest, a little money or what not. What
ever they may be, they are brought to the patient's house and held by a 
man near the door while an exorcist stands in the house and pronounces the 
fo~ula necessary for casting out the disease. When he has done, the 
~hmgs are thrown away in a southward direction and all the people 
m the house, including the sick man if he has strength enough, shake 
their loose robes and spit towards th~ door in order to expedite the de
parture of the malady."2 

Now let us quote some examples of the transfer of disease to 
animals: 

. " A Guinea negro who happens to be unwell will sometimes tie a live 
chicken round his neck so that it lies on his breast. When the bird flaps 
its wings. or cheeps, the man thinks it a good sign, supposing the chicken 
to be ~ffi1cted with the very pain from which he hopes soon to be released, 
or wluch he would otherwise have to endure. When a Moor has a head
ache he will sometimes take a lamb or a goat and beat it till it falls down, 
believing that the headache will thus be transferred to the animal." 3 

Or again: 
" Some of the Todas of the Nilgherry hills in like manner let loose 

a calf as a funeral ceremony; the intention may be to transfer the sins 
~f dt.he deceased to the animal. In Kumaon, a district of North West 

n Ia: the custom of letting loose a bullock as a scapegoat at a funeral is 
o:cdasiOna.lly observed. A bell is hung on the bullock's neck, and bells are 
tie to h1s feet d h . . . . . 

h • an t e ammal 1s told that 1t IS to be let go m order to 
save t e spirit of th d . the b II k' . e eceased from the torments of hell. Sometimes 
d. u 0~ s nght quarter is branded with a trident and the left with a 

lSctus.. erhaps the original intention of such customs was to banish the 
con ag10n of de h · d h . at by means of the animal, which carried it away and so 
msure t e hfe f h "4 

0 t e survivors. The idea of sin is not primitive. 
1 • 
2 Op. CLt., pp. 8 _ g 

l.c.,p.213 · 
3 I.e., p. 31. · 
4 I.e., p. 37. 
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Yet the idea of the sin which must be expelled may come to include 
practically all the " evil " to be driven out, as with Hebrews of old and 
their rigid moral i~junctions. We are familiar enough with the Hebrew 
ceremony which the Bible describes. 

" On the day of atonement, which was the tenth day of the seventh 
month, the Jewish priest laid both his hands on the head of a 1ive goat 
and confessed over it all the iniquities of the children of Israel and having 
thereby transferred the sins of the people to the beast, sent it away into 
the wilderness., 1 

By losing their sins, the people also at the same stroke found them
~elves delivered of the ills visited on them and in this roundabout way, as 
It were, were freed from all their sufferings. 

Let us pass now to the transference of evil to men : 

. " The scapegoat upon whom the sins of the people are periodically 
lai.d, may also be a human being. At Onitsha on the Niger, two human 
bemgs used to be annually sacrificed to take away the sins of the land 
The victims were purchased by public subscription. All persons , h · 
d . . . v o, 

unng the past year, had fallen mto gross sms, such as incendiarism 
theft, adultery, witchcraft, and so forth, were expected to contribut~ 
twenty-eight ngugas or a little over two pounds. The money thu 1 1 d sco-ecte was taken into the interior of the country and expended · h 

Inte purc~ase of two sickly persons ' to be offered as a s~crifice for all the 
aboll_lmable crimes-one for the land and one for the nver.' A man from 
a neighbouring town was hired to put them to death. On the 27 h 
February, 1858, the Rev. J. C. Taylor witnessed the sacrifice of t of 
th . . b t . one of ese VIctims. The sufferer was a woman a ou mneteen or tw 
f enty year o age. They dragged her alive along the ground, face downward s 

th TF. • d' f t 'I s, from e .l'>..Ing's house to the nver, a !stance .o wo mi es, the crowd 
accompanied her crying, 'Wickedness! Wickedness!' The int . s who 
' d ' Tl b ention w to take away the iniquities of the Ian · 1e ody was dr as 
in a merciless manner as if the weight of all their wickedn agged along 
carried away. Similar customs are said to be still secretly ess W~s thus 

. · · Practised b many tribes on the delta of the N1ger, m sp1te of the vig'I Y 
B . . 1 ance f h ntish government." 0 t e 

"After a war (among the Banyoros) the gods somet1·..,.. k' •ues ad . 1ng to send back a scapegoat in order to free the warriors f Vise the 
-- . rom some evi'l ·--------1 op. cit., pp. 210 - 211. ------
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that had attached itself to the army. One of the women slaves, a cow, 
a goat, a fowl, and a dog would be chosen from among the captives and 
sent back to the borders of the country whence they had come : there they 
were maimed and left to die. After that the army would be pronounced 
clean and allowed to return to the capital." 1 

But it is not only among savages that these practices are found. 
What higher civilisation than the Hellene? Y ct " in civilised Greece, 
whenever Marseille, one of the busiest and most brilliant of Greek 
colonie~, was ravag~d by a plague, a man of the poorer classes used to 
offer. h1mself as a scapegoat. For a whole year he was maintained at the 
pubhc expense, being fed on choice and pure food. At the expiry of the 
year, he was dressed in sacred garments, decked with holy branches, and 
led through the whole city, while prayers were uttered that all the evils 
of the people might fall on his head. He was then cast out of the city 
or stoned to death by the people outside the walls. The Athenians 
regu~arly maintained a number of degraded and useless beings at the 
pubhc expense and when any calamity, such as plague, drought or famine, 
befel the city they sacrificed two of these outcasts as scapegoats. One 
of the victims was sacrificed for the men, and the other for the women. 
Th: former wore round his neck a string of black, the latter a string of 
whtte figs. Sometimes, it seems, the victim slain on behalf of the women 
was a woman. They were led about the city and then sacrificed, appar
ently by being stoned to death outside the city. But such sacrifices were 
not confined to extraordinary occasions of public calamity. It appears 
that every )" · M t · · year, at the festival of the Tharge m, m ay, wo Vlchms one 
for the men and one for the women, were Jed out of Athens and st~ned 
to death Th · · bl" 1 "fi d · e c1ty of Abdera m Thrace was pu 1c y pun e once a 
year and o f 
d h ne o the burghers set apart for the purpose, was stoned to 

eat as ' . 
· d a scapegoat or vicarious sacrifice for the hfe of all the others; 

stx ays bef h" . d ' . 
alon . ore 1s execution he was excommumcate m order that he 

~. mtght bear the sins of all the people.' " 2 

Isla dFrom the Lover's Leap, a white bluff at the southern end of their 
n '·the L · 1 · · I · h scap eucadtans used annually to hur a cnmma mto t e sea as a 
egoat B f d 1" b" d to h" · ut to lighten his fall they astene tve 1r s and feathers 
1m and fl . . h" 

him b a ottlla of small boats wa1ted below to catch 1m and convey 
eyond the boundary. Probably these humane precautions were a 

~ op. cit., p. 195 
I.e., PP. 254 - iss. 
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mitigation of an earlier custom of flinging the scapegoat into the sea to 
drown . . . The Leucadian ceremony took place at the time of the sacri
fice to Apollo, who had a temple or sanctuary on the spot. Elsewhere 
it ~was customary to cast a young man every year into the sea, with the 
prayer, 'Be thou our off-scouring.' This ceremony was supposed to rid 
the people of the evils by which they were beset, or according to a some
what different interpretation, it redeemed them by paying the debt they 
owed to the sea· god. As practised by the Greeks of Asia Minor in the 
sixth century before our era the custom of the scapegoat was as follows : 
When a city suffered from plague, famine, or other public calamity, an 
ugly or deformed person was chosen to taken upon himself all the evils 
that afflicted the community. He was brought to a suitable place, where 
dried figs, a barley loaf, and cheese were put into his hand. These he 
ate. Then he was beaten seven times upon his genital organs with squills 
and branches of the wild fig and other wild trees while the flute played a 
particular tune. Afterwards he was burned on a pyre built of the wood 
of forest trees and his a·shes were cast into the sea. A similar custom 
appears to have been annually celebrated by the Asiatic Greeks at the 
festival of Thargelia." 1 

But nowhere perhaps does the transference to a scapegoat of the ills 
affecting a whole nation assume a more picturesque form than in this 
account: 

" In the jataka, or collection of Indian stories which relate the many 
transmigrations of the Buddha, there is an instructive tale which sets 
forth how sins and misfortunes can be transferred by means of spittle to 
a holy ascetic. A lady of easy virtue, we are told, had lost the favour of 
King Dandaki and bethought herself how she could recover it. As she 
walked in the park revolving these things in her mind, she spied a devout 
ascetic named Kisavaccha. A thought struck her. 'Surely,' said she to 
herself, ' this must be III-luck. I will get rid of my sin on his person and 
then go and bathe.' No sooner said than done. Chewing her toothpi'ck 
she collected a large clot of spittle in her mouth with which she 
beslavercd the matted locks of the venerable man and having hurled her 
toothpick at his head into the bargain, she departed with a mind at peace 
and bathed. The stratagem was entirely successful; for the king took her 
into his good graces again. Not long after it chanced that the king 
deposed his domestic chaplain from his office. Naturally chagrined at 

t op. cit., pp. 253 - 254. 
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this loss of royal favour, the cler'gyman repaired to the king's light o' love 
and enquired how she had contrived to recapture the monarch's affection. 
She told him frankly how she had got rid of her sin and emerged without 
a stain on her character by simply spitting on the head of Ill-Luck in the 
royal park. The chaplain took the hint, and hastening to the park 
bespattered in like manner the sacred locks of the holy man; and in con
sequence he was soon reinstated in office. It would have been well if the 
thing had stopped there, but unfortunately it did not. By and by it 
happened that there was a disturbance on the king's frontier, and the 
king put himself at the head of his army to go forth and fight. An 
unhappy idea occurred to his domestic chaplain. Elated by the success 
of the expedient which had restored him to royal favour, he asked the 
king, 'Sire, do you wish for victory or defeat? 'Why for victory, of 
c~urse,' replied the king. 'Then you take my advice,' said the chaplain, 
'JUst go and spit on the head of Ill-Luck, who dwells in the royal park; 
you will thus transfer all your sin to his person.' It seemed to the king 
a capital idea and he improved on it by proposing that the whole army 
s~ould accompany him and get rid of their sins in like manner. They all 
did so, beginning with the king and the state of the holy man's head 
w~en they had all done is something frightful to contemplate. But even 
this was not the worst. For after the king had gone, up came the com
~ander-i~-chief, and seeing the sad plight of the pious ascetic, he t~ok 
pity on hun and had his poor bedabbled hair thoroughly washed. 1 he 
fat~l consequence of this kindly meant but most injudicious shampoo may 
easily be anticipated. The sins whicl; had been transferred by the saliva 
to the person of the devotee were now restored to their respective owners 
and to punish them for their guilt fire fell from heaven and destroyed the 
whole hngd f · ' ' om or sixty leagues round about.'' 1 

. Thus we see what danger lies in wanting to save scapegoats from 
theu fate ! What would have happened, for example, to the poor child
ren of Adam, had some ill-advised philanthropist saved Jesus from the 
Cross? · 

But for centuries the Israelites have enacted the part of " Ill-Luck " 
t~ the nations among whom they are scattered and the part that in 1940 
theyHh~d to play in conqu~red France after ye;rs of such treatment under 
t e Itle ' · · ' 

. r reg~me, Is well revealed by what one of the most notorious 
anti-Semitic 1·ou r· · . I __ rna Ists m France said to me when I reproached him that 

1 op. cit., pp. 41 • 42. 
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summer for the hatred he stirred up. After referring to the harm done to 
France by the numerous strikes that took place under the ministry of Leon 
Blum, he said : "Anyway, one can't deny we're living in a period of 
revolution ... there's been no bloodshed yet ... but the masses have. 
got to work their feelings off on someone, they must find victims s~me
where ... So it will have to be the Jews ... " True, other sections, 
at diverse times. have fulfilled a similar function : one need only mention 
witches in the Middl~ Ages, the different heretics of the Inquisition, the 
Jesuits, the priests and monks in anti-clerical periods, the "suspects:· 
under the Revolution, the " bourgeois " under the Soviets. Each in their 
turn have been Evil incarnate; accursed, whose persecution, expulsion 
or extermination must ensure the nation's happiness. And the Jews, for 
the many reasons with which we have already dealt and for others we 
shall see, seem doomed always to be chosen for persecution, a part they 
still play to-day. Thus, in the Xt'Xth Century, whipped up by Hitler, 
we saw the most savage, most widespread outburst of anti-Semitism ever 
known. 

(b) Social Functio11. 

The most common, most widespread accusation against the Jews, 
even from those who did not share the National-Socialist creed, was that 
the Jews are a "disintegrating ferment." I have myself heard it repeated 
by very sober individuals, university professors for instance, with little 
interest in political credos, and wholly absorbed in their work. 

I shall not insult these intellectuals in their detachment by suggesting 
that their tolerance of the racial laws which were promulgated in France, 
thereby expelling Jewish professors and rivals from University posts, had 
a more or less unconscious "economic infrastructure." They were 
already at the top and they were patriots. What haunted them was the 
spectre of Blum and his sincere humanitarianism which, expl~ited by so 
many strikes at the time, disrupted the war industry of France on the 
very eve of battle. 

The Jew then is said to be a "disintegrating fe1mcnt." What Jew, 
one asks? Clearly, those who accuse Israel of being a " disintegrating 
ferment" think first and foremost of the Bolshevist Jew. And we know 
how Hitler, in 1\1 ein Kampf, characterises the Jews' gradual and " para
sitic" conquest of his hosts. Beginning by describing how they first 
infiltrated into various nations, Hitler says : 
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" A tremendous economic development transformed the social 
structure of the nation . . . 1 and society became more and more 
divided into manual workers and intellectual workers .... The division 
created between employer and employee," he continues, "seems now 
to have extended to all branches of life. How far this Judaizing pro
cess has been allowed to take effect among our people is illustrated 
by the fact that manual labour not only receives practically no recog
nition, but is even considered degrading. That is not a natural 
German attitude ... 2 

"The Jew ~hen 'kowtowed' to the worker, hypocritically pre
tended to feel p1ty for him and his lot, and even to be indignant at 
the misery and poverty which the worker had to endure. That is 
the way in which the Jew endeavoured to gain the confidence of the 
working classes. He showed himself eager to study their various 
hardships, whether real or imaginary, and strove to awaken a yeam
ing on the part of the workers to change the conditions under which 
they lived. The Jew artfully enkindled that innate yearning for 
social justice which is a typical Aryan characteristic. Once that 
yearning became alive it was transformed into hatred against those 
in more fortunate circumstances of life. The next stage was to give 
a precise philosophical aspect ·to the struggle for the elimination of 
social wrongs. And thus the Marxist doctrine was invented . . ."3 

" By categorically repudiating the personal worth of the indi
vidual and also of the nation and its racial constituent, this doctrine 
destroys the fundamental basis of all civilisation; for civilisation 
essentially depends on these very factors. . . "' 

Hitler then describes how: 

"the propaganda which the freemasons had carried on among 
the so-called intelligentzia, whereby their pacifist teaching paralysed 
the instinct for national self-preservation, was now extended to the 
broad masses of the workers and bourgeoisie by means of the Press, 
which wets almost everywhere in Jewish hands. To those two 
instruments of disintegration, a third, and still more ruthless one was 
added, namely, the organisation of brute physical force among the 
masses ... "" · 
At the same time he systematically endeavours to lower the racial 

qualities of a people by seducing its women and adulterating their blood : 

"For as long as a people remain racially pure and are conscious 

1 .Hein Kampf, p. 265. 
2J.e., pp. 266/7. 
3 I.e., p. 268. 
4 I.e., p. 268. 
"I.e., p. 269. 
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of the treasure of their blood, they can never be overcome by the 
Jew." 1 

" In the field of politics he now begins to replace the idea of 
democracy by introducing the dictatorship of the proletariat," 2 

which he counts on ruling, thereby realising his age-old dream of world 
domination. For: 

" in the masses organized under Marxist banners he has found 
a weapon which makes it possible for him to discard democracy, so 
as to subjugate and rule in a dictatorial fashion by the aid of brute 
force. He is systematically working in two ways to bring about this 
revolution. These ways are the economic and the political 
respectivcly."3 

Again " Aided by international influences" (high finance and 
11apcist organisations) " he forms a ring of enemies around those 
nations which have proved themselves too sturdy for him in with
standing attacks from within. He would like to force them into war 
and then, if it should be necessary to his plans, he will unfurl the 
banners of revolt even while the troops are actually fighting at the 
front." 4 

" Economically he brings about the destruction of the State by 
a systematic method of sabotaging social enterprises until these 
become so costly that they are taken out of the hands of the State 
and then submitted to the control of Jewish finance. Politically he 
works to withdraw from the State its means of subsistence inasmuch 
as he undennines the foundations of national resistance and defence, 
destroys the confidence which the people have in their Government, 
reviles the past and its history and drags everything national into 
the gutter." 

" Culturally his activity consists in bowdlerising art, literature 
and the theatre, holding the expressions of national sentiment up to 
scorn, overturning all concepts of the sublime and beautiful, the 
worthy and the good, finally dragging the people down to the level 
of his own low mentality. 

" Of religion he makes a mockery. Morality and decency are 
described as antiquated prejudices, and thus a systematic attack is 
made to undermine those last foundations on which the national 
being must rest if the nation is to struggle for its existence in this 
world."5 

"The Jew triumphs and will rule and thus become 'the Jew 
ot the Blood, the tyrant of the peoples .... ' Russia furnishes the 

1 op. cit., p. 273. 
2 I.e., p. 273. 
3 I.e., p. 273. 
4 I.e., p. 273. 
5 I.e., p. 274. 
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most terrible example of such slavery. In that country the Jew killed 
or starved thirty millions of the people, in a bout of savage fanaticisrn 
and partly by the employment of inhuman torture. And he did this 
so that a gang of Jewish literati and financial bandits should domi
nate ove: a great people." 1 

Thus, Hitler, in these pages dedicated to the" evolution of Judaism'' 
haws us in his inflammatory style how the Jew, that devil incarnate, 
1ecomes an ever increasingly virulent " ferment of disintegration." 

* * -li-

So debatable a simplification of the Jewish problem, however,· could 
lever be accepted by any thinking person. Its weaknesses, and there 
're :nany, may easily be refuted. One has merely to remember that, 
le:p~te Its Jewish author, Marxism derives far less from the Mosaic 
~hgiOn, aristocratic in form, than from an egalitarian Christianity plus 
.rennan philosophy through its high priest Hegel. As to Christianity's 
lrogressive decay and the consequent dawn of new social credos, that 
~~e mainly to pass in the last two centuries : first in France, in the 
f IIIth Century under the hammer-blows of the Encyclopredists-none 
~ whom Were particularly Jews, as ·well as those of Voltaire, Diderot, 
rousseau-and then in the XIXth Century under the still weightier blows 

1• G~rman philosophy from Hegel to Nietzsche plus the methodical inves. 
lgatron of sacred dogmas and texts. In Russia, whose Bolshevist dawn. 
vas t · s amed with the blood of many a massacre, allowance must be made 
or the A · · d · h C · · Slabc barbarism of the motley races groupe m t e zanst empire. 
) :'-nd though Leon Trotsky and other People's Commissars were 
'-USslan J I . I . ews, it is generally forgotten that t 1e great arc utect of the 
roung So . h 
;1 . VIet state was Lenin christened Ulyanov, w o was doubtless of 

av ongi · ' d I h' nth n With Mongol traits as his face shows, an t 1at 1s successor 
e task St 1' . ' B ' a m, 1s a Caucasian. 

:ions t~t now, leaving Russia and Germany, let us see how far the accusa. 
:aces, c:t the_ Jew is a " disintegrating ferment," a "parasite" on other 

n be Justified 
. * * * France 

1'h contains many kinds of Jew. Let us consider them separately, 
lectuai ~~owcre, for instance,_ socia~ist and_ eommun~st Je":s. The int:I
;wings 1 f lacks that place m society whtch he thmks h1s due, readily 
1nsuccese /' ~nd this is often so with many a Jewish intellectual when 
~e, which is far from common with them. But such a 

1 op. cit 2 ._ ., p. 74. 
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. 
claim to success is not exclusive only to the " resentful " race, "le peuple 
du ressentiment," as Nietzsche calls them. It may be found in all 
embittered intellectuals who hope some social upheaval will at last accord 
them a. position worthy of their imagined merits. Thus, the Jews, m 
socialist or communist movements, are only disintegrating ferments m 
so far as socially discontented. And indeed, for the Jew, there 1s 
often cause for resentment against society! 

In France too, there is the merchant Jew. When he is successful, it 
can profit him nothing to work to " disintegrate., the society by which he 
lives : if he is the " disintegrator" it must be much against his will. No 
doubt a moneylender eventually exhausts the soil on which he lives, but 
Shylock today, in Western countries, no longer dwells in ghettos. As for 
our rich Jewish antiquaries, why should they wish to ruin a prosperous 
France which welcomes the strangers to whom their treasures are sold? 

Also in France there were the Rothschilds with all their inter
national family affiliations. Hitler attacked high finance as violently 
as International Marxism. Everything international is by nature 
and definition hateful to nationalism a~ a threat of outside inter
ference with the national structure. Since high finance is perforce anti
jingo, or to coin a word "un-jingo," it docs, as a result, secrete a certain 
" disintegrating fennent" of the worst forms of nationalism. But it is 
difficult to conceive or accept its collusion with Marxism, denounced so 
often by Hitler and others. High finance and the Workers' International 
are perforce antagonistic. "Workers of the world, unite!" Against 
whom? Against bellicose nationalism which drives the workers to mutual 
slaughter. But " unite" against the bankers, is also implied! 

There remains another class of Jews, the intellectual. France also 
had Widal and Debre who enriched science and the art of prolonging life. 
Then there was Henri Bergson, the philosopher of intuition and of life, 
whose way of living was wholly ascetic and who, in Paris, under the Ger
man occupation, died from lack of the fuel to warm his frail limbs. Were 
any of these Jewish intellectuals particularly a disintegrative ferment? 
Widal? Debre? Bergson? And must one, alas, confess yes! 

It is simply because every intellectual is a "disintegrative fennent" 
amid the religious and mystical groupings which the nations of Europe 
strive to establish, spurred on by their young nationalist creeds. But this 
is not particular to the Jews. Writing this modest study, I myself am a 
" disintegrative ferment." At all times intellectuals have been that as 

J 
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regards other creeds and other religions : such as, to cite one of the great
est examples, Galileo brought before the Inquisition for maintaining that 
the earth turned. No faith, while it retains its youthful vigour will 
tolerate liberty of thought; its very breath is intolerance and dogma. But 
the tendency of intellectuals is free enquiry into facts and human activ
ities of which creeds and dogmas form part. 

That is again why, consistently enough, Hitler in his books equally 
condemned Jews and German "professors." That the war, in 1918, was 
lost, according to him, was because German schools, instead of teaching 
~he boys to box and so developing their fighting spirit, created too many 
mtellectuals. 

" All this could only happen because our superior scholastic 
syst~m did not train men to be real men but merely civil servants, 
engm.eers, technicians, literateurs, jurists and, finally, professors, so 
that mtellectualism should not die out." 1 • 

Thus the persecution to which German intellectuals were subjected 
by the National Socialist Revolution almost equalled that suffered by the 
Jews, a fate endured at first by intellectuals in most revolutions. As a 
result, most of the glories of German thought and science, Jew·or non
Jew, were forced to emigrate. Faiths will only tolerate those who bend 
to the dis · 1· · · d"d · · d . Cip me they 1mpose. Some m Germany 1 , 1t 1s true, an 
remamed, but at the cost of surrendering their intellectual independence. 
. We can now therefore answer our first question-is the Jewish 
mtellectual " · · h h · · 
f a disintegrative ferment "-by answermg t at e 1s, m so 
ar as acco d" l h l"b 1 f . ' r mg to the young nationalist credos, 1e c oases 1 era pro-
esslons A d . l J . h . 11 1 
f · n smce, given his talent and energy t 1e ew1s mte ectua 

0 ten does h · · r B 
th . ' e Is feared and persecuted by intolerant natJOna Isms. ut 

at Is less fo b . I 
r emg a Jew than for being an intellectua ·· 

* * ·li-
The J f · 1 r · ew, however be he merchant or intellectual, per orce IS a ways 

po l.hcally liberal, for liberalism which after '89, gave him egress from his 
ancient g~ettos, is the one air in whi~h he can live and breathe. Conse-
quently, his . . d . th 
B · · h .cause IS Identical with that of the great emocractes, e 

ntis Empire d 
B . . . an the United States. 

Ut It IS J h" · f h . . 
h . h ust t Is community of ideals this pursmt o t e same air m 

w IC to breath h ' · · · h · t · I e, t at enabled German propaganda-d1stortmg IS onca 

Bev~n~s and confounding cause with effect-to proclaim that fighting 
ntam was the " . · h" h 
1 • agent of mternational Jewry." Britam, however, w IC 

Mem Kampf, p. 344. 
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would have defended her Empire with equal tenacity had there been 
Jews or not, seemed to the Jews in their persecution a sanctuary which a 
British victory would assure. So, too, with the U.S.A. 

But liberalism is a disintegrative agent of every creed, since it per
mits them to be criticised and discussed. And when he is a brain-worker, 
the liberal Jew with his strong Talmudic tradition is a formidable intel-
lectual adversary for the new dogmas. . 

Thus the Jew, as both intellectual and liberal, is a disintegrant of the 
regimes by which he is oppressed. But every liberal, every intellectual, 
everyone dissatisfied, is so too, whether he be Gentile or Jew. 

(c) Political Function. 

Despite its many injustices that outrage both feeling and reason and 
despite its persecution of the loftiest intelligences, as witness Einstein 
driven from Berlin and Freud from Vienna, anti-Semitism, in its political 
aspect, may have an important service to fulfil. 

. In Spring 1941, Germany's motorised armies, swift on the heels of 
her overwhelming air force, chose a new prey, the Balkans, where heroic 
Greece; adding lustre to her deeds at Marathon and Missolonghi, for five 
long months, in Albania's mountains and snows, held the Italian 
onslaught. Like Yugoslavia, however, she was quickly overthrown. 
Then from Cape North to Crete, all Europe endured the German yoke, 
the National Socialist formula for which was that all Europe had at last 
re-entered the blessed framework of the New Order: all, that 
was, but Russia, whose account the Germans thought they would soon 
settle. 

The New Order was an economic one: it intended to establish 
mutually profitable barter relations between victor and vanquished. 

The New Order also meant that workers would be sent to Germany 
fron: every conquered land, thus freeing equal numbers of Germans to 
specialise in their work of conquest. 

Lastly the New Order stood for the ideological structure which 
underlay the whole National Socialist edifice, with its implicit faith in 
the race, in the divine superiority of the German and in less degree, of 
the "Aryan." To establish the blessed kingdom of these elect on earth 
however, their antithesis, the Jew, the accursed one, had pitilessly to be 
hunted down that Germany might be purged and Europe thereafter. 
In spite of a Spinoza, an Einstein, a Freud, to cite but the greatest, the 
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Jews en masse were ruled to be not only calamitous, but racially inferior. 
Though true racial experts, conscious of the real superiority or inferiority. 
of different human " races " were deeply shocked, the masses, as ever, 
remained indifferent! Anti-Semitism everywhere made a triumphal 
entry, not in the conquerors' baggage train, but with his vanguard. 

* * 
The hatred in mens' hearts must be vested somewhere. One focus, 

m preference to all others, seemed to attract the rancour of the down
trodden peoples : the invader. And, in fact, much of the free-floating 
hatred did attach itself to the helmets and jackboots of the brutal Ger
mans. They were hated in France and in all occupied countries for the 
short rations, pillaged stores, commandeered homes, furniture " removals," 
gagged press, censored books, tapped telephones, opened letters and the 
infinity of obstacles that hampered the least step :· not to mention the 
ever more frequent deportations, arrests and executions. In short, they 
were hated because people were no longer free, free to eat and drink, 
read, write or speak or move and more important still, to live. Yet con
querors, tyrants and hated though they be, are always in some degree 
admired : every defeated nation is in part a submissive female charmed 
by strength. 

Thus, given the ambivalence of nations which have submitted ta 
their conquerors, part of this " free-floating" hate was free to be vested 
elsewhere. And the Germans, skiiled propagandists as they were, cun_ 
ningly exploited this hate and in all their subject countries focussed it 
on " war-mongers " whom the masses then accused of urging then1 

into a war which they should have known was lost from the start, so 
causing their misfortunes. 

The British who, a~ allies, had been unable to ward off the war, wer~ 
also accused. It was said they had egged other nations on to shed thcit
bloo~ for them and then had only sent a unit or two to help: after which, 
beatmg one of their brilliant " strategic retreats," they had abandoned 
thei~ dupe and his territory to the enemy. So it was with Norway, Holland, 
Belgmm, France, then Yugoslavia and finally Greece .... Thus, part 
of the hatred of the defeated, the hatred which the Germans sought to 
deflect from themselves turned readily against the British. But th~ 
British had gone, one n~ longer saw them in the defeated countries anq 
hatred must be able to visualise what it hates. Nor could the Freemasons 
be forever exploited since all the lodges had been swept away. Ther~ 
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remained, howeyer, the arch-enemy the Jew, devilish and accursed, every
where present and plainly visible in the midst of each conquered race. 

In Hungary,· in Rumania, in Poland, anti-Semitism was always a 
chronic disease, though others would say it was the Jew. But as a result, 
the Hitler dogma of the Jew as the scourge of humanity found ready 
adherents in these East European countries. In Salonika, too, the age-old 
tolerance of the Greeks for those once persecuted by Ferdinand and 
Isabella gave place to new outbreaks against the Sephardim of which 
even certain Greeks did not disapprove, for an anti-Semite slumbers in 
every Christian heart, as in the pocket of every merchant who sees 
a competitor suppressed. I have already dealt with the violent 
resuscitation of anti-Semitism in France, but in Belgium and Holland, too, 
similar phenomena took place, not to mention Fascist Italy which, even 
before the war, few as were her Jews, had begun to fall in line with 
Hitler. Thus, throughout Europe, the Germans were able to muster the 
anti-Semitism latent in each race and so deflect from themselves part of 
the hatred that remained in the hearts of the oppressed.1 

Thus, Hitler's Europe-wide anti-Semitism fitted into a vast design 
and· constituted a sort of " draining-sore" for the latent hostility of the 
European. 

In his" Civilisation and its Discontents " 2 Freud writes: "It is always 
possible to unite considerable numbers of men in love towards one another, 
so long as there are still some remaining as objects for aggressive mani
festations .... one can .... see that it is a convenient and relatively 
harmless form of satisfaction for aggressive tendencies, through which 
cohesion amongst the members of a group is made easier. The Jewish 
people, scattered in all directions as they arc, have in this way rendered 
services whjch deserve recognition to the development of culture in the 
countries where they settled; but unfortunately not all the massacres of 
Jews in the Middle Ages sufficed to procure peace and security for their 
Christian contemporaries. Once the apostle Paul had laid down universal 
love between all men as the foundation of his Christian Community, the 

1 A story current in London towards the end of the war illustrates the anti
Semitism that existed even among Hitler's enemies. A Jewess pushes in front of a 
fish-queue and asks for the best fish on the slab. People protest she is out of her 
turn. She thereupon spits on the fish so that no one else shall buy it. Here, con
cretely expressed, we find the greed, the low and dirty habits which the masses 
attribute to the Jews. 

2 Sigmund Freud: Das Unbid&agen in der K11ltur, 1931: Civilisation and its 
Discontents: trans. Joan Riviere. Hogarth Press, pp. 90-91. 
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inevitable consequence in Christianity was the utmost intolerance towards 
all who remained outside of it .... Neither was it an unaccountable 
chance that the dream of a German world-dominion· evoked a comple
mentary movement towards anti-Semitism; and it is quite intelligible that 
the attempt to establish a new communistic type of culture in Russia 
should find psychological support in the persecution of the bourgeois .. " 

Indeed, these same contemporary Christians or rather Aryans, 
despite the persecutions which gave such relief, none the less vied for 
pre-eminence in slaughtering each other by land, in the air, or at sea. So 
great is the quantity of hate in the human heart that there would always 
seem to be enough to focus on fresh objects. None the less is it true
as Hitler justly suspected-that hatred of a common enemy, in this 
instance the Jew, might have brought together the different European 
races that were bowed under his yoke. For nothing so binds men together 
as hating the same thing. . 

As Hitler wrote: " ... the National Socialist Movement ... 
must open the eyes of our people in regard to foreign nations and 
it must continually remind them of the real enemy who menaces the 
world today. In place of preaching hatred against Aryans from 
whom we may be separated on almost every other ground but with 
whom the bond of kindred blood and the main features of a com
mon civilisation unite us, we must devote ourselves to arousing 
general indignation against the ~aleficent enemy of humanity and 
the real author of all our suffermgs. . . 

"The National Socialist Movem~nt must .see to 1t that at least 1n 
our own country the mortal cn~my IS r~c~gmsed and that the fight 
against him may be a beacon hght pm_ntmg to a new and. better 
period for other nations as well as showmg the way of salvation for 
Aryan humanity in the struggle for its existe~ce. 

" Finally, may reason be our guide and will-power our stre~gth. 
And may the sacred duty of directing our conduct, as I haye pomted 
out, give us perseverance and tenacity; and may our faith be our 
supreme prote~tion." 1 

* * 
Myths beget acts. The bloody glare of this immense war has made 

the results of this savage mythic credo visible. Hitler carried to its logical 
extreme his "sacred duty" of disinfecting Europe of its Jewish "vermin" 
by instituting the slaughterhouses of Poland. 

Thousands, millions, of men, women and children deported from 

t Mein Kampf, p. 521. 
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Ge1many and t~e invaded countries were massed in them and asphyxiated 
in vans or special gas chambers. 

The rest of the world condemned these massacres but could do 
nothing to stop them. And had they been able to act, what would those 
other nations have done that for so long barely opened their frontiers? 

Thus, thanks to the progress of science and German method and 
organisation under the dominion of a savage creed, the greatest Massacre 
of the Innocents in hist01y took place in the XXth Century. 

* * * 
But Hitler's slaughter of the Jews of Europe was his only non-illusory 

victory. 
For, after the German rush, halted at the gates of Alexandria, and 

the German invasion of Russia, stopped outside Stalingrad, Hitler's armies 
began to retreat. 

In November 1942, the Anglo-American armies landed in North 
Africa, then in '1943 invaded Italy, which capitulated. Finally, having 
overcome the submarine menace, obtained air supremacy and subjected 
Germany and the occupied countries to prolonged air bombardment, they 
landed in the North and South of France in the summer of 1944. 

Meanwhile the Soviet armies, in the biggest and longest of all the 
victorious counter-offensives, had freed all Russia, reconquered Poland, 
and were menacing the eastern frontiers of the Reich. 

Thus, on July 20th, German officers, seeing the spectre of defeat, 
attempted the life of the Fuhrer-fanatically determined to resist-and 
to seize power. They failed, but despite a savage purge of the army by 
the Gestapo, the Nazi edifice began to totter to its fall. 

It is not enough to slaughter Jews to win world-dominion! 
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At 10.26 p.m. on May 1st, 1945, Radio Hamburg announced the 
death of Hitler. Next day the Russian advance-guard entered Berlin, 
while their main forces linked up with the British and Americans and 
spread out over East Germany. On May 7th, Adml. Doenitz signed 
the unconditional surrender of the Wehrmacht. 

Bomb and cannon were hushed over Europe. 
But not the anguished groans for, as the Allied armies advanced, 

they uncovered the full horror of the German concentration camps. 

Not Jews alone, but political deportees of all lands, even Germany, 
packed by thousands into camps at Lublin, Auschwitz, Buchenwald. 
Bclsen, Dachau, were brought to light, emaciated and ravaged by hunger~ 
forced labour, torture and blows. Unless, indeed, it was only their bones 
that were seen, piled in great heaps by the crematory ovens. 

A cry of horror rang through the world. Civilisation saw itself faceq 
by this torturing problem : how had a nation as civilised as the Germans 
had recently been, a nation which had produced such great philosophers 
and musicians, relapsed to such barbarism? 

The answers differed. The majority claimed that such cruelty wa 
native to the German character. " Only Germans," they declared s 
" could have perpetrated such horrors; no other nation on earth coulJ 
~ave done such things." This s_tatement w~s based on the beli~f that evil 
1s the monopoly of some special group; m fact, of the devil and hi~ 
mmwn_s. To such eyes, every G_errnan, from the to~teri~g greybearcl_ 
to the mfant, was an incarnate devil, more or less well disgmsed. Whcnc 
the conclusion that it was best to destroy as many Germans as possible.:~ 
This was the "racial" attitude of the Nazis, but inverted and no~ 
transferred to German from Jew. 

Others- convinced Christians- explained this wild outbreak Of 
cruelty as due to the Nazis having abandoned the Christian faith. Gel', 
tainly, as Freud wrote, the Germans were " badly _christened." But thi~ 
abandonment of Christianity was not solely theirs : we sec the sam~ 

154 
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decline among all Christian nations, however numerous their hymns and 
prayers. And it so happens that when Christianity flourished most and 
enjoyed its greatest power, the worst cruelties and massacres were com
mitted in Christ's nan1e-as witness witch trials, the Inquisition and the 
wars of religion. 

Now it is in just this historical fact that the true explanation of the 
Nazi excesses lies. Christians refuse to admit it, yet it alone remains 
convincing. It was not because they had lost the religious spirit but, on 
the contrary because, in them, it was so savagely reborn that the Germans 
could confess themselves so cruel. "The Gods are not immortal, but the 
religious spirit, that is eternal," 1 and if the Nazis in charge of the con
centration camps-those camps of torture and death-slaughter_ed so 
many victims, it was because they obeyed a strict religious injunction, a 
categorical and mystic imperative which made them deem their horrible 
deeds a wholesome purifying task. 

What confronts the world in the slaughters committed in the Nazi 
concentration camps is the ferocious countenance of young and triumph
ant religions, avid for the blood of the heretics who deny their creed. 

With the good conscience of accomplished duty, of serving the true 
faith, the young Nazi believers, in blind obedience to barbarous commands,. 
flogged their slave workers, men, women and children and turned lethal 
gases on to Jews or workers too weak or ill to toil. In one such camp, a 
German doctor relentlessly working his sick or dying Commando prisoners 
to death, declared : " Their last ounce of energy belongs to ' Greater 
Germany'" (Ihre letzten Krafte gehoren Gross Deutschland)2• Certain 
of these German doctors, devoted in addition to the limitless cult of 
their science, would remorselessly use these doomed heretics for their 
experiments. 

\Vith the same good conscience, the Inquisitors once sent Christian
ity's heretics to the torture chamber or stake and the judges of the Terror 
the heretics of the young revolutionary faith to the guillotine. 

With the same good conscience of duty done, the Russians sent and 
send to the deadly Siberian or Turkestan steppes or to the camps of Kaluga 

1 Les dieux ne sont pas immortels, mois !'esprit religieux, lui, est eternel. Gustave 
Le Bon: Lois psychologiqlles de l'evollltion des peuples, Paris, Alcan. Livre IV., 
chap. II. 

2 As told by Dr. Paul Schiff on his return from captivity in the prison hospital 
at Rottcnmiinster, where he heard this said by a German doctor, since reported 
to the War Crimes Commission. See also the secret orders of Rimmler as revealed 
at the Nuremberg trial. London Times, 15th December, 1945. 
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the nobles and bourgeois of the regions they occupy or hold, heretics. as 
they are of the new egalitarian faith which fanaticises the Soviet Empire. 

Nothing is more terrible than faith. It is the greatest xnyth of ali 
which asserts that religion is always beneficent and softens xnen's he~rt:. 
Whatever they contain, even if, like Christ's, love is their doctrine, t eir 
youthful onset is always rough and cruel, for intolerance is their laW. 

Here one recalls certain reflections lent by Anotole France to old 
Brotteaux in Les Dieux ont soif . 

. "He said he ref~sed to attack religion which he considered neces~ 
sa:>' to nations . . . It was regrettable to him that the Jacobins shou~d 
Wish to substitute for it a religion of liberty, equality, the R~pubhc 
and the Fatherland. He had observed that it is in their vigorous 
youth that religions are most savage and cruel and that they calm down 
~vit~ age. Thus, he hoped that Catholicism would remain, for though 
~n Its youthful vigour it had devoured many a victim, now, bowed under 
Its years and with its appetite poor, it was content with four or five roast 
heretics a century." 

No truer word was ever said. It is only at the feet of the gods, 
as once at the feet of the Aztec god of war Huitzlipochtli, that such 
quantities of blood can be shed under the scourge of duty. The atrocities 
of the Nazi concentration camps cannot be understood unless they are 
seen in their true light as acts of faith, auto-da-fes. 

Most people will exclaim that it is frightful that Europeans in the 
XXth Century should behave like the ancient Aztecs or Torquemada's 
henchmen and that one would have thought humanity had made some 
pr~gress. Alas, progress as regards human emotions is but another myth. 
It Is only human hypocrisy that has progressed. Hitler would never have 
~lad himself portrayed, as did the Pharaohs on their monuments, mutilat~ 
mg and killing his prisoners. Nor would he have exhibited public show8 

to edify his people, as Torquemada with his auto-da-fes. But man's 
regression to primitive barbarism-Taine's fierce and lustful gorilla-is 
always possible under certain evil stars and above all, under the star of a 
ne":' faith which justifies his cruelty. True, some propensity to active 
sadism was requisite in these torturers in the Nazi camps and Germans 
high t. h es In t e cultural scale would not have lent themselves as instruments 
of the savage new faith, for there always exists an elite not subject to 
such great national and mystical drives. 
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But it remains none the less true that all nations-even those which in 
time of security behave with the greatest humanity-arc liable to regress 
to original barbarism. The divers nations which share the earth have 
merely progressed temporarily, in some degree, from this common point 
of departure : progress it would seem, in proportion to the sum of happi
ness and especially well-being which has fallen to their lot, so providing 
conditions favourable to culture . 

. Such are the Anglo-Americans. Grateful it would seem to the 
ancient God of their prosperity, they retain the old Christian faith
though modernised and thinned down into a hundred different sects
which, while its potency n~mains, checks the virulence of the new 
fanaticisms. Thus, more than others, they can cherish reason. 

When Germany was invaded by the Slavs from the East and the 
Anglo-Americans from the \Vest, the terror-struck population, en masse, 
strove_ to fly westwards. For the Anglo-Americans, in spite of their heavy 
bombmg of the German people and towns, being the richest and best fed, 
are the most rational, generous and least cruel, and so are least to be feared. 

* * * 
It remains to examine the divers ideals borne on the banners of the 

embattled nations. How much in these ideals was reality, how much 
myth? 

The Germans were fighting for an Order, their "New Order," 
r~presenting as they said: Right, Justice, Civilisation. They even bap-

- ttsed as Freedom the right their nation claimed to overrun its neigh
bours, compelled as they said they were, to secure " living space " for a 
g~eat, cramped people. Faced by the British Empire with huge areas 
s~Ill so frequently virgin, they felt the envious rage of the poor for the 
nch; the poor who, through lighted windows, see the rich eat and leave 
enough on their plates to feed the whole brood of the famished onlooker 
at home. This, they called, "land-hunger." Thus, it seemed "just" to 
them to trample down their neighbour's territories, to despoil them and 
deport the inhabitants to Germany to force them, willy-nilly, to toil for 
Ge~any's greatness. Primitive "morality " demands that one have no 
obhgations but to one's own. 

, . On the Anglo-American flags, their forces first and foremost read the 
magic word "Freedom." Beneath the same standard had fought 
Abraham Lincoln's anti-slave campai~ers, descendants of the Anglo
Saxons with their age-old liberal tradition. They fought and died "that 
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these dead shall not have died in vain, that this nation under God shall 
have a new birth of freedom, and that the government of the people, by 
the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth." 1 

Such has remained the gospel of these nations which battle with 
Freedom as their cry. Nor is this gospel wholly mythical. For, indeed, 
only in Anglo-Saxon countries or those under the influence of the West, is 
the freedom of the individual respected in so far as consonant with an 
organised State : only in them is one able to criticise the government and 
sleep unafraid of being waked by some Gestapo making a house-search or 
hauling one to gaol. Consequently, this is what Right, Order, Justice, 
Civilisation appears to the Anglo-Saxon. 

But, during this war, the Anglo-Saxons gave yet wider meaning to 
the word Freedom borne on their banners. We fight for world freedom! 
they said : that is, for the freedom of all the nations temporarily under 
the Nazi heel-Poland, France, Norway, Denmark, Belgium, Holland, 
Greece, Yugoslavia and the Baltic countries. They even promised this 
new liberty to the nations fighting as Hitler's henchmen : Italy, Hungary, 
Rumania, Bulgaria and Finland, and even to the Germans themselves if 
they but repudiated their tyrants; not to mention China in the Far East!, 
victim of Japan. ' 

Now it is here that the myth begins to envelope reality. The coun
tries of Western Europe are within reach of the Union Jack and the Stars 
and Stripes. But the countries of Eastern Europe will only see the flutter 
of the Red Flag and its hammer and sickle. And the freedom this holds 
in its folds is by no means that of the Union Jack or the Stars and Stripes. 

A difference in longitude, terrestrial and mystical, more even than the 
different languages gives different meanings to the words Freedom and 
Svoboda, as again to the falsely analogous word Democracy, which in the 
West, is confused with the aspiration towards individual liberty for all, 
while in the East it implies the aspiration towards equality under the harsh 
dictatorship of the proletariat; aspirations, in any case, as impossible to 
reconcile as difficult to attain. 

Yet the Russians also fought in their way for Freedom, but a freedorr. 
very different from that of the Anglo-Saxons, which to those of the West, 
jealous mainly of their personal liberty, no more seems to merit the name 
than did German "liberty" as the Nazis understood it. The Russians 

1 Gettysburg address, November 19th, 1863. 
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care little for individual freedom which their government scorns and sup
presses, but much for national freedom : that of Russia, its territory, its 
fields, its woods, even its government and regime, to which they submit. 
This for them is Right, Justice, Order and in fact, Civilisation. They 
deem it right to sacrifice everything to these ideals, and pillaging and 
killing, have returned on the vanquished the calamities they once inflicted 
on them by themselves deporting thousands of Germans, as also " pro
Fascists" from the countries they have invaded to work as slave labour 
throughout the immense wastes of Russia. 

But, again, it is also true that in countries that are still feudal the 
Red Army really appeared as heralds of freedom to the poor. Did they 
not free the peasants of Poland, the Baltic States, Hungary and Rumania 
from their age-old subjection to their lords? If these last, in Soviet con
centration camps, must expiate the fact of their class-if not of their race 
as under the Nazis-the peasants who share the spoils naturally greet the 
Red Flag as that of the new Freedom. And the outcasts and discontented 
in all lands acclaim them from afar. 

But this was surely not freedom in the Western sense. And though 
press, propaganda and wireless continued to maintain the confusion 
between Freedom and Svoboda, it was because the strength of the vital 
interests threatened, plus the geographical factor-this fate of nations, as 
Napoleon said-had for a time cemented the paradoxical alliance, pre
maturely denounced by Hitler, between Western Capitalism and Eastern 
Sovietism against the common Hitlerian enemy. Not for nothing has 
Germany always had land frontiers bounded eastwards by the Slav 
and westwards by the Rhine and Atlantic powers, both fated 
to unite when the Gennanic danger waxed too great. 

Thus, providing we give different meanings to these words according 
to the peoples that employ them, and understand how relative are these 
ideals, the whole world, in its way, fought for Freedom, Right, Justice, 
Civilisation. For anyone who does not believe he fights for these ideals, 
in their integrity, fights ill. 

The Fatherland is always right, the Fatherland which embodies our 
modes of feeling, thinking, acting. Thus, its customs, laws, civilisation, 
its order and its right, to the patriot appear as Justice, Order, Civilisation, 
Law, and Right. And in the light of battle, those of other countries seem 
Injustice and the very negation of Law, Order, Right and Civilisation. 

In truth, every nation, in addition to its law, its justice, civilisation, 
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right, order, freedom, fights first and foremost for its life. There is 
nothing gentle about the struggle for life in Nature, and the struggles of 
mankind, greediest and cleverest of all animals, are the most cruel and 

all-embracing of all. 

* * * 
"The time of battle for the domination of the world draws near-it 

will be fought in the name of philosojJhic jJrinciples," ideologies, as we 
should say to-day. Thus cried Nietzsche at the end of the last century. 
And again, " How will the earth be governed as one whole? " 1 

The imperialism of a Hitler had led him to boast of . . . " a peace 
which would not be based upon the wearing of olive branches and the 
tearful misery-mongering of pacifist old women, but a peace which would 
be guaranteed by the triumphant sword of a people endowed with. the ' 
power to master the world and administer ii: in the service of a higher 

civilisation ! " 2 

His own, of course. Pax Germanica. . 
The imperialism of that great empire-builder, Cecil Rhodes, led him 

to write at the end of the last century : " I contend that we are the first 
race in the world, and that the more of the world we inhabit, the better 
it is for the human race. I contend that every acre added to our territory 
provides for the birth of more of the English race, who otherwise would 
not be brought into existence. Added to which the absorption of the 
greater part of the world under our rule simply means the end of all 
wars."3 Pax Britannica. 

And Gogol, in Taras Bulba, puts these words into the mouth of the 
dying hetman: "Wait! A time will come when you will learn what is 
meant by the true Russian faith. Nations both near and far will then'ce
forth hearken to it: a Czar will rise in the Russian land and no Power 
on earth will not bow before him. . . " Pax Slavica. 

Are such aspirations to world dominion realisable? The test of arms 
has already relegated a Hitler's dream to the category of myths, as soon 
after the Japanese dream of a "Greater East Asia." 

1 ~ Di~ Zeit kommt, ~vo der .Kampf urn die Erdherrschaft gefiihrt werden wird,~ 
er wzrd zm Namen phzlosophzscher Grund/ehren gefiihrt werden ... » (Nach/ass, 
Vol. XI, p. 309). 
p. 3~~ie soli die Erde alz Ganzes verwaltet werden? »Wille <:U Macht, Vol. XIX, 

2 Mein Kampf, p. 333. 
3 " Some of my · d , ed b J Geoffrey B 19217 ~as,. qHot · Y· · C:· Macdonald in Rhodes-a Life. London, 

ees, . , chap. IV. . · ... 
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Remain the two great imperialist ambitions of the Anglo-Saxon and 
Slav worlds. 

For Britain, the dream of a Cecil Rhodes reduces itself more and 
more to retaining possessions already acquired. But young America 
would seem to have inherited that dream and restlessly aspires to enlarge 
her zones of influence, even at the expense of her ageing mother. 

As for Taras Bulba greeting the future world-Czar, could he know 
that after a Lenin would come a Stalin, the Pope of the new creed-to 
embody his dreams of world-power in the new egalitarian religion 
preached to the world? 

Thus, in addition to the bickerings that follow all great wars, two 
vast imperialisms that stretch from the Atlantic to the Pacific, those of 
the Old and New Worlds, now confront each other over the ruins left by 
the vast conflict. And with them clash the great economic ideals they 
each represent : on the one hand State Capitalism seeking maximum 
co-ordination of production: on the other Capitalism and its encourage-
ment of private enterprise. * * * 

And now the terror of a new war, even more destructive than the 
last-with its V weapons and air bombardments-particularly haunts 
humanity since the two first atomic bombs, dropped by the Americans, 
devastated Hiroshima and Nagasaki and led to Japan's immediate collapse. 
This terror makes a war-weary world seek pledges of peace and rest. To 
this end, as also for the only too human motive of revenge, the return to the 
spirit of the " Roman triumph," exemplary punishment of all " war 
criminals" has been demanded; not only that of sadistic torturers but also 
of heads of State, ministers, officials and army chiefs of the vanquished 
nations. Meanwhile delegates of the victorious United Nations gather 
at conferences at which only the great confer. 

Alas ! who hears the voices of the small? And the voices of the grear· 
are often discordant. For insatiability is the law of the strong. 

Thus, this second League of Nations, should it be raised, is doubtless 
once more doomed to illustrate how mythical is that great mirage of 
which humanity, despite its ineradicable instincts of aggre~sion and con
quest, still dreams at weary moments : the supreme myth of peace, uni
versal, everlasting. 
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